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Abstract

'Community' has long proved an integral element in commonsensethinking about a range
of social problems and experiences,and with respect to crime the general conclusion is
that more community will mean less crime. This study comprises a critical exploration of
the resonance of community to New Labour's youth justice policy and to the lives of
young offenders. The concept of community is of particular interest, as since its election in
1997 New Labour has been committed to forge a new political ideology of the 'Third
Way', wherein communitarian ideas have proved central to the government's ambitions to
revive and emphasise individual's responsibilities and obligations to civil society. Thus
justice
in
the
the
orders,
which
constitute
youth
system
evident
array of civil and criminal
in England and Wales, are constructions of community as both a 'moral resource' and as a
4moral claimant'. The former assumes that communities have inherent capacities in
latter
the
crime,
youth
while
prioritises the community's right
preventing and controlling
to demandthe punishment and exclusion of those young people who fail to live up to their
communal responsibilities.

Given that communitarianresponses
are but the latestmanifestationof the constantsearch
for solutionsto youth crime,considerationis initially accordedto the historicalshifts and
continuitiesin both youthjustice and communitysafetypolicy and practices.It is argued
that a movementtowardsincreasinglypunitive, exclusionaryand defensiveresponsesto
crime andyoung offendershasprevailedin recentyears,and it is within this contextthat
New Labour's prioritisationof communitarianthoughthas occurred.Attention then turns
to the specificitiesof the government'scommitmentto communitarianism,
within youth
justice. Not only do New Labour emphasiseyoung people's responsibilitiesto the
indeed,
than
the
the state'sresponsibilitiesto the
rather
community's,
or
community it
has
but
demonstrated
define,
legislate
its
to
also
andsanction
willingness
youngpersonit
those
to
responsibilities
considersessentialto the membershiprights of the
with respect

'law-abiding' community. As such it is contended that the government's vision of
community is essentially narrow, defensive and divisive.

The analysis then draws upon semi-structured qualitative interviews with a sample of
young offenders and Youth Offending Team practitioners to explore the resonance of
community to the lives of young offenders and to their experiences of youth justice
supervision. It is arguedthat community is a salient feature of the lives of young offenders
which often provides for inclusionary experiences.However, the government's faith in the
does
in
'moral
to
and
controlling
crime
not
community
resource'
preventing
act as a
adequately account for the complex, transitory and ambiguous nature of young offenders'
experiences of communal life. Furthermore, the punitive repercussions of the
government's commitment to honouring the community's role as a 'moral claimant' serve
to undermine the practitioner's ability to exploit the resourcesthe community may have to
desist
from
to
to
to
and
motivating
young
people
offending.
encouraging
offer with regard
Additionally,

the emphasis on intolerance is likely to promote the community's

disapproval and hostility towards young offenders. It is concluded that New Labour's
its
to
and
particular envisaging of community, conjures a
communitarianism,
commitment
is
which
unlikely to engenderpositive outcomesfor either
potential
powerful exclusionary
the young offender or the 'law abiding' community.
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Chapter One

The Seductions of Community'

Introduction

At the heart of my beliefs is the idea of community. I don't just mean the local
villages, towns and cities in which we live. I mean that our fulfilment as
individuals lies in a decent society of others. My argument to you today is
that the renewal of community is the answer to the challenges of a changing
//www.
hqp:
2000:
1526.
(Tony
Blair,
pmo.
Rov.
asp
uk/ouiput/Pag-e
world.

The opening quotation is an excerpt from a speechby the Prime Minister, Tony Blair, to
the Women's Institute's Triennial General Meeting, on June 7,2000,

wherein

geommunity,2 is alluded to on no less than 19 occasions. Notwithstanding the slowhandclap Blair elicited for his efforts he forcefully argued that the renewal of traditional
communal institutions, such as the church, the family and a respect for elders, is necessary
in order to respond to the profound changes, insecurities and anxieties inherent in
contemporary British society. In a more recent speechto the Ash Institute in Boston, on
the need for civil renewal, the then Home Secretary, David Blunkett, observed that 'the
decay in people's senseof community can lead to the disintegration of actual communities
leaving,
drug
despair
become
with
people
a vicious
crime
rising,
use,
can
and
which
cycle'

(Blunkett,

2004, hqp://www. homeoffice.gov.uk/docs3/hsspeechashinstituteO4.

html). Such pronouncements by the government's most senior ministers testify to the
importance of community to contemporary political discourse and, in particular, to
law
and order. Overall, for New Labour, it appearsthat the absenceor demise
of
questions

'Title taken from Hughes (1998: 101).
2 From this point quotation marks from the word 'community' will be omitted.
I

in
disorder,
lawlessnessand a host of social problems and that its
will
community
result
of

renewalwill providea solutionto suchissues.

These opening comments serve to introduce the central concerns of this study, which are
to explore the resonanceof community to New Labour's youth justice policy in England
and Wales and, in particular, within the lives of a sample of young offenders in
Merseyside. This introductory chapter identifies a range of themes and questions relating
to community which will be investigated in greater detail in the course of this study.
Initially it will outline various definitions of community, prior to exploring its appeal and
the difficulties it is likely to present for criminal justice purposes.The chapter will also
for
brief
description
this study and will
the
work
of
empirical
undertaken
provide a
conclude with an overview of the subsequentchapters.

Defining Community

Defining community has proved an elusive undertaking and one that has elicited much
sociological energy, literature and debate. Crow and Allan (1994: 1) observe that the
bewildering range of meanings associatedwith community stems from the fact that it is
shorthandfor 'the broad realm of social arrangementsbeyondthe private sphereof home and
family but more familiar than the impersonal institutions of wider society'. Indeed, Hillery's
(1955) study of 94 various definitions of community provides an indication of how
widespread,diff-useand convoluted the theoretical concernsand ruminations on community
have been. Hillery Qbid.: 20) concludes 'all definitions deal with people. Beyond this
common element,there is no agreement'.

While suchconclusionsarenot particularlyhelpful in furtheringour understanding
of what
do
they
constitutes
serveasa starkreminderthatit is a conceptthat is neitherselfcommunity
Indeed,a varietyof approaches
to its definitionarediscernableand
evidentnor uncontested.
2

consideration will now be given to the range of theoretical attempts to elucidate this
6promiscuous' concept (Worrall, 1997: 48). This analysis does not seek to provide a
but
definitional
to
the
community,
overview
and
various
approaches
comprehensive
of
many
rather it will highlight key themeswhich appearto resonatewith shifts and developmentsin
theoriesof crime and punishment.

'Mechanical'and'organic'solidarity

Sociological interest in the concept of community is emphatically linked to the threats and
transformations associated with social change. Herein Durkheim's conceptualisation of
'mechanical' and 'organic' solidarity, in respect of the movement from pre-industrial to
industrial society, has proved influential in both the development of ideas in relation to
community and its associationwith social cohesion.

Within pre-industrial society Durkheirn asserted that social cohesion was ensured by
4mechanicalsolidarity' which was, in turn, attributable to the similarities engenderedby
individuals living in small social groups and sharing 'an all encompassingset of norms and
individualism
Durkheim
2002:
26).
For
(Valier,
excessive
rather than social change
values'
he
industrial
(ibid.
).
In
the
to
threaten
to
society
cohesion
movement
social
was perceived
believed that such excessive individualism was likely to provoke a transitory period,
characterisedby numeroussocial problems,prior to social cohesionbeing reassertedthrough
the development of 'organic' solidarity (ibid.). He argued that the functional dependency
arising from an extensivedivision of labour would ensuresocial integration and co-operation
as workers were dependenton the exchangeof their labour (ibid.: 27). Social cohesionwas
premised on the 'active adherenceto values of individual dignity, civic values, reasonand
tolerance' (ibid.: 27), ideas which continue to resonate within theoretic and political
discoursesof community.

3

Communityas 'blood,place and mind'

Subsequent
theoristsdo not shareDurkheim'soptimismregardingthe emergence
of social
cohesion.Writing in the latenineteenthcenturyT6nnies(1957)distinguishedbetweentwo
dimensionsof collectivelife. The first comprisesthe 'organic' relationships,characteristic
of kinship ties and social relationsthat are intimate, long-lastingand multifaceted.For
T6nnies (ibid.) there are three central aspectsto community: blood (kinship), place
(neighbourhood)and mind (fiiendship). The relative immobility, both physically and
(community)
in
'gemeinschaft'
meansthat
of
socially,of communitymembers conditions
'place' had profound effects on the type of kinship and ffiendship interactionsand
involves
formal,
dimension
The
individual
the
in
second
engaged.
relations which an
contract-basedand fleeting relationships, characteristicof economic exchangeand
in
dimensions
both
Although,
to
extents,
are
always
present,
varying
political power.
different times and places,the former 'gemeinschaft',was particularly associatedwith
large-scale
latter,
'gesellschaft'
(society),
the
with
small-scalepre-industrialsocietyand
industrialsociety.

Notwithstanding T6nnies's assertionthat the social relations characteristicof community are
have
life,
form
dominant
longer
the
continued
of collective
an array of community studies
no
to attempt to identify and codify the core characteristicsof community within society. For
definitions
by
found
94
Hillery
(1955:
20)
that
the
of
of
analysis
aforementioned
example,
61
definitions
interacting;
91
the
agreed that
mentioned
presence
of
a
group
community,
community included social interaction, area and some common ties; 70 agreed on the
for
integration
73
the
need
of
on
presence areaand social
as necessaryelements;and agreed
the inclusion of both social interaction and common ties. In a similar vein, Lee and Newby
(1983) and Willmott

(1986) construct typologies of community that identify the

importance of place/locality, shared interests/socialnetworks, and attachment/communion,
which, in isolation or in varying combinations, constitute experiencesof community.
4

However, approachesconcentrating on the various characteristic features of community
have been continuously critiqued by reference to the destabilising forces of globalisation,
individualism and plurality inherent in contemporary society which, it is alleged, are
associatedwith the demise of community (Bauman, 1991,2000; Hobsbawn, 1995; Young
1999). Indeed, Bauman argues (2001: 3) that community represents 'the kind of world
which is not, regrettably, available to us - but which we would dearly wish to inhabit and
which we hope to repossess'.In turn, these 'declensionist narratives' (Putnam, 2000: 24)
have been subject to critique for 'exaggerating both the solidity and certainty of the past
and the fragility and uncertainty of the present' (Hughes, 2002: 35). Indeed, other
commentatorsassertthat community continues to resonatein contemporary society, albeit
that the rapid and profound increasesin the mobility of capital, information and culture
promote increasingly ambiguous social interactions involving 'networks' (Castells, 1996)
and 'flows' (Lash and Urry, 1994; Urry, 2000).

Community as a 'symbolic construction'

Definitional analysis and activity in respect of the concept of community are also evident
in theoretical discourseswhich view it as a 'symbolic construction' (Cohen, 1985) that is
den
'reconstructed'
identity
(Van
'imagined'
to
tradition
and
as
a
referent
and
continually
Bersselaar,2005). For Cohen (1985) community is a real and distinguishable phenomenon
that is expressed in the reality it holds for individuals. For example, Anderson (1983)
argues that communities take much of their characteristics from the way in which their
members think about and imagine themselves, which in turn defines the boundaries and
membership of what they perceive to be their community. Likewise Cohen (1985) argues
that a focus on the meanings associated with the concept of community is more
it
forms
it
for
He
than
the
that
take.
concentrating
enlightening
on
may
asserts
most people
'condenses symbolically, and adeptly, its bearers' social theories of similarity and
difference', becoming 'an eloquent and collective emblem of their social selves' (ibid.:
5

114). For both these commentatorscommunity is as much about exclusion as inclusion.
Anderson's assertionswere derived on the basis of reflecting on the concept of nationhood,
while Cohen arguescommunity is often more intensively assertedin responseto geo-social
threats,as was demonstratedin the rise of sub-nationalmilitancies founded in ethnic and local
communitiesduring the 1970sand 1980s.

However, theories regarding'the import of the symbolic construction of cbmmunity are not
limited to defensive assertions of rituals and symbols but also embrace the positive
characteristics associatedwith the conceptý namely commitment, reciprocity, solidarity,
wholeness,personalismand so on (Frazer, 1999: 82). Indeed, Frazer (ibid.) assertsthat the
aspirationto community reflects a desirefor some form of connectedness,which 'transcends
the mundaneand concretetangle of social relationships'. Shearguesthat:

The experience of community is likely to be both euphoric and fleeting. On
occasion or at such times members experience a centred and bounded entity
that includes the self as such; they engage in exchangesand sharing that are
personalized;the orientation to each and to the whole engagesthe person and,
it
his
her
to
tempted
put
or
soul. It is on such occasionsthat the
as some are
cspirit of community' or the 'senseof community' is achieved (1999:83).

Community as 'social capital'

This dualistic nature of community is also apparent in theoretical and policy discourses
relating to social capital (Putnam, 2000; McLaughlin, 2002; Attwood et al., 2003). Putnam
(2000: 19) defines social capital as the 'connections among individuals - social networks
and the norms of reciprocity and trustworthiness that arise from them'. In common with its
&conceptual cousin' community (ibid.: 21) social capital has wann and positive

6

however
Putnam also emphasises its capacity for negative as well as
connotations,
beneficial impacts.

Positive public goods, such as mutual supporý co-operation, trust and institutional
effectiveness are most strongly linked to bridging (inclusive) social capital which fosters
links to others in a generalised sense.The potential for sectarianism, ethnocentrism and
corruption is more likely to be associatedwith bonding (exclusive) social capital, which
fosters strong 'in-group' loyalties and by implication strong 'out-group' antagonisms.
Bridging and bonding social capital can co-exist or occur in isolation. The challenge
identified by Putnam (ibid. ) is that of promoting social capital, which adheresmost closely
to the principal of generalisedreciprocity. Putnam (ibid.: 134). summarisesit as: 'I'll do
this for you now, without expecting anything immediately in return and perhapswithout
knowing you, confident that down the road you or someoneelse will return the favour'.

For Putnam (2000: 21) 'social capital' is an important indicator of the quality and
experience of community life. Putnam's (ibid. ) book 'Bowling Alone' charts and analyses
the collapse and revival of community in relation to trends in social capital and civic
engagement.Putnam (ibid.: 184) argues that forces of generational, economic and social
change have served to undermine social capital in contemporary American society, to the
extent that community life in the last 30 years has become characterised by 'limited
liability'

rather than the dense and enduring networks of reciprocal social relations.

However, he is optimistic that this decline can be reversed not least because of the
potential benefits social capital has to offer in terms of helping us to become 'smarter,
healthier, safer, richer and better able to govern ajust and stable democracy'. (ibid.: 290).

The strong associationof community to social cohesionhas ensuredits interest for
to defining community
criminologicalpurposes.Indeed,eachof thesevariousapproaches
is reflectedand echoedin varioustheoriesof crime andpunishment(discussedin chapters
7

two and three). For example, the regeneration of 'traditional' community institutions and
relationships is integral to the Chicago School's theory of the 'disorganised community';
community as a defensive strategy is apparent in the community safety strategiesof right
realism; community as a resource is inherent to the theory of restorative justice and
in
is
the adoption of
to
reflected
community as a means
prioritise moral order
'communitarian' ideasby neo-liberal governments.

The attractions of community?

[Community

is a] term overlaid with alluring connotations and resonances

about its social value. [ ... ] 'Community'

appears to offer an attractive means

is
be
fragmented
It
(re)creating
to
often
a
society.
assumed
across
cohesion
of
intrinsically

linked to a positive relationship with crime prevention, such that

6more community'

is believed to result in 'less crime' (Crawford, 1997: 299-

300).

Although, a complex and contested concept 'the idea of community has long been an
integral part of common sense thinking about a wide diversity of social problems and
host'
for
'genial
105).
Community's
(Hughes,
1998:
to
a
capacity
act
as
a
experiences'
has
1998)
(Crawford,
1997;
'ideological
assumptions and presuppositions'
plethora of
ensured that it has been prominent in the conception, design and legitimisation of social
has
been
justice
discourses
for
least
30
within
community
years,
and
criminal
policy
at
invoked for both explanatory and curative purposes(Lacey and Zedner, 1995).

indeed, the above quotation from Crawford (1997) alludes to the ideological and political
Herein
the
the
to
of
concept
of
community
with
questions
of
social
order.
respect
appeal
tneighbourliness, mutual aid and a positive senseof belonging' (Smith, 1995: 93) evoked
by communal membership are thought to elicit a mutual senseof responsibility which in
8

turn facilitates a willingness to 'look after' the needs of, or 'deal with' the deeds of its
members (Worrall, 1997: 46-47). As Crawford (ihid., 1998a) observes, more community
by
is
important
for
it
in
less
Hence
as
an
means
purposes
viewed
results
crime.
policy
which to uphold 'moral order' and as a potential sourceof 'untapped resources', which can
be exploited to prevent and combat crime and disorder (Crawford, 1997: 165-6; Hudson,
2003).

However, the informal social controls associatedwith communal life have often proved
'illusionary' within crime prevention and control strategies (Foster, 2002: 184). Crime
representsa threat to community, and community breakdown is associatedwith increasing
levels of disorder and victimisation (Levitas, 2000: 193). As such, areas that are
by
those
to
characterised
poverty,
activity
are
often
criminal
particularly vulnerable
in
Hence
heterogeneity
the
turnover.
they
which
precisely
are
areas
residential
and
cultural
disorder
difficult
issues
to generate
to
crime
and
most
of
are
communal responses
(Skogan, 1990; Hope, 1995; Crawford, 1997; Foster, 2002). Conversely, the anxieties
basis
'for
intolerance
'stronger'
by
the
communities
provide
perfect
crime within
evoked
fears
1997:
273).
Indeed,
(Crawford,
breed'
to
with respect to criminal
of others
'lawinsidious
'us'
'them',
likely
to
the
promote
an
vision
of
versus
victimisation are
(ihid.:
in
legitimise
defensive
159)
to
'the
turn
and
responses
criminal'
versus
abiding'
in
divisive
exclusionary
and
effect.
are
crime, which

Crawford(1998a:243) observesthat the illusionarynatureof communityis also likely to
reflect a range of 'fundamental confusions' with respect to the role and nature of
communitywithin policy discourse.He arguesthat 'more' communitydoes not always
equateto socialorderandthat the collectivevaluesof organisedcommunitiesmayactually
idea
(see
Likewise,
behaviour
Foster,
1990).
the
to
encourage
and
embed
criminal
serve
that a lack of communityor weak communalbondsare key determinantsof disorderis
questioned(ibid.; WalklateandEvans,1999).Indeed,WalklateandEvans(1999:6) argue
9

that this is an oversimplification of reality and their study of Salford suggeststhat areas
lacking
in
by
high
levels
of
crime
community, rather the
are
not
necessarily
characterised
dynamics of communal life are 'just different'. Furthermore, Crawford (1998a: 244)
is
be
levels
low
'organised
to
that
the
unlikely
communities',
asserts
of crime within
achieved by the informal social controls usually associatedwith 'intimacy, connectedness
and mutual support', rather such communities are more likely to be able to effectively
accessformal control mechanismsand institutional resources.

New Labour and communitarian thought

Notwithstanding its illusionary nature, Hughes (2002:37) argues that the popularity of
in
In
have
to
years.
particular
prominence
recent
particular
gained
community
appeals
ideological
New
'Third
Way'
Labour
has
the
to
government's
proved central
community
and political ambitions which favour the idea of an 'enabling state' and an emphasisupon
individual responsibility (Crawford, 1997; Driver and Martell, 1997; Hughes, 1998;
Levitas, 2000; James and James, 2001; Green 2002; McLaughlin, 2002; Hudson, 2003).
Herein New Labour's political mantra "that rights come with responsibilities" (Hudson,
2003:78, emphasis in original) echoes the central message of Etzioni's (1993,1995)
tvalue communitarianism' (ibid. ), which assertsthe need for a new relationship between
the individual and the community and a redefinition of rights and responsibilities.

It shall be arguedthat New Labour's youthjustice policy hasbecomea prime site for the
has
ideas
in
herein
(discussed
three)
community
applicationof communitarian
chapter
and
beenconceptualisedas both a 'moral resource'and a 'moral claimant' (Hudson,2003).
The former draws upon Etizioni's (1995) argumentthat communitieshave a 'suasive
capacitywith which to moraliseandcontroltheir members'andBraithwaite's(1989)ideas
in relation to reintegrativeshaming(Hudson,2003: 84). As such,the 'community as a
in
individuals
fulfilling their obligationsto eachother andto the
moral resource'sustains
10

community (ibid. ). However, in those circumstances where individuals renege on their
obligations community is conceived as having rights in the same way as individuals to
protection, and as a 'moral claimant' it can demand that the wrongdoers live up to their
responsibilities or face the possibility of exclusion (ibid. ).

The research questions

This study seeksto critically explore the resonanceof community to New Labour's youth
justice policies and to the lives of a sample of offenders in Merseyside. Throughout, it will
interrelated
to
questions:
of
seek answer a range

m What constructions of, and assumptions about, community are apparent in
its
theories
of
crime
and
prevention and control?
criminological
Why has community proved so appealing to New Labour's youth justice
strategies?
What constructions of, and assumptionsabout, community underlie current youth
justice policy and practice?
a

Is community an appropriate focus in the developmentof youth justice strategies?

Hudson's (2003) proposal of community as both a 'moral resource' and as a 'moral
claimant' provides the conceptual fi-amework for much of this analysis.

Theempiricalwork

The theoretical discussions will be supported by the findings from empirical research
in
three Merseyside Youth Offending Teams (YOTs). Semi-structured,
undertaken
qualitative interviews were conducted with 30 young offenders and 20 youth justice
in
between
YOTs
June 2001 and September2002.
three
workers and managers
11

The sample of young people was comprised of ten female and twelve male offenders,
subject to a variety of orders, and eight male offenders attending an Intensive Supervision
and Surveillance Project (ISSP). The sample of practitioners comprised eight YOT
workers; two Deputy YOT Managers, three YOT team managers,two education/careers
0
'On
Track
ISSP
workers; two
project and a Youth
workers and the managers of an
Inclusion Project (YIPf

The empirical work undertaken sought to critically assessthe resonanceof community to
youth justice policy and practice and to the lives of young offenders. Specifically it sought
to explore the following researchquestions:

u

How do young offenders understandand experiencecommunity?

if
is
What
the
the
m
relationship, any, between young offenders and their
nature of
community?
0

What assumptions about and constructions of community underlie youth justice
interventions with young offenders?

0

To what extent, if any, does community contribute to the control and prevention of
offending?

0 To what extent,if any, doescommunitycontributeto the rehabilitationand social
inclusionof offenders?

3 The 'On Track' initiative was launched in December 1999 to provide preventative interventions
for children aged 4 and 12 years such as home visiting, structured pre-school education and family
therapy (Children and Young Person's Unit, 2002).
4 The Youth Inclusion Programmewas launched in 2000, and targets the 50 young people (13 to 16
years) at 'greatest risk' of offending in the highest crime areas in England and Wales in order to
incorporate them into activities with other young people, including sport, after school-clubs,
informal education and social skills.
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A secondary concern has been to explore to what extent, if any, the 'resonance' of

differed
accordingto gender,ageandthe restrictivenessof the orderto which
community
a young person was subject.

Outline of chapters

The exploration of the resonanceof the concept of community to youth justice policy and
practice is begun in chapterstwo and three. Chapter two charts the important changesand
developments over the last century or so within youth justice and the criminological
discourses of community evident in the sphere of community safety. Although youth
justice and community safety discoursescomprise distinct themes within criminology, it is
argued that in the movement from 'penal welfarism' to 'the culture of control' (Garland,
2001) both are informed by similar concerns and imperatives, which in turn have elicited
increasingly punitive and defensive responses. As such the relationship between the
has
increasingly
'law
community
proved
abiding'
problematic.
offender and

The movement towards increasingly exclusionary responsesto crime and young offenders
provides the context within which chapter three explores the particular resonance of
community to New Labour's youth justice policy. Notwithstanding the recognition that
youth justice is a 'confusing and messy business' (Muncie and Hughes, 2002: 15),
characterised by a range of contradictory imperatives, it is argued that community
comprises a central organising principle in New Labour's reinvention of youth justice.
Herein 'communitarian' influences are apparent in primary, secondary and tertiary
strategies to address the troublesome and criminal behaviour of young people. The
championing of community as both a 'moral resource' and a 'moral claimant' offers the
prospect of both tolerant and inclusive and intolerant and exclusive responsesto youth
it
is argued that the conservative and 'value' driven approach inherent in
However,
crime.
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New Labour's communitarian agenda continues the punitive trajectory of youth justice
strategiesapparentover recent decades.

Chapters four to six addressthe empirical researchundertaken for the study. Chapter four
sets out the research questions and methods and provides an account of the research
process.Chapter five presentsthe analysis with respectto the exploration of 'community
as a moral resource'. It examines young offenders' experiences, or otherwise, of
communal life and in what ways, if any, such experiences support or undermine the
assumptionthat communities have a 'suasive' capacity with which to moralise and control
their members. It argues that community does have a resonancewithin the lives of young
offenders and that it often proves an inclusionary experience.However, it is also clear that
for young offenders the relationship to and experience of community is complex and
ambiguous and as such is unlikely to consistently or effectively exert the intended crime
inherent
'community
impacts
to
the
as a moral resource' discourse.
prevention and control

Chaptersix setsout the analysiswith respectto 'communityas a moral claimant' which
to youthjustice interventionsand
exploresyoungoffenders'experiencesof andresponses
the impactsof their statusas 'offenders' on their interactionswith andrelationshipsto the
communities they belong. Despite the punitive and authoritarian undertones of
contemporaryyouth justice policy it appearsthat young offenders' experiencesof youth
justice interventionsare generallypositive,relevantandconstructive.In no small measure
this appearsattributableto the commitmentand efforts of youthjustice practitionersand
However,
their commitmentto the pursuit of inclusionaryand reintegrativeapproaches.
imperatives
the
that have increasinglycometo characteriseyouth justice,
punitive
given
questionsare raised as to whether such 'positive' interventionsare sustainablein the
longer term. By contrast, communities' responsesto young offenders were largely
disapprovingand censorious.While such intolerantand punitive responsesare likely to
havesomedeterrenteffectsit is arguedthat they may also promoteand exacerbateyoung
14

from
the community and their involvement in anti-social and criminal
exclusion
offenders'
activities.

Chapter sevenreflects on the argumentsand evidence presentedin this study regarding the
desirability and appropriatenessof a focus on community in the policy and practice of
youth justice, in England and Wales. It concludes that the constructions of communities,
and of young offenders, evident in New Labour's adoption and commitment to
communitarianism are unlikely to engendertolerant and inclusive responsesto crime and
offenders. Rather the authoritarianism which characterises current youth justice policy
may serve to compound and intensify damaging outcomes for both the young offender and
the communities to which they belong.

is

Chapter Two

From 'Penal Welfare' to the 'Culture Of Control':
Transformations in Youth Justice and Criminological Discourses of Community

Introduction

In the day-to-day practices of criminal justice, there has been a marked shift
of emphasis from the welfare to the penal modality ... The penal mode, as
become
has
becoming
more punitive, more
prominent,
more
well as
less
Distinctively
concerns
as
penal
such
minded.
expressive, more security
hard
fixity
the
the
of
punishment,
condemnation
and
and
certainty
eligibility,
treatment of offenders and the protection of the public have been prioritised.
The welfare mode, as well as becoming more muted, has become more
[Offenders]
are
more
risk
conscious
offence-centred,
conditional, more
...
deprived
in
discourse
be
likely
less
to
official
as
socially
represented
now
depicted
instead
They
in
support.
are
as culpable,
of
need
citizens
individuals
be
dangerous
carefully
who
must
somewhat
and
undeserving
controlled. (Garland, 2001: 175, emphasisin original).

The previous chapter highlighted the appeal of the concept of community within theories
of crime and its prevention and control. This chapter provides an account of the
transformations that have occurred over the twentieth century which inform and contribute
to the championing of community within contemporary criminal justice strategies in
England and Wales. As the opening quotation from Garland (ibid. ) suggests, criminal
justice, its knowledge, institutions and strategies have been 'dramatically reconfigured'
within this period and it is Garland's (ibid. ) conceptualisation of the movement from
'penal welfare' to the 'culture of control' which provides a framework for the discussion.
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The analysis presentedwill draw on youth justice and crime prevention literature in order
to explore the changing nature of responses to youth crime and the development of
criminological discoursesof community, respectively.

This chapter begins by providing a brief historical account of developments within the
nineteenth century which proved of significance to the nature of youth justice policy and
community responsesof crime within the twentieth century. Then, utilising Garland's
analysis to outline the characteristic featuresof 'penal welfare' and the 'culture of control',
the chapter will explore the attendant legislative and institutional developments and
changesin practice occurring within youth justice strategiesand criminological discourses
of community in order to outline the reshaping of views of and responsesto crime. As the
opening quotation suggests,this discussion will demonstrate a movement to increasingly
punitive and exclusionary assumptions,rhetoric and practice within both areasof interest.

Given that it is within such a context that questions of community have come to occupy a
central place within New Labour's youth justice agendathis discussion raises a range of
issues regarding perceptions of young offenders, communities and the nature of the
relationship betweenthe two which I will go on to explore in subsequentchapters.

Historical precedents

Throughout the nineteenthcentury the turbulent changeswrought by the industrial
revolutionandthe burgeoningof urbancentresprovokedquestionsregardingthe natureof
the emerging social order and in relation to the utility and effectivenessof classical
conceptionsof crime control and punishment.Within the popular imaginationthe city
becameinfused with notions of 'dangerousness,
degradationand squalor' and crime
became'a metaphorfor class antagonismsand fears about property,disease,contagion
and alienness'(Crawford,1997:19).However,the needsof the new industrialorderfor a
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controllable and disciplined workforce and the post-Enlightenment perception of 'man' as
4arational being who through reasoncould be taught good behaviour' (Emsley, 2002: 22 1)
undermined any resort to the 'arbitrary infliction of physical punishments (execution,
mutilation, the stocks)' (Hudson, 2002: 235). Rather, as the processesof industrialisation
and urbanisation progressed, punishments were increasingly aimed at 'mentalities' and
'making bad people good' (ibid. )

Juvenilejustice in the nineteenth centwy

Juveniledelinquencyservesasa cipherfor muchwider hopesandfearsaboutsocialorder,
progressandchange(Pearson,1983,1994;Davies,1990;Brown, 1998).Indeed,reflecting
the long-termandenduringambiguitiesregardingyouth's placein society,Pearson(1983:
229) is able to trace 'respectablefears' with respectto juvenile delinquencyback to, at
least,the pre-industrialseventeenthcentury.However,it is generallyacknowledgedthat
such fears did not take on their distinctively modemform until the urbanand industrial
revolutions of the nineteenthcentury (Muncie, 1999,2004; Newbum, 2002). Pearson
(1983) arguesthat the 'respectablefears' with regardto youth comprisea generalisedform
is
which
constructedand reconstructedover time as new and unprecedented
complaint
of
but which comesinto sharpcrystallisingfocus at momentsof more generalanxiety and
Thus,as Muncie
which almostinevitablyproducesauthoritarianlaw and orderresponses.
juvenile
justice
becomesa 'touchstonethrough which
Hughes
(2002:
12)
observe,
and
crime andpunishmentcanbe imaginedandre-imagined.

At the tum of the nineteenth century juvenile delinquency was already established as a
distinct social problem (Pearson, 1983; Muncie, 1999,2004) with the establishmentof the
'Society for Investigating the Causesof the Alarming Increase in Juvenile Delinquency in
the Metropolis' in 1815 providing the first public recognition of this problem (Muncie,
1999,2004).

Its report in 1816 highlighted the deterioration of morals, parental
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deficiencies, the lack of involvement by juveniles in gainful activities and the failures and
criminalising tendencies of existing legal procedure, police practices and penal regimes
(Muncie, 2004: 57). It also raised concerns regarding the nature of working-class
childhood and juvenile delinquency, which gained credencefrom a number of official and
unofficial sources throughout the nineteenth century. For example, a series of select
committees testified to the seeming growth in youth crime (Muncie, 1999,2004), while
social commentators berated the deterioration of morals and the deficiencies of workingclass family life (ibid; May, 2002).

The increasing importance accorded to childhood as a period of innocence and
(Hendrick,
2002)servedto
dependency,
control
protection
and
parental
which necessitated
in
family
basis
interest
Victorian
the
the
a
of social order (Goldson&
as
emphasize
Jamieson,2002). Mary Carpenterproved particularly influential in promotingthe view
that 'it is from the mismanagement
or low moral conditionof the parents,ratherthanfrom
in
flows'
(Carpenter,
175).
She
1901,
Pearson,
1983:
juvenile
that
cited
crime
poverty,
forcefully assertedthat the causesof crime shouldbe addressed
at their source- that is the
family - and determinedlycampaignedto addressjuvenile delinquents'perceivedneeds
for moral guidance,discipline and education.Differentiating betweenthe 'dangerous
class'of youngoffendersandthe 'perishingclass' of incipientcriminals(May, 2002: 107),
sheadvocatedindustrialschoolsfor the formerandreformatoryschoolsfor the latter.

Carpenter'sefforts resultedin the 1854Youthful OffenderAct and the 1857Industrial
SchoolsAct. While the former recognisedthe legal age of criminal responsibilityat 16
years,assertednew rights of enforcingparentalresponsibilityandestablishedthe principle
of a child's punishmentfor a child's crime (May, 2002: 110),the lattercontributedto state
interventionin caseswherea child was in 'needof careand protection' (ibid.). Not only
were theseactsimportantin establishingthe state'sview of childhoodcriminality (ibid),
but,also in the conceptionof a welfarist discoursepremisedon the needsof thejuvenile
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delinquent, an idea that was to be sustainedand further developed within the era of 'penal
welfare'.

The community as a recipient ofservices

The preoccupationwith questionsof crime and social order from the outset of the
nineteenthcenturyalso provokedsignificant developmentswith respectto crime control
strategies.Herein the inefficienciesand limited utility of the 'motley system' of parishappointedconstablesand watchmenand private thief catchers(Emsley,2002: 211-2) which had in turn replacedthe informal, communaland often face-to-facerelationsof
earlier crime control strategies(Crawford, 1997) - contributedto the creation of the
MetropolitanPoliceForcein 1829.From the outsetthe first duty of the new police force
was that of crime prevention(Crawford, 1997;Emsley,2002) and uniformedconstables
patrolling the streetswere conceivedof as a 'symbolic representation
of socialorder and
respectability'(Crawford,1997:19).While this crime preventionrole was soonredefined
and marginalisedthe introductionof the new police force was significant in termsof the
state's acceptanceof primary responsibility for crime control and order maintenance
(Crawford, 1997).The accompanyingconceptualisationof the public as recipientsof a
servicewas to be supportedand extendedin the establishmentof the welfare statein the
twentiethcentury.

In conclusion,by the end of the nineteenthcentury the stagewas set for increasingly
interventionistcrime controlresponses
on the part of the state.

'Penal Welfare'

The era of 'penalwelfare' extendsfrom the mid-1890sto the 1970s(Garland,1985,2001,
2002). Its emergencecoincidedwith a period of uncertaintyand fundamentalchange
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wherein Britain was negotiating its place within a new economic, social and political
world order (Goldson, 1997). Political and imperialist anxieties regarding class conflictý
labour unrest, fears of an unfit population, 'racial deterioration, and the post-Boer war
uneaseregarding national efficiency contributed to the reconstitution of the social realm'
(Garland, 2001: 45). Social policies sought to establish 'mechanisms of security and
integration' in order to give 'all citizens a stake in the nation' (Garland, 2002: 197-8),
while institutions of penality were invoked for those 'recalcitrant minority of deviant and
marginal cases' who were not influenced by the 'positive inducements of normal
socialisation' (ibid.: 199).

Social deprivation comprised the central explanation for criminality within 'penal welfare'
be
deprived
'assisting
that
those
to
the
of
of the economic,
and
state's role was perceived
for
for
necessary
proper
social
adjustment
necessary
provision
social and psychological
law abiding conduct' (ibid.: 15). As such, the Victorian emphasis on the rule of law,
deterrence and a hierarchy of increasingly severe punishments was revised to that of a
'mobilisation of norms' (ibid.: 200). Influenced by the emergent disciplines of the human
judicial
to
this
norms
served
expand
and
mobilisation
of
amend
and social sciences,
institutions
to
of
new
agencies,
and strategies
a
proliferation
promote
powers and
concerned to assess, classify and reform the offender (ibid.: 200-1). A 'series of
normalising, corrective or segregative institutions' (ibid.:

199) sought to change

'offenders' beliefs and behaviour in line with normative codes' (ibid.: 183). through moral
education and reformative practices

In utilising and building upon Foucault's (1977) analysis in Discipline and Punish
Garland's 'penal welfare' thesis shares much in common with govermnentality theorists
who are less concerned with 'the imposition of law and more with the tactic of using
in
being
knowledges
to
things
that
arrange
such
a
way
populations
accept
particular
governed and begin to govern themselves' (Muncie and Hughes, 2002: 10, emphasis in
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original). As such, governance becomes a means to promote a 'responsibilised liberty'
(Coleman, 2004: 27). Indeed, while ostensibly less repressive and more discrete, humane
and effective than the Victorian penal system in accord with Foucault's (1977: 82)
'dispersal of discipline' thesis, Garland (2001: 213) asserts that the normative drive
underlying the penal welfare complex infuses a wide spectrum of social institutions and
relationships. Tbus any failures or deficiencies on the part of individuals and families to
recognise or comply with society's normative requirements are likely to induce
intervention (ibid. ). Segregationis reserved for the most extreme casesas 'the sanction of
last resort supporting the others by its threatening presence' (Garland, 1985: 211).

The discussionwill now turn to how the crime control imperativesinherentto 'penal
welfare' impacted upon the developmentofjuvenile justice.

Juvenile justice in the era of 'penal welfare'

The era of penal welfare was in many respects an era characterised by considerable
optimism in that the attribution of crime to challenging social conditions suggestedthat
policies could be instituted to 'treat' the problems underlying the commission of offences
(Smith, 2005). This recognition emphasisedprovision on the basis of an offender's 'needs'
and the prioritisation of the young offender's 'best interests' which served to promote
youth justice interventions premised on treatment and reform as opposed to punishment
and retribution (Scraton and Haydon, 2002). As such,juvenile justice within this era was
characterisedby legislation and strategiesthat servedto increasestate intervention into the
lives of 'delinquents' and their families.

As statedabove,this periodwas alsocharacterised.
by the emergence
and consolidationof
a range of human and social sciences.The psycho-medicaldisciplines of social
psychology and child-psychology were to prove particularly influential on developments
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within juvenile justice. Above all, their recognition of 'adolescence' as a distinct period in
the life cycle - between childhood and adulthood - characterised by its own 'particular
problems of emotional adjustment and physical development' (Muncie, 2004: 67) was
fundamental to the recognition of 'delinquency' as a 'natural' and 'inevitable' attribute of
adolescence(ibid.: 75). As such, it 'made little senseto subject young people to the full
rigours of the law; rather, their delinquencies could be treated and cured by special forms
of intervention' (ibid. ).

The 1907 Probation of Offenders Act not only reformed but also humanised child-related
criminal law (Goldson, 1997: 8) and establishedcommunity supervision as 'an alternative
to prison and as a means to prevent reoffending through befriending, advising and
assisting' (Muncie, 1999: 76). The 1908 Children Act consolidated previously fragmented
law establishing separate juvenile courts to deal with both deprived and depraved
constituencies; it reorganised reformatories and industrial schools into approved schools
providing juvenile offenders with education and training; and it provided grounds for the
courts/state to intervene in the lives of children deemed immoral or unruly (Goldson,
1997). A range of legislation was now in place which servedto facilitate the 'normalising,
imperatives
inherent
to 'penal welfare'.
corrective and segregative'

by intensesocioHoweverthe emergenceof 'adolescence'within a period characterised
economicchange,rapid increasesin juvenile delinquencyandrespectablefearsin relation
to 'hooligans' conspiredto continuethe preoccupationwith the failures of working-class
families to regulate the behaviour of their young and with the undisciplined and
independentnature of working-classyouth (Muncie, 2004). As such,the statewas not
alone in the attemptto inculcatethe 'new normsof adolescence'(Muncie, 2004: 67). Its
efforts were supportedandextendedby the activitiesof a rangeof university,churchand
school-basedyouth organisationswhich sought to provide the 'discipline, regulation,
guidanceandimprovementthat working-classparentswould/couldnot' (ibid.).
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For example, the Boys Brigade, the Girls' Guildry, the Boy Scouts and the Girl Guides
sought to improve physical health, to instil nationalism and disciplined conduct and to
divert young people from the corrupting influences of street life and entertainments(ibid.:
74-75). However, Muncie (2004: 75) observesthat these organisations failed to entice the
participation of working-class youth involvement proving more popular with the middle
classesand children of skilled workers. Therefore, such efforts to organiseyouth servedto
highlight divisions and to make the delinquent element of youth 'more visible and
detectable', which, in turn, resulted in more rigorous policing of the preferred street and
street comer leisure activities of working-class youth (ibid.: 75).

This preoccupationwith the lives of working-classfamilies and children was to receive
even greater interest and legitimatisationin the wake of increasingrates of recorded
juvenile crime in the 1920s.Despitethe immensedifficulties that poverty presentedto
working-classfamilies during the period of the 'Great Depression',the influenceof the
delinquency
for
juvenile
firmly
located
perspectives
explanations
medico-psychological
with respectto the parent-child relationshipand individual personality(Goldson and
Jamieson,2002; Muncie, 1999,2004; Newbum, 2002). The work of Cyril Burt (1925)
proved particularly persuasive.Burt (ibid.) characterisedthe family backgroundof
delinquentsin terms of 'defective family relationships'and 'defective discipline' and
argued that parentswere primarily responsiblefor the delinquentbehaviour of their
children. Suchreasoningwas also expressedthroughinfluential governmentcommittees,
2002).
it
impact
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(Goldson
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turn
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and
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and
a major
Perhapsmost significantly, a Home Office Committee on the Treatmentof Young
Offenders(the Moloney Committee)was establishedin January1925,and many of its
).
(ibid.
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The 1933 Act adopted the practice of having specially selected panels of magistrates to

hearjuvenile cases,placedrestrictionson the newspaperreportingof cases,raisedthe age
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of criminal responsibility from seven to ten (eight in Scotland), but above all directed the
court to have primary regard for the 'welfare of the child' (Clarke, 2002; Muncie, 2004).
This reshaping of the juvenile court towards help and reformation, rather than punishment
(Pearson, 1983) promoted 'regulation within, rather than removal from, the community'
(Muncie, 2004: 79) and served to instil state interventions more deeply into the lives of
juvenile offenders. Indeed, Clarke (2002: 131) arguesthat the ensuing focus on the family
and the further blurring of the distinctions between the delinquent and neglected child
servedto promote an 'extremely interventionist variant of social control'.

The focus on family life as site of control forjuvenile delinquency was strengthenedby the
1939 evacuation experiencewhich revealed the extensive nature of urban poverty and the
relatively poor physical and mental health of thousands of children. This served to
formalise the recognition of the 'problem family' (Hendrick, 2002), as those families who
found it 'difficult or impossible to cope emotionally, economically, mentally, physically,
and so on, without assistancefrom social workers and other state agencies' (ibid: 37).
This conceptualisation of the 'problem family' was to become synonymous with the
problem of juvenile delinquency during the post war period of reconstruction and
widespreadwelfare reform (Goldson and Jamieson,2002).

Indeed, influenced by 'scientific evidence', such as Bowlby's (1944) conclusionthat
'matemal. deprivation' led to the developmentof 'affectionless characters' with a
propensity to commit criminal offences in later years, the Ingleby Committee was
establishedby the ConservativeGovernmentin 1956to undertakea review of juvenile
justice law, policy and practice (Bottoms, 2002; Goldson & Jamieson, 2002).
Recommending
a movementto civil 'welfare' proceedingsforjuvenile offendersunder 12
years,the committeeassertedthat the responsibilityforjuvenile crimewasto be sharedby
the child and 'those responsiblefor his upbringing' (Bottoms,2002: 218). In short, it
recommendedthat parentsshould be provided with help 'to mend their ways' (Clarke,
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2002: 132). Perhaps most significantly the 'Ingleby Committee' served to polarise the
political positions of the Conservative and Labour parties on the issue of juvenile justice
with the former viewing its recommendations as too radical and the latter as too timid
(Bottoms, 2002). In particular, the Labour Party did not think the committee had paid
sufficient regard to keeping children out of court altogether or to suggestinghow families
could be helped (ibid. ).

Yhe 'decriminalisation'and'depoliticisation'ofjuvenilejustice

The recommendations
of the Ingleby Committeewere embodied,albeit in a diluted form,
in the 1963Children and Young Person'sAct (Clarke,2002). However,a more radical
envisioningof howjuvenilejustice agenciescould interveneto 'normalise'family life was
devisedfor the Labour Party by a private party committeeon criminal policy underthe
in
(Bottoms,
1964
Lord
Longford
the
to
the
run-up
general
election
chairmanshipof
2002). The Longford Reportpublishedin 1964proposedthe abolition of juvenile courts
andthe introductionof non-judicialandentirely informal consultationsbetweenthe child,
the parentsand a new Family Servicepremisedon providing childrenwith the necessary
treatmentfor their needswithout any stigma (ibid.: 220). Where no agreementwas
forthcomingthe matterwould be referredto a new Family Court (ibid.).

These recommendations were in accord with developments in Scotland where the
Kilbrandon Report (1964) characterised delinquency as a 'symptom of personal or
environmental difficulties' (cited by Muncie and Hughes, 2002:7) and recommendedthe
abolition of the juvenile court and its replacement by a welfare tribunal. In Scotland the
recommendations of the Kilbrandon Report proved influential on the introduction the
Children's Hearings System, under the Social Work (Scotland) Act 1968, however this
outcome was not to prove forthcoming in England and Wales. While the Longford
Committee's proposals were substantially reproduced in the government's White Paper
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'The Child, the Family and the Young Offender' (ibid. ) they were subsequentlyabandoned
with a change of Home Secretary and strident opposition from professionals and

academics.

Strong support from civil servantsat the Home Office Children's Department and progress
towards the professional and organisational unity in British social work (ibid) provided
the necessary conditions for the acceptance of the Government's second White Paper
'Children in Trouble' which, with minor modification, became law as the 1969 Children
and Young PersonsAct (ibid. ). Although retaining the juvenile courtýthe 1969 Act shifted
the adjudication of juvenile crime from criminal proceedings to those based on either
voluntary arrangements or civil proceedings (ibid. ). If implemented it would have
fundamentally shifted juvenile justice to a more 'welfare'- orientated endeavour informed
by social work principles within which crime is viewed as 'a symptom of some deeper
maladjustment' and the stigma of criminal prosecution is best avoided (ibid.: 217).

Often viewed as the pinnacle of the welfarist approach to juvenile crime, the 1969 Act
comprised an attempt to 'decriminalise and depoliticise juvenile justice' (Worrall, 1997:
129). However, the state's interventionist ambitions with regard to juvenile offenders and
their families were by no means diminished, rather, as Bottoms (2002) asserts,the 1969
Act was an attempt to substitute one form of formal social control for another. Families
and particularly those experiencing deprivation and disadvantage would continue to
provide the staple constituency for 'normative' and 'corrective' welfare interventions.

However, the election of a Conservative Government in 1970 was to prove a watershed
regarding the welfare consensus in Britain. The incoming Conservative administration
consideredthe Labour Party's 1969 Act as too permissive and consequently key elements
of the legislation were never implemented. This non-implementation was reinforced by
and gained credence from the support provided by the magistry, the police and some
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sections of the probation service - who had been consistently opposedto the 1969 Act on
the basis that the heavy reliance on social workers' discretion and evaluation of youthful
behaviour served to undermine the due process of law (Bottoms, 2002). As such,juvenile
courts basically continued to function as previously; there was no increase to the age of
criminal responsibility; criminal proceedings were not replaced by care proceedings, and
while care proceedingsfollowing offending were made possible they were used sparingly
(Muncie, 1999,2004).

In effect the welfare principles intrinsic to the 1969 Act were partially grafted onto the
existing system and traditional principles of punitive justice were never seriously
undermined (ibid. ). As such the welfare concerns enshrined in the 1969 Act regarding the
needs of young offenders failed to replace or eclipse concerns regarding their punishment
(ibid. ). Furthermore, by the time Labour regained power in 1974 it was no longer
politically viable to implement the 1969 Act (Gelsthorpe & Morris, 2002). This outcome
was to provoke a range of critiques about 'welfarism' and its damaging impacts for
juvenile offenders.

However, prior to considering these critiques of 'penal welfarism' attention will now turn

to criminologicaldiscoursesof communitywithin the eraof 'penalwelfare'.

Criminological discourses of community within the era of 'penal welfare'

As previouslyoutlined,within the British contextthe state'sacceptanceof responsibility
for crime control throughout the era of penal welfare served to place a conceptual
emphasison the public as a recipientof servicesratherthan an actor in the crime control
arena.Indeed,the emergenceand consolidationof youth work (seeJeffs & Smith, 2002)
and the developmentof youth organisations(outlined above)during this period while
constitutinga responseto the challengesposedby rapid and profound socio-cconomic
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change do not appear to have been explicitly informed by a particular discourse of
community. Rather, as Hope's (1995) analysis suggests the community's potential
contribution to the 'normative' imperatives inherent in the era of penal welfare was much
more directly addressed in the American context and in particular in the work of the
sociology department of the University of Chicago and its thesis of the 'disorganised
community' (Hope, 1995).

The 'disorganised'community

Investigation of the emerging industrial and demographic differentiation within the rapidly
expanding city of Chicago suggested that poverty, crime, instability and decline were
associatedwith the inner city 'zone in transition' (Downes and Rock, 1995). Characterised
by a shifting and fluid population comprised of newly arrived immigrants (Hope, 1995)
and those who were disproportionately likely to suffer from personal difficulties such as
mental illness and alcoholism (Smith, 1995), the concentration of crime in this zone was
explained in terms of 'social disorganisation' (Downes and Rock, 1995). It was described
as the 'degree to which members of a society lose their common understandings,that is,
the degreeto which consensusis undermined' (ibid.: 73). As such, 'social disorganisation'
created 'a moral vacuum in which youth, without guidance or control, were free and
susceptibleto criminal activity' (Hope, 1995: 26). That said, Chicago School sociologists
(Thrasher, 1927) also recognisedthat crime and disorder could be a 'product of particular
and local forms of social organisation rather than of its absence'(Smith, 1995: 93).

To addressthe attenuationof social controlswithin the 'disorganisedcommunity' Shaw
and McKay (1969: 325-6) arguethat 'a way must be found to modify those aspectsof
communitylife that providethe appropriatesettingfor delinquencycareersandwhich give
those careersthe sanctionand approbationon which all social behaviourdepends'.In
keeping with the 'normative' imperativesinherent in the era of penal welfare their
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suggestedsolution was to promote and support local institutions, which in turn could serve
to effectively inculcate appropriate moral values and standardsof behaviour (Hope, 1995).

Accordingto the 'disorganisedcommunity'the offenderor likely offenderis viewedas an
integral memberof the community whose values, attitudesand behaviourneed to be
changedto accordwith normativecodes.Keento avoidthe 'clinical' and 'individualistic'
approaches
associatedwith socialwork the ChicagoArea Project(CAP) was established
in 1932to enhancethe capacityof local residentsto developand establishpersonaland
sociallinks with 'disaffiliated' youth andto seek'indigenoussourcesfor the promotionof
their welfare' (Downes & Rock, 1995: 334). CAP programmesgenerally involved
for children,campaignsto improvethe conditionswithin the area
recreationalprogrammes
andoutreachwork with delinquentsandgangmembers(Hope, 1995:25). However,Hope
(ibid.) observesthat the substantivecontentof the CAP programmesmatteredlessthan its
ability to mobilisethe community'sown socialcontrolresourcesandcapacities.

However,in commonwith the previouslydiscussedBritish youth organisationsthe CAP
immense
difficulties
in engagingwith their intended'client'
programmesexperienced
groups,that is those deemedto be in most need of a 'normalising' and/or 'corrective'
influence. Hope (ibid.) observesthat CAP programmesproved most challengingto
establishin thoseareaswhich most closelyresembledthe 'disorganisedcommunity'.The
maintenanceof the residents'commitmentto and involvementin the programmeswas
difficult to sustainand the recognition-'ofthe communities'own aspirationsand goals
often necessitateda compromisein the theoreticalgoals of the interventionin order to
engagethe voluntarycommitmentof local adults(ibid.). Ultimately the CAP programmes
failed in their ambitionsto build communityinstitutionsthat would regenerate
without the
externalinterventionsandin spiteof high residentialmobility (ibid.).
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Overall, crime is envisaged as a problem of value consensuswithin the era of penal
welfare (Garland, 2001) and both youth justice and community responsesto the offender
involve ostensibly inclusionary strategies intended to encourage, enhance and instil
normative morals, attitudes and standards of behaviour. Garland (2001: 36) argues that
penal welfarism proceeded on the basis of two 'unquestioned axioms: firstly, that social
reform and increasing affluence would eventually reduce the frequency of offending, and
secondly, that the state had a responsibility for the care of offenders as well as for their
punishment and control' (2001: 36). Garland (2001: 48-51) further argues that the pursuit
of penal welfarism was facilitated by a number of factors: a style of government that
prioritised social democratic politics and a civic narrative of inclusion, a period in which
low
levels
and
of informal control relatively high, economic
crime rates were relatively
conditions which favoured welfare provision, public spending and a degree of
redistribution, and the trust in the authority of social expertise. It is also notable that within
this period criminal justice responsespremised on welfarist rehabilitative principles also
enjoyed a broad level of support from the liberal elites and the new middle-class
professionsand were not subject to any public or political opposition (ibid. ).

However, soaringcrime rates and increasingpublic anxiety about crime from the late
1960s fundamentallyquestionedthe pursuit of the interventionistand 'needs'-based
responses,to crime and 'penal welfarism' becamesubject to a range of fundamental
critiquesandchallenges.

Critiques of 'Penal Welfare'

Critiques of penal welfare were to emerge from all sides of the political spectrum. The

particular concernon the political rigbt was that the crime control strategiesassociated
with 'penal welfare' were 'soft and ineffective' (Hudson,2002:307).Notwithstandingthe
improvementsto employmentý
housingandeducationalconditionsexertedby the post-war
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welfare policies, vehement opposition to addressingcrime problems through public policy
and improvements in social conditions were emerging (Crawford, 1998). For example,
championing the problematic 'underclass' thesis Murray (1984,1990,1994)

staunchly

dependency
that
they
and
of
criticised statewelfare policies, arguing
promulgated a culture
undermine individual responsibility. Furthermore, welfare provision, practice and
destroying
forms
traditional
of social support such
were
perceived
as
more
professionals
family
by
(NIuncie & Hughes, 2002).
the
that
community
and
as
provided

Likewise the credibility of the treatment model, and by implication the key institutions of
crime control which implemented this approach,was subject to critique. Of particular note
is Martinson's (1974) 'nothing works' thesis which purports that the treatment model
lacked scientific grounding and had proved ineffective in terms of recidivism and crime
from
Originating
the evaluation of prison-based treatment programmes the
prevention.
pervasivenessof this thesis quickly spread, resulting in a loss of faith in the capacity of
6
1).
justice
in
(Garland,
2001:
the
and
criminal
system
general
punishment
rehabilitation,

On the political left the critiqueof penalwelfareconcernedits potentialfor retributiveand
its
liberties
impacts
2005)
(Hudson,
2002).
Radical
(Smith,
erosion
and
of
civil
punitive
fundamental
the
questioned
principles of the academicenterprise of
criminologists
criminology by demonstratingthat deviancewas in fact a widespreadphenomenonand
that the workings of the criminal justice system were systematicallydiscriminatory,
inconsistentwith basic conceptionsof justice and in themselvesincriminating (Becker,
1963; Matza, 1964; and Lemert, 1967). As such, offenders and in particular female
offenders(Hudson,2002; Harris and Webb, 1987;Worrall, 1997; Muncie, 1999,2004;
Gelsthorpe,2005) were deemedin needof protectionnot only from punitivejustice, but
also from 'welfare's humanitarianism'(Muncie, 2004: 259). Thus Cohen (1985: 69)
arguesthat while welfarepoliciesappearto offer the prospectof 'more humane,just, fair,
helpful, natural and informal' interventions,they can also serve to promote 'wider,
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stronger and different nets' (ibid.: 38) of social control. Within this context it is of no
surprisethat liberal lawyers and civil libertarians advocateda return to justice principles of
due process,proportionality and determinacy of sentencingas a meansto protect offenders
from the 'insidious' controls inherent to penal welfare (Muncie, 2004: 262).

Despite the progressive undertones inherent in these latter critiques neo-conservative
priorities of deterrenceand control (see Wilson, 1975) gained political and popular support
with relative ease and rapidity from the 1970s onwards. Within the 'culture of control',
developments in youth justice and criminological discourses of community were to take
place within a more condemnatoryand exclusive context.

The focus of the discussion will now turn to the characteristic features of this 'culture of

control'.

'The culture of control'

Garland (2001) argues that since the mid-1970s soaring crime rates, increased public
faith
in
loss
the correctional capacities of 'penal welfare'
and
a
of
anxieties about crime
strategies have created a perpetual sense of crisis within which the adequacy of the
criminal justice system to addressthe problem of crime is questioned. In the US and the
UK in particular, this crisis has coincided with the emergenceof a reactionary political
landscape; an increasingly insecure economy; new social relations based on hyperindividualisation and the differentiation of social groups, and a political culture committed
to social control rather than social provision. This has helped to create the 'culture of
control' (ibid. 193-4). Garland's narrative of the 'culture of control provides the core
theoretical framework for this study, and while his analysis is generally recognised as an
important contribution to contemporary theoretical criminology it is also important to note
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that the accuracy of this narrative has been subject to question and critique (Young, 2002a;
Zedner, 2002; Braithwaite, 2003; Tonry, 2003; Walklate, 2005)'.

Garland (2001) assertsthat the characteristicsof penologicalinnovationswithin this
'culture of control' imitate and reflect the cultural and criminologicalconditionsof late
modernity. He arguesthe specificities of contemporarycrime control strategieshave
involvedthreediffering and at times contradictoryresponses
of 'adaptation','denial' and
4actingout' (ibid.: 113). 'Adaptation' refersto the rangeof cumulativeand low visibility
administrative decisions that have occurred in recognition of the impossibility of
controlling crime and the insatiablenatureof demandsfor total control (Hudson,2002:
252). For example,the state'sresponsibilitiesand accountabilitieshavebeenreconfigured
to inculcatemore realistic public expectationsof what it can accomplish(Loader and
Sparks,2002).The use of managerialpracticesand new technologieshaveprovidednew
meansby which the statecan demonstrateits effectiveness,'responsibilisationstrategies'
have shifted responsibility for crime control from formal institutions to individuals,
organisationsand communitiesand the increasingcommercialisation.
of justice servesto
promote the responsivenessof justice to the needs of individual customers and
(Garland,2001: 113-131).
stakeholders

By contrast 'denial' and 'acting out' represent the public face of penal policy within an
increasingly politicised context (ibid.: 132). Herein neo-conservative imperatives inform
high-profile policies which seek to restore public confidence in criminal justice through
the 're-imposition of control, usually by punitive means' (ibid. ). 'Denial' is demonstrated
in those instanceswhere politicians make grandiose claims regarding the effectiveness of
punitive justice responses, such as zero tolerance and 'prison works' (ibid.; Hudson,
2002). 'Acting out' occurs when the state engagesin expressive forms of crime control
1Thesecritiqueswill be outlinedin
moredetailin chapterseven.
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with no regard to underlying problems. Policy-making 'downplays the complexities and
long term character of effective crime control in favour of the immediate gratification of a
Indeed,
the
in
(Garland,
2001:
134,
originao.
alternative'
more expressive
emphasis
introduction of strategies such as the sex offenders register and mandatory sentencing
strive to demonstratethe state's ability to uphold law and order, protect the law-abiding
done
here,
is
impression
being
'give
the
that
to
now, swiftly and
something
public and
decisively' Qbid.: 135).

As was the case in 'penal welfare', crime control contributes to a broader system of
late
in
forge
ideology
the
to
of
conditions
endeavouring
a new social order
regulation and
intense
diverse
(ibid.:
194-5)
200).
Garland
(ibid.:
the
that
and
argues
modernity
application of 'spatial', 'situational', 'managerial', 'systems', 'social' and self' controls
within various social realms servesto emphasisethe importance of control to every aspect
in
doing,
life
the
the
a
civic
of
economy,
so
promotes
market
and
with
exception
of
increasingly
inclusive,
less
less
is
'increasingly
tolerant
capable of
and
culture which
trust'. Again, Garland's conceptualisation of the 'culture of control' shares much in
is
in
idea
Foucault's'
that
control
perceived as one
crime
of
governmentality
common with
element within an overarching project to re-impose order within the challenging social and
(Rose,
becomes
'citizenship
upon
conduct'
conditional
economic conditions wherein
2000: 335).

Youth justice in the 'culture of control'

The 1970s witnesseda successionof 'moral panics' wherein 'football hooliganism,
juvenile delinquency,mugging, trade unions, immigration, internationalterrorism and
degeneration
identified
and,
moral
were
as evidenceof a growing
sexualpermissiveness
crisis of authority in Britain' (Muncie, 2002: 337). ConsequentlyMuncie arguesthat the
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Conservative 1979 general election campaign was constructed around the 'themes of law
and order and the rule of law'. The Conservatives launched an attack on juvenile
delinquency condemning the 'soft' way in which 'dangerous young thugs' were treated
(Muncie, 2004: 266-7). Delinquency became a moral issue and under Thatcher's
premiership the 1980sbecamethe decadeof 'law and order' and one in which the 'rhetoric
of treatment and rehabilitation' was effectively ended in favour of the 'rhetoric of
punishment and retribution' (ibid., 267).

Notwithstanding the clear shift from welfarism to the rule of law Muncie argues that the
resurgenceof legalism and the 'back to justice' movement of the 1980s which promoted
proportionality, determinacy in sentencing and judicial rights, was 'predictably complex
and contradictory' (Muncie, 1999: 271). The strength of the Conservative administration's
mandate was such that it was able and prepared to relax its commitment to 'punitive law
and order' policies in order to 'bankroll tax cuts and finance its commitment to economic
liberalism' (Goldson, 2002: 389). This effectively undermined the resort to extensive
interventionism which had occurred in the aftermath of the cursory implementation of the
1969 Act. Informed by fears of an Attica-style riot resulting from overcrowding and the
poor industrial relations within prisons (Nellis, 2001), the Conservative Government
engaged in the 'adaptive' strategies of reducing the prison population through the
promotion of community-based disposalsand diversion in order to be seenas successfill in
controlling crime (Worrall, 1997).

A return to traditional criminal justice values of personal and parental responsibility was
apparent in the 1982 Criminal Justice Act (Gelsthorpe and Morris, 2002) in its
rationalisation and strengthening of youth custody provision, and in the introduction of the
'short, sharp, shock' regime to detention centres.However, this Act also servedto promote
diversion and the use of community sentencesas alternatives to custody (Worrall, 1997).
The result was a policy of bifurcation whereby custody was reserved for the minority of
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hard-core persistent offenders while other disposals were targeted at the majority of less
seriousoffenders (Worrall, 1997; Mizen, 2004).

disposalsweregivena furtherfillip by the Departmentof
Diversionandcommunity-based
Health and Social Securitycircular LAC 83(3) which moved IntensiveTreatment'up
tariff' from preventativeprovisionto that of an 'alternativeto custody'and alsoprovided
pump-primingfinancesto establish110 intensiveschemesin 62 local authoritiesareas
(Rutherford, 1989,1992,cited in Muncie 1999: 281). The stricter criteria relating to
andresidentialcarein tandemwith the endorsement
custodialsentences
of an expansionof
in
diversionaryschemesachievedunprecedented
reductions the numbersof youngsters
formally processed
andimprisoned(Pitts,2001: 13).

These 'adaptive' state responseswere accompaniedby successfulcampaigning on the part
of a number of academics(Thorpe et aL, 1980) and penal reformers, including NACRO,
the Children's Society and the Association of Juvenile Justice (Muncie, 1999,2004) to
promote decarceration through juvenile justice 'systems management'. Social services
departmentsembraced 'justice' as opposedto 'welfare' principles in order to promote the
opportunities available for diversion and increasedthe use of community-based disposals
(ibid. ). Underpinned by the belief that it was in the 'best interests' of young offenders to
be allowed to grow out of crime with minimal intervention from criminal justice agencies,
juvenile justice workers employed 'gate keeping' skills to persuade magistrates and the
intervene
little
to
police
as
as was feasible and to impose the minimum sentencepossible
(Worrall, 1997). Indeed, in marked contrast to the 'inter-agency conflicts and rivalries'
characteristic of the 1970s and early 1980s, Muncie (2004: 269) observes that multiagency collaboration of various agenciesofjuvenile justice at the local level, supported by
the Magistrates Association, facilitated the pursuit of 'custody free zones'.
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Such an approach to youth justice was bolstered by the enactment of the 1988 Criminal
Justice Act; which introduced strict criteria before custody was to be considered; and the
1991 Criminal Justice Act which established a range of community sentencesunder a
broader philosophy of 'punishment in the community' wherein prison was viewed as 'an
expensive way of making people worse' (Home Office, 1990, para.2.7, cited in Muncie,
1999: 279).

'Adaptive' responseswere also apparent in the managerial concernsfor the efficiency and
effectivenessofjuvenile justice that characterisedthis period and were legitimised by the
just
"'something
being
infliction
'that
"something7'
that
the
a
rediscovery
works" with
of
measure of (community-based) pain' (Newbum, 2002a: 453). Indeed, by the end of the
1980s there had been a sharp decreasein the numbers of known juvenile offenders; a
significant increase in the use of cautioning and a dramatic reduction in the use of
custodial sentences(Worrall, 1997). By the mid-1990s a complex array of youth court
dispositions were available with 40 per cent of young offenders being dealt with by
community means - that is through attendance centre orders, probation orders,
combination orders (probation and community service), and supervision orders (with or
without conditions) (Muncie, 1999: 279). This outcome was reflected in the sentimentsof
the 1990 White Paper 'Crime, Justice and Protecting the Public' which argued:

There is no evidence that the reduction in the use of custodial sentenceshas
resulted in increases in juvenile crime (Home Office, 1990: 45, cited by
Worrall, 1997: 132).

As such, the 1980s became known as the decadeof the 'successful revolution in juvenile
justice' (Newbum, 2002a: 453).
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Yhe ýpuniliverenaissance'ofthe 1990s

However, between 1989 and 1992 Britain experienceda major economic recession,which
indirectly served to undermine the progressive experimentation in diversion and
decarceration which characterised the Thatcher years (Goldson, 2002). Opinion polls
demonstrated that electoral confidence in the Conservatives was diminishing and John
Major's installation as party leader signalled a more punitive approach to issues of 'law
and order' (ibid. ). Furthermore, in a bid to claim political capital a 'modemising' Labour
Party - under the increasing influence of Tony Blair - digressed from their traditional
association of crime with economic inequality and social polarisation to an emphasis on
the leniency of sentencing(ibid. ).

That this 'tough on crime, thinking by the main political parties was to signal a 'punitive
renaissance'(Pitts, 2001: 13) forjuvenile justice was ensuredby the media and the police
drawing attention to the problems of joyriding; youth disorder; 'bail bandits' and
6persistent' young offenders during the early 1990s (Goldson, 2002; Morris and
Gelsthorpe, 2002; Muncie, 1999,2004). A disregard for the actual extent of and the
specificities underlying such incidents 'energised burgeoning public concern' that every
troublesome child was 'out of control' and a 'menace to society' (Goldson, 2002: 390). As
such,juvenile justice responseswere to increasingly embrace the punitive and expressive
featuresassociatedwith Garland's conceptualisationof 'denial' and 'acting out' strategies.

The moral panics, 'folk devilling' and demonisation of young offenders which
the early 1990s(seeCohen,1972;Hall et aL, 1978;Pearson,1983,1994)
characterised
by the arrestand chargingof Jon VenablesandRobertThompson,both
were exacerbated
aged ten years old, for the abduction and murder of two year-old Jamie Bulger, in
February1993.Despitethe atypicalityof the case- therehavebeen27 suchmurdersin the
previous250 years(Muncie, 1999:4) - and the contributingsocio-economicbackground
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complexities, this case focussed attention on the 'vexed question' of the age of criminal
responsibility (Worrall, 1997: 134). The consensuswas that Venables and Thomson had
committed an adult offence and as such neededto be treated as adults and subjectedto the
full weight of adult sentencing(ibid. ).

In the aftermath of the Bulger casechildhood was deemedto be in 'crisis' (Scraton, 1997).
This 'crisis' was perceived as so 'powerful' and 'pervasive' that it threatened 'the very
fabric of social and moral order' (Scraton: 1997: xii). Consequently children have become
increasingly conceptualisedas 'both the causeand the product of wider social disorder and
moral malaise' (Goldson, 1997: 38), which in turn has servedto legitimate an increasingly
punitive and authoritarian approach to the problems of youth crime, disorder and
troublesomebehaviour.

A series of legislative developments throughout the 1990s confirmed the punitive and
exclusive drift of juvenile justice policy. In 1992 the government announced its
commitment to opening secure training units for 12 to 14 years olds who were unable or
unwilling to respondto supervision in the community (Worrall, 1997). The 1993 Criminal
Justice Act overturned some of the decarcerativeprincipals of the 1992 Act and the 1994
Criminal Justice and Public Order Act doubled the maximum sentenceof custody within
Young Offenders Institutes (ibid. ). The 1994 Act also defined the conditions which
wan-anteda securetraining order, in effect defining the persistent young offender as one
who had committed three or more imprisonable offences, one while subject to supervision
and where the offence under current consideration by the court was serious enough to
warrant a secure training order (ibid. ). The first Secure Training Unit was scheduled to
open in 1997, the same year in which the 1997 Crime (Sentences) Act introduced
mandatory minimum sentencesfor certain offences, extended electronic monitoring for
under-16 year olds (as part of a curfew order) and for the first time allowed convicted
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juveniles to be publicly named in court, if the court was satisfied that to do so was in the
interestsof the public.

The result of this more punitive approachwas a 79 per cent increasein the number of 15 to
17 years olds given custodial sentences between 1992 and 1998 and a 122 per cent
increase in the number of young people serving custodial sentencesbetween 1993-1999
(Newbum 2002: 557).

'New Labour'. youthjustice and the 'culture of control'

Influencedby the Audit Commission's(1996)'MisspentYouth' Report,by the end of the
1990sthe youth courtsandthe youthjustice systemin EnglandandWaleswereconsidered
in
inefficient
ineffective.
Published
the midst of a crime
and
uncoordinated,
uneconomic,
&
Muncie
"untouchable"
(McLaughlin,
'a
of
young
offenders'
scareregarding generation
Hughes,2001: 308), this report provedhighly influential on New Labour'syouth justice
agendaandby the time of New Labour'selectionin 1997the stagewassetfor majorreform
(Gelsthorpe
andMorris,2002).

indeed,the hallmarksof the Audit Commission'sconclusionsare clearly evidentin New
Labour'sflagship1998CrimeandDisorderAct, which revealedthe government'spriorities
evidence-based
practice;crime prevention,and the diminutionof state
as managerialism;
(MuncieandHughes,
strategies
responsibilitythroughthe useof a rangeof responsibilisation
by a 'rhetoric
2002;Newburn,2002,2002a;Smith,2003).Theseprioritiesareaccompanied
by
(Muncie
6)
2002:
Hughes,
a 'persistent,coercive
and
and
underpinned
of remoralisation'
'adaptive',
(ibid:
Labour's
10).
As
New
the
to
commitment
such,
andauthoritarianrationale'
'denial' and 'acting out' strategiesinherentin the 'cultureof control' wasapparentfrom the
outsetof its administration.
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The core of New Labour's 'managerialism' seems to embody Garland's proposal of
'adaptive' strategies.In an effort to impose control ftorn.the centre the 1998 Act createdthe
Youth JusticeBoard (YJB) whose role is the strategicmonitoring of all aspectsof the youth
justice system.The YJB is responsiblefor the approval of youth justice plans; the setting of
standardsand the measurementof performance;the identification and disseminationof 'best
practice', and, from April 2000, the placementof all under-I 8s on remandor sentencefrom a
criminal court in secureestablishments(McLaughlin et al., 2001; Morris & Gelsthorpe,2002;
Newburn, 2002). The 1998 Act also establishedYouth Offending Teams (YOTs) whose
primary function is to co-ordinatethe provision of youth justice servicesat the local level and
to facilitate 'joined-up', multi-agencyand interagencyworking (Newburn, 2002).

Characteristicof the state's 'adaptive' responseto the conditions of the 'culture of control',
the provision of youth justice services proceeds in accord with time limits for the
administration of justice, national standards,performancetargets and the pursuit of 'what
it
is
(Muncie
Hughes,
However,
2002).
and
practice
works' via evidence-basedresearch
and
argued that the centrality of this focus on performance and cost effectiveness serves to
'dehumanise' (Muncie, 1999) and 'depoliticise' (Muncie and Hughes, 2002) the issue of
youth crime which in turn also serves to legitimate those instanceswhen resort to more
expressive,intolerant and punitive responsesto young offendersare deemednecessary.

'Adaptive' strategies have also emerged from New Labour's 'enthusiastic endorsement'
(McLaughlin et al., 2001) of the conclusionsof the Morgan Committee' (Home Office, 1991)
within the 1998 Crime and Disorder Act. The result, as Hughes (2002: 128), observesis that
for the first time 'crime prevention is an acknowledged purpose of civil government in
Britain'. As a consequence,local authorities, alongsidethe police, have a statutory duty to
establish and promote multi-agency community safety partnerships(Newburn, 2002b) for
which central governmentshould provide funding and strategicoversight (McLaughlin el al.,
2001). However, of particular interest to this study is the fact that the 1998 Act has also
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by
(1))
'preventing
(Section
37
offending
as the
established
children and young persons'
overarching aim of the youth justice system. Youth crime it seems is thought to be best
preventedby 'nipping it in the bud' (Walsh, 2002: 70). New Labour's commitmentto a range
of 'zero tolerance' crime prevention strategiessignifies the potential for more punitive and
expressiveresponses.

Indeed, the government's commitment to addressingincivilities and low-level disorder for
crime control purposes(Wilson and Kelling, 1982) is embodied in the mobilisation of civil
law as 'an instrument of regulation of anti-social but not necessarily criminal behaviour,
'Anti129).
it
be
(Hughes,
2002:
the
or
young
people
on
street'
rowdy
neiglibours
whether
Social Behaviour Orders' (ASBOs) enable senior police officers and/or local government
officers to obtain injunctions against those who engage in 'anti-social' behaviour;
'Parenting Orders' are designed to help and support parents/guardiansto address their
been
behaviour;
have
'Community
Safety
Orders'
criminal
or
child's anti-social
introduced to addressthe problem of noisy and disruptive neighbours; local child curfews
and curfew orders have been introduced to keep potential and known offenders
(respectively) off the streets,and the police have been granted statutory powers to pick up

truants.

The potential for expressive and punitive responsesto the troublesome and anti-social
behaviour of young people is heightenedby the fact that underlying New Labour's adoption
of thesecivil orders and measuresis a 'remoralisation' agendawherein the problem of youth
crime is perceived'as greaterthan offending per se involving, rather a break-up of the moral
fabric and cohesion' of society' (Muncie and Hughes,2002: 9). Hughes (2002: 129) asserts
that Etzioni's (1995) conservativevariant of communitarianismhas 'aided and abetted' the
6moralisinglogic' inherent in New Labour's broad social policy 'project'. Etzioni (1995)
arguesthat we gain our moral sensefrom the communities to which we belong and that the
'restoration of law and order' can be achieved by 'rebuilding the foundations of a strong
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civic society through self-regulating families and remoralised, cohesive communities and
by prioritising the needsand rights of victims and law-abiding citizens' (McLaughlin et al.,

2001:304).

The specificities of the influence of communitarian thought on New Labour's youth justice
agendawill be consideredin greaterdetail in chapterthree.At this point it is sufficient to note
that along with crime prevention,community hascome to occupy a central place within New
Labour's youth justice strategy. In addition to the 'adaptive' responsibilisation strategies
associatedwith the government's commitment to strengthening communities, inculcating
values of 'mutual obligation, self discipline and individual responsibility' (ibid: 303), the
willingness to pursue punitive strategies with respect to the troublesome and criminal
behaviour of young people is clear in its determinationto use the 'disciplinary powers of the
stateto tackle not just "crime" but to restore order and pro-social behaviour' (McLaughlin,
2002: 55). However, the fact that individuals and groups can become subject to the various
civil orders and measureswithout prosecution or indeed the commission of a criminal
has
inevitable
(Muncie,
2004)
raised
and justifiable concerns. These and other
offence
concernsraised by such strategieswill be examined in the next chapter.

Finally, resonating most strongly with Garland's assertion of 'denial' and 'acting-out'
strategieswithin the 'culture of control' a punitive authoritarian rationale underpins New
Labour's reinvention of youth justice. Muncie and Hughes (2002) assert that New
Labour's 'tough on crime' rhetoric and its emphasis on individual responsibility has
served to legitimate an increasedreliance on the secure estate despite its incongruenceto
other youth justice aims with respectto crime prevention and evidence-basedpractice.

Certainly the punitive leitinotif of New Labour's approach to youth justice is apparent in

the expansionof the court's sentencingandremandpowers.For example,the 1998Crime
and DisorderAct abolishedthe presumptionof Woli incapax', for childrenagedbetween
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10 and 13 years, who are now presumed capable of committing a criminal offence (see
Bandalli, 1998,2000; Monaghan, 2000). The 1998 Act also introduced the Detention and
Training Order (DTO), a generic custodial sentencewhich in effect increasesthe court's
powers in dealing with young offenders and has served to expand the secure estate for
juvenile offenders (Newburn, 2002). Sections 90 to 92 of the Powers of Criminal Courts
Act 2000 make provision for the detention of 10 to 17 year olds, within the secure estate,
for longer than the normal period of two years, at the discretion of the Home Secretary
(Muncie, 2004). Furthermore, the Criminal Justice and Police Act 2001 has extendedthe
reasonsfor giving custodial remands from 'protection of the public from serious hann' to
'preventing the commission of future imprisonable offences' (ibid,: 284). Jones (2002a)
suggeststhat this expansion of court powers will significantly increase the numbers of
young offenders remanded or sentencedto custody. Again these are issues that will be
examined in more detail in the next chapter.

Ptmitiveyoulhjustice?

Within these 'hybrid agendas'(Muncie and Hughes, 2002: 12) the merging of right realist
priorities of retributive justice with left realist priorities of social justice and inclusion
(Muncie, 2000) raisesthe prospectfor both exclusionaryand inclusionary responsesto young
offenders (discussedftirther in chapter three). Certainly a number of commentatorshave
highlighted the potential for the development of enlightened polices and practices within
the revival of interest in social crime prevention (Smith, 2000), the commitment to
restorative justice (Crawford & Newburn, 2002) and the likely nature of services being
delivered at the local level by YOT workers (Burnett. & Appleton, 2004). However, New
Labour's general stance to youth justice is considered to comprise a harsh and punitive
approach to young offenders and an increasingly interventionist approach for those
considered 'at risk' of offending (Brownlee, 1998; Goldson, 2000; Haines and Drakeford,
1998; Jones,2002a; Pitts, 2001,2003). Thus in accord with Garland's (2001: 175) 'culture
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of control' thesis it seemsthat penal concerns have gained dominance while provision in
relation to young people's welfare needs has become 'more conditional, more offence
focused and more risk conscious' (ibid. ).

The discussion will now focus on the transformations occurring within criminological
discoursesof community within the 'culture of control'.

Criminological discourses of community in the 'culture of control'

In the crime prevention arenathe lack of evidence to support social programmes(Skogan,
1990), escalating crime and increasing public anxieties about crime which characterised
the aetiological crisis of the 1960s, prompted more defensive and exclusionary
criminological visions of community. It is within this context that Garland (2001: 127-8)
assertsthe 'new criminologies of everyday life' have emerged. These have increasingly
become one of the 'key strands of official criminology, shaping government policies and
organizational practice in both the US and the UK' and essentially seecrime as a 'normal,
commonplace aspect of modem society' (ibid. ). The 'new criminologies of everyday life'
comprise a set of 'cognate theoretical fi-ameworks that include routine activity theory,
crime as opportunity, lifestyle analysis, situational crime prevention and some versions of
rational choice theory', which view crime as a risk to be calculated, managed and
controlled (ibid. ). Priority is accorded to 'rational, morally neutral, knowledge-based,
[and] pragmatic' responses to crime which stress 'the modification of situations and
opportunity structures' (Garland, 2001: 182). Crime control continues to be offence (rather
than offender) focused and 'adaptive' solutions, which utilise 'situational engineering', are
employed to minimise the risk of crime and maximise the protection of the public (ibid)
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The frightened community'

The first manifestations of these 'new criminologies of everyday life' is apparent in the
emergenceof the 'fiightened community' discourse in the late 1960s in the US - and later
in Europe (Hope, 1995). Herein crime prevention strategies involved residents
intentionally organising community surveillance, and those focused on the design,
in
(1973)
built
Newman's
the
and
management
of
advocated
manipulation
environment as
theory of 'defensible space'. Both approaches aim to reduce crime by 'engendering
resident's latent sense of territoriality'

(Crawford, 1998: 76) and thereby promoting,

simulating and even recreating the informal policing and social control characteristically
life.
with
community
associated

Organised resident surveillance - which has taken many forms but is widely recognised
heading
the
of Neighbourhood Watch - gained widespread political support
general
under
in the United Statesduring the 1970sand in the United Kingdom during the 1980s.These
schemeswere generally envisagedas a meansof involving the public in crime control at a
local level by encouraging community members to come together in neighbourhood
groups to agree to keep watch over one another's properties and report any suspicious
activities to the police. 'Defensible space' strategies generally involved the territorial
subdivision of residential areasthrough the use of controlled entrances;the restriction of
movement of strangers and the promotion of greater surveillance (Coleman 1985: 80) in
order to encourageresidents' senseof 'ownership and responsibility' (Newman: 1973: 79).

The fact that such'adaptive' strategiespromotedandrelied upon informal mechanismsof
protectionand surveillanceenjoyedwidespreadpolitical appeal.Not least becausein an
era of fiscal restraintthey offered 'a relatively inexpensivesolution' to the problemsof
crime control and offered 'modestsupportfor communitieswhile diverting attentionfrom
demandsto addressthe root causesof crime' (Hope,1995:43).
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However, the potential of these strategies to regenerate community and promote its
informal social control mechanismsis less clear especially in those neighbourhoodswhere
crime and disorder are most rife. This viewpoint is eloquently summarised by Smith
(1995: 101):

NeighbourhoodWatchis ineffectivewhenyour neighboursarethe offenders;
entry phonesto blocksof flats provideno securitywhen it is fellow residents
you fear; improved surveillanceonly increasesthe risk of detectionwhen
peopleare not too afraid of reprisalsto report crime to the police. An estate
which is fortified againstcrime can increasefear and intensify isolation by
encouragingan atmosphereof threat and siege.Furthermore,many security
the ingenuityof potentialoffendersor the skills they
measuresunder-estimate
may learnwithin subculturalnetworks.

The imageryand inferenceof this discourseis that of the communityundersiegefrom the
predationsof the externaloffenderwho presentsa threatnot only in termsof the potential
for criminal victimisation,but alsowith respectto underminingthe quality of community
life (Jamieson,2004). As such 'utopian' goals of reform and rehabilitationinherentto
criminological discoursesof community in the era of penal welfare were increasingly
replacedby the moderateexpectationsand marginalgainsassociatedwith the situational
crimepreventionstrategiespremisedon protection,defenceandexclusion.

The 'disintegrating community'

The shift to increasingly defensive responsesto crime problems is developed and
consolidatedwithin Hope's conceptualisationof the 'disintegratingcommunity'. In this,
the least progressed of Hope's (1995) suggested paradigms, the 'disintegrating
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The first concernhas servedto promote 'adaptive' strategiesbasedon individual and
communitydefenceof property.Herein efforts and resourcesare targetedat thoseareas
andresidentsmostvulnerableto repeator multiple victimisationin an effort to positively
impact on aggregatecrime rates.Hope (1995) arguesthat this approachis illustratedin
in
Prevention
Kirkholt
Burglary
Initiative,
the
which
was
established
strategiessuch as
Rochdaleduringthe 1980s.The Kirkholt project involved institutinga rangeof measures
to protectresidentsat risk of repeatvictimisation,which includedupgradingthe security
of recently victimised properties;property marking; the removal of prepaymentutility
meters; establishingwatching 'cocoon groups' of immediate neighboursof recently
programmesfor the local youth, andgroup-workand
victimisedhouseholds;school-based
brought
have
local
initiative
initiatives
The
to
with
offenders.
appeared
communityservice
in the incidencerateof burglaryon the estateover a periodof
abouta 75 per centdecrease
threeyears(Forrester,Chattersonand Pease,1988).However,which particularfactorsor
combinationof factorswereresponsiblefor this outcomeremainsunclear(Tilley, 1993).

Like New Labour's adoption of civil measuresto deal with disorder and anti-social
behaviour,the secondconcernto restoreorder draws on Wilson and Kelling's (1982)
'Broken Window' thesis.Herein minor incivilities - such as, graffiti, vandalism,rowdy
behaviourandbegging- areperceivedto be of crucialsymbolicimport, demonstrating
that
4no-onecares'and that an environmentis 'uncontrolledand uncontrollable'andtherefore
one which 'anyonecan invade' in order 'to do whateverdamageand mischief the mind
suggests'.A spiralling processmay be initiated which promotes further incivilities,
disorder,crime andresidents'fear of crime.Residentswith meanschooseto leavethe area
leaving behind the weak and vulnerableand exposingthe neighbourhoodto the risk of
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colonisation. by street criminals, such as drug dealers, pimps and prostitutes (Muncie,
2001). In this way the spiral to crime and disorder continues.

Wilson and Kelling's (1982) suggestedsolution to such issuesis the aggressivepolicing of
incivilities and other signs of crime in combination with residential surveillance of the
environment and their regulation of members' conduct. It is presumedthat such strategies
will serve to promote residents' satisfaction and feelings of territoriality and safety,
thereby enabling the community to reassert moral order and social control (Crawford,
1998). As with New Labour's pursuit of crime prevention strategies on the basis of the
'Broken Windows' thesis, this approach has the potential to combine the 'adaptive' and
the punitive and expressiveresponsesto crime which characterisethe 'culture of control'.
For example, the former are apparent in the low level surveillance and environmental care
latter
installation
in
the
the
of
caretakers/concierges
associatedwith
problem estateswhile
are associatedwith strategies such as the much vaunted 'zero tolerance' approach of the
New York Police Department in the 1990s.

The empirical evidence of the effectiveness of zero tolerance strategies is mixed (Taylor,
1997; Taylor and Covington, 1998) and again the approach appears least suited to those
communities where disorder and crime are major problems. Indeed, while offering positive
danger
in
inherent
terms
the
of
of
perceptions
of
safety
and
satisfaction,
effects
residents'
this approach is that 'the authors of disorder - the marginalised youths, beggars,vagrants,
drug abusersand prostitutes - are identified as the architects of neighbourhood changeand
economic decline rather than its victims' (Crawford, 1998: 133). As such, 'zero tolerance'
may promote intolerance, which serves to problematise the relationship between the
offender and the community.

Hope's (1995) analysis ends with the 'disintegrating community'. However, the
preoccupationwith themes of defence and control within crime prevention policies
so

has
landscape
the
to
within
continue
resonate
contemporary
of criminology, which
witnessed an intensification of the 'adaptive', 'denial' and 'acting out' responses
characteristicof the 'culture of control'.

The'exclusive society x2

Contemporary crime prevention strategiescontinue to incorporate the approachesapparent
in both the 'frightened' and 'disintegrating' community paradigms. However, crime
prevention has also embraced the opportunities afforded by the development of new
technologies and security hardware, which has facilitated the use of closed-circuit
television (CCTV) and the use of private police and the development of gated
communities; (Davies 1990a; Loader and Sparks, 2002; Coleman, 2004). The very
practical and problem-orientated focus of these situational approachesto crime control
favours the advantaged and serves 'to harden divisions between those consumers and
communities who are well placed to become active risk managers and those (generally
more 'at risk' groups) who lack the economic and social capital to provide for their own
and collective safety' (Loader & Sparks,2002: 89). Likewise Young (2002: 465) observes
that the individualism and pluralism characteristic of the 'exclusive society' has produced
a contentedmajority and an underclassof despair 'with respectability on the one hand and
stigma on the other, a world of civility and tranquillity over against that of crime and
mayhem'. Thus an insidious vision of 'us' and 'them', the 'law-abiding' and 'the
criminal', dominates an increasingly divisive and exclusionary crime prevention agenda.
As Garland (2001: 165) observes:

The open, porous, mobile society of strangersthat is late modernity has given
rise to crime control practices that seek to make society less open and less

2Title from Young,J. (1999),TheExclusiveSociety:socialexclusion,crime,differenceandlate
modernity,London:Sage.
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mobile:to fix identities,immobiliseindividuals,quarantinewhole sectionsof
the population, erect boundaries,close off access.

This emphasison fears,anxietiesandvulnerabilitiesservesto contributeto the appropriate
(2001)
Garland
for
that
the
punitive
and
expressive
crime
control
policies
more
conditions
associateswith the 'criminology of the other'.

The 'criminology ofthe other'

In stark contrastto the 'adaptive' responsesassociatedwith the 'new criminologiesof
hysterical'
'almost
life'
'criminology
the
the
the
responsesof
other'
reflects
of
everyday
the state'spolitical machineto the 'highly chargedelectoral issue of crime' (Garland,
2001: 131). Herein crime no longer constitutesa routine part of everydaylife to be
in
'catastrophe',
'melodramatic
but
is
"redramatized'
terms',
a
as
rather
viewed
managed,
and framedin the 'languageof warfareand social defence'(ibid,: 184).Utilising appeals
law-abiding
to commonsenseandexhortationsto absolutemoral standardsthe respectable
citizen is pitted againstthe fecklesscriminal outsiderwith no regardto the criminal's
welfareor prospectsof rehabilitation.

It is argued that the 'flood of crime, disorder and social problems' (ibid.: 184)
in
failure
from
the
the
society
and
society
of
of
modem
arises
penal
system
characteristic
general to uphold law and order or maintain respect for authority. Emphasising questions
of moral responsibility, the urge is to punish criminals through an 'excess of controls'
(ibid.: 186) in order to excommunicate or forcibly expel those who do not or cannot fit into
ccivil society' (ibid.: 184) discounting any social costs or penal consequences.In many
respectsthis senseof community reflects 'an insecure society, suspicious of, and hostile
towards, anything and anyone who is different. Community means segregation,prejudice
and the desire for revenge' (Worrall, 1997: 58).
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Although, largely associatedwith the American context, and in particular the continued
use of the death penalty and the trend to mass imprisonmentýelements of this agendaare
'to
in
in
former
Minister's
United
Kingdom.
For
Prime
the
the
plea
also apparent
example,
condemn more and to understand less' (Major, 1993); the rhetoric of 'Prison Works'
(Home Office, 1996) and in New Labour's endorsementof an authoritarian law and order
agendawhich has culminated in Britain achieving the dubious accolade of 'prison capital
of Western Europe' (Travis, 2003, Allison, 2004). As such the prospect of increasingly
punitive and exclusive community responsesto offenders appearsa distinct if unwelcome
possibility.

Overall, within the 'culture of control' criminological discourses of community have

become infused with the view that offenders and crime undermine and threaten
community life. Thus the concern to instil the informal social controls of 'mutual
supervision, scolding, sanctioning and shaming carried out as a matter of course by
for
has
been
increasingly
demands
(Garland,
2001:
159)
by
members'
community
usurped
defence,protection and the exclusion of offenders.

Conclusion

This chapter has opened the engagement with the study's central research questions,
specifically by exploring what constructions of, and assumptions, about community are
apparent in criminological theories of crime, its prevention and control. The contours and
trajectory of the shift from 'penal welfare' to the 'culture of control' has witnessed
profound transformations in the views of crime, the young offender and the community.
Crime has increasingly become an emotive and highly charged political issue; the young
offender is increasingly portrayed as a 'villain' rather than a 'victim' (Hendrick, 1990) and
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incapacity
to deliver safety and protection to its members has
communities' seeming
underminedfaith in its abilities to act as an effective agent of social control.

Notwithstandingthe fact that the portrayalof young offendersas 'victims' within 'penal
welfare' facilitated,at times,excessiveinterventionismandan underminingof their rights,
it also had someadvantages.
In effect it meantthat young offenderswere constructedin
terms of their 'vulnerabilities' and 'welfare needs'and as such were 'locatedwithin an
essentially protective fi-amework' (Cross et al., 2003: 152). By contrast, within the 'culture
of control', the 'profoundly negative' portrayal of young offenders as 'villains' and as a
fear
has served to promote more retributive and punitive popular and political
source of
responsesto their troublesome and criminal behaviour (ibid. ). Indeed, Goldson (2001: 40)
assertsthat the 'responsibilisation' and 'adulterisation' within contemporary youth justice
discourse representsthe 'institutionalised demonisation and criminalisation of children'.
The danger of this construction of the young offender is that it holds children wholly
responsible for their 'anti-social' and criminal acts when they may 'lack or are denied the
maturity, power and social status that would properly equip them to bear this
responsibility' (Cross et al., 2003: 152).

Within penal welfare the criminological discourseof the 'disorganisedcommunity'
promotedmobilisation of residentsand informal resourcesto supportand promotethe
community's capacitiesfor informal social control (Hope, 1995). Such 'utopian' goals
were replacedwithin the 'culture of control' by the marginalgainsto be derivedfrom the
situational managementof opportunities and localities. In effect the reliance on
community'sinherentcapacitiesto be 'resourceftil,tolerantand healing' (Worrall, 1997:
46) apparentwithin penalwelfare havebeenreplacedby visions of communitywhich are
'rejecting,excludingand intolerantlypunitive' (ibid.) in the movementto the 'culture of
control'. Again the efficacy and desirability of this outcomeis questionable,as is the
trajectory to the ever more exclusionary and punitive responsesenvisagedwithin
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Garland's (2001) 'criminology of the other'. Such exclusionary and punitive responses
focus on the manifestationsrather than the causesof crime; they may negatively impact on
the more vulnerable and disadvantaged individuals and groups within society and
offenders' attendantexperiencesof marginalisation and exclusion may serve to exacerbate
their criminal activity.

Overall, the shift from 'penal welfare' to the 'culture of control' has elicited increasingly
defensive constructions of community within criminological theories and policies of crime
prevention and control, and it is this 'defensive community' which has attained an
increasingly central role within youth justice discourse and policy. The exclusionary
imperatives inherent in contemporary youth justice and criminological discourses of
community raise major concerns regarding the community's likely orientation towards
young offenders and the possibility of young offenders establishing positive and enduring
relationships with the community to which they belong.

The next chapter will develop this analysis by exploring the specificities of New Labour's
vision of community and its implications for the young offender, youth justice and the
community.
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Chapter Three

New Labour, Youth Justice And The Question Of Community

Introduction

Community is a third-way classic, appropriated as a nicer, warmer way of
In the beginning it was a Machiavellian kind of word
talking about society
...
switch to enact a subtle change in ideology and bring us round to the idea that
lefties didn't have to take all our money; they might need a bit of it. Now,
people who use the word community don't have a thought in their headsapart
from some vague notion that people should be nicer to one another. Its talk
like that that makes normal people want to break windows. (Williams, The
Guardian Weekend,June 29 2002)

Since its election in 1997 the Labour Government has been committed to forge a new
political ideology they have called the 'Third Way'. Ile

'Third Way' is presented as a

backlash against political ideologies of the past, but essentially draws on ideas from both
neo-liberalism and social democracy. It accepts the 'market' as a fact of life, but
recognises that the inefficiencies of market society will lead to the crýation of an
increasingly unequal and divided society (Szreter, 1999). As Blair himself asserts: 'the
task for the centre-left was not to replace crude individualism with an overbearing
paternalistic state. It was to rebuild a strong civic society where rights and duties go hand
in hand' (Blair, 2002, http//www. observer.co.uk/crimedebate/stoDL/0,12079,837223.00
htm). Thus in a break firom their Old Labour predecessors,New Labour rejects the belief
.
that 'big state' has the potential to solve every social problem. Rather it favours the
ideology of an 'enabling state' where the emphasis is upon the duties and responsibilities
of citizens (Jamesand James,2001: 211).
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While tongue-in-cheek, the opening quotation testifies to the allure of community to
'Third Way' politics. In exploring New Labour's commitment to communitarian ideas and
how these resonate within the sphere of youth justice, this chapter develops and
consolidatesthe analysis initiated in the previous chapter. Initially the chapter will explore
the import of community to the government's pursuit of the 'Third Way' political agenda
before addressing the relative import of community to strategies which seek to address
youth crime. In particular the chapter will addressthe influence of communitarian ideas on
the development of the law and order agendawith respect to children and young people.
As such it will focus on social and crime prevention policies which aim to encourage
participation and active citizenship among children, and young people, and on the
government's reform of the youth justice system where it is argued that the constructions
In
'community
'community
and
claimant'
are
evident.
as
a
moral
resource'
as
a
moral
of
exploring key aspectsof the contemporary policy context this chapter provides valuable
insights regarding the import of community to contemporaryyouth justice.

Community, 'communitarianism'

and the politics of the 'Third Way'

Levitas (2000: 191)arguesthat in 'offering an alternativeto both the untrammelledfree
has
(of
democracy)'
(of
the
strong
state
social
community
neo-liberalism)
and
market
proved irresistibleto the Labour government'svision and ambitions.Further,sheasserts
that community has becomethe 'central collective abstractionfor New Labour in a
discourse whose organising concepts are community, opportunity, responsibility,
by
inclusion'
(1997)
(ibid.:
191).
Thus,
Driver
Martell
and
observe,
employability,
as
and
emphasisingindividuals' moral responsibilitiesas well as their rights, communityoffers
the governmenta meansto createsocialcohesionwithin the contextof a marketcultureof
self-interest.This socialcohesionresultsin 'a more dutiful andresponsiblecitizenry' that
in turn promotesthe viability andsuccessof the marketeconomy(ibid.).
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Levitas (2000) argues that communitarianism, and more specifically Etzioni's (1995)
'moral authoritarian version' (Hughes, 1998: 109) which calls for the renewal and
revitalisation of community values and community institutions, has proved central to New
Labour's ambitions to revive and emphasise the individual's responsibilities and
obligations to civic society (see also Crawford, 1997; Driver and Martell, 1997; Hughes,
1998; Green 2002). McLaughlin (2002: 55) observes that the core themes of Etzioni's
'communitarianism' 'chimed almost perfectly with the resurgent ethical and Christian
socialist wing of the Labour Party'. Indeed, as stated in chapter one, New Labour's
political mantra 'that rights come with responsibilities' (Hudson, 2003: 78, emphasis in
original) echoesthe central messageof Etzioni's communitarian manifesto which asserts
the need for a new relationship between the individual and the community and a
redefinition of rights and responsibilities. Accordingly, communitarians argue that
individuals should live up to their responsibilities as opposedto merely focussing on their
entitlements (Etzioni, 1995: x). For Etzioni, where individual

rights and social

responsibilities are properly in balance community will prove an important force in
individual
ideas
shaping
and practices and in upholding the values of social obligation and
civic behaviour (Green, 2002: 54).

That said, Etzioni (1995) is also cognizantof the dangersand insecuritiesinherent in
contemporarysocietyand the damagingimpactthis can havewith respectto community.
In respectof the United States,he assertsthat the moral structurehasbeenneglectedand
underminedas a consequence
of 'relativism and pluralisation' and the social policies of
both the liberal left andthe New Right (McLaughlin,2002: 55). Reminiscentof Murray's
(1984,1990,1994) underclassthesis, Etzioni (1995) arguesthat the liberal left has
encourageddependencythrough their stresson entitlementwhile the New Right has
prioritised self-interestover the needsof social order (McLaughlin,2002: 55). As such,
'high levelsof crime and"anti-social"behaviourarevery obviousoutcomesof a cultureof
unrestrainedindividualismandthe questfor instantgratification' (ibid.). Thus for Etzioni
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(1995: x) the concerns for British society include 'violent crime, illegitimacy, drug abuse,

childrenwho kill andshowno remorseandpolitical corruption'which he believes'are all
indications of moral anarchy and crumbling social institutions'.

New Labour has forwarded a similar analysis with Giddens (1998), a principal architect of
the 'Third Way', strongly supporting the need for a new relationship between the
individual and the state in order to addressthe civic decline apparent in 'the weakening
senseof solidarity in some local communities and urban neighbourhoods, high levels of
crime, and the break-up of marriages and families' (Giddens, 1998: 78). He suggeststhe
solution to such decline should include: investment in education and training in order to
create a more flexible and cosmopolitan workforce Qbid.: 125); the police working with
communities in order to improve local community standardsand civil behaviour, with a
concentration on crime prevention rather than law enforcement (ibid: 87-88); and the
democratisationof family life, which in turn will promote mutual respectýdecision-making
through communication, freedom from violence, and a better quality of family life (ibid:
93).

For New Labour, community is suggestive of the development and renewal of social
relationships, social interactions and social solidarities (Levitas, 2000: 189) which will
produce a 'decent society of others' (Blair, 2000: hqp://www. pmo.gov.uk/ ouiput/Page
1526.asp) and thereby individual fulfilment and economic success.

The 'communitarian'agendaand the 'threatofyouth'

Hudson (2003: 78) argues that the government in the UK, like its counterpart in the US,
has in effect adopted a political agendaof 'value communitarianism' where communities
are posited as having rights in the same way as individuals, and thus individuals have
obligations to their communities as well as to each other. This political agenda has had
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repercussionsfor a range of policy spheres but appears to have been most explicitly
applied to the government's law and order agenda. Herein the context of the 'childhood in
crisis' thesis (Scraton, 1997) - which

suggests that childhood is increasingly

conceptualisedas 'both the cause and product of wider social disorder and moral malaise'
(Goldson, 1997: 38) - and heightening concerns regarding youth crime and 'anti-social'
behaviour have combined to identify children and young people as prime targets for the
application of 'value communitarianism'.

To the fore of this agenda is a repackaging of the enduring concerns associatedwith the
'threat of youth', discussedin the previous chapter,wherein familiar 'discourses of danger,
depravity and deficiency' serve to render intervention obligatory (Muncie, 1999: 45).
Jamesand James(2001: 214) argue that the control of children's behaviour is a particular
focus of policy initiatives under New Labour precisely because'it is through shaping the
form that "childhood" takes that socialisation of children can be most effectively
regulated. And it is through the regulation and control of children in the present that a
particular kind of future adult community can be reproduced'. Indeed, the fact that
children are still in the process of acquiring the values, norms, meanings and identities
means they are unlikely to be fully cognizant of, or socialised, into the communities in
which they live. As such, 'childhood constitutes a prime site for managing the tensions
between conformity and autonomy' (ibid.: 213).

Thus, recent years have witnessed increasedgovernment concern and activity to regulate
and monitor childrens' lives. In keeping with the communitarian agenda to revive and
emphasise individuals' responsibilities and obligations to civic society, a range of
strategieshave been pursued to promote the idea of shared community identification and
culture, and to control and sanction 'irresponsible' and/or criminal behaviour. For
example, citizenship classes have become a compulsory element within the National
Curriculum; the New Deal promotes young people's involvement in volunteer activity;
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unacceptable'anti-social' behaviourcan incur curfews and a range of other sanctions,
while criminal behaviourattractsa rangeof increasinglypunitive penalties.Resonantof
the 'governmentality'thesis(outlined in the previouschapter)Mizen (2004: 177)argues
that New Labour'sdeterminationto tacklemanyof the problemsthat havecometo define
contemporaryyouth is not driven by a 'genuine attempt to support young people's
transitionsto adulthood', but rather to reorganisethe lives of the young more fully
accordingto the dictatesof their 'progressivecompetitiveness'
political strategy.

Despite the inclusive and shared responsibility rhetoric inherent to communitarianism,
concerns have been raised regarding its application. Etzioni's 'communitarianism' has
been criticised for its failure to engagein any analysesof the structural relations in society
or to take into account the material and political determinants of both community decline
and regeneration(Hughes, 1998). Indeed, as Jamesand James(2001) observe factors such
health
in,
inclusion
class,
gender,
ethnicity,
status
as
and age can mediate experiencesof
and exclusion from, community life. Furthermore, the inherent moralistic overtures to
Etzioni's 'communitarianism' raise concerns that marginal or 'deviant' categories of
people may be subject to social exclusion due to communities' insecurities or fears of the
unknown or unusual (Hughes, 1998).

Commenting directly on New Labour's vision of communitarianism Levitas (2000)
suggeststhat the reliance on community rhetoric serves to suppressthe visibility of the
state's power and the power relations between and within so-called communities. More
specifically the application of the 'communitarian' agenda with respect to children is
problematic as 'communities have a responsibility to provide socialising structures which
will foster children's autonomy as well as their ability to conform' (James and James,
2001: 213). Most significantly, however, the communitarian agendais flawed in respectof
children becausethey do not share the same rights as adults. Hence if the object is 'to
rebuild a strong civic society where rights and duties go hand in hand' (Blair, 2000:
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http://www. pmo.izov.uk/ouiput/ Page 1526.asp))then demandsthat children adhereto their
responsibilities as community members, in effect conforming to adult norms and values, is
inherently problematic (Jamesand James,2001: 214).

Notwithstanding these difficulties it is argued that communitarianism has proved
influential on New Labour's law and order agenda and particularly in relation to youth
justice reforms. The influence of communitarianism with respect to youth justice policy
will now provide the prime focus of discussion.

New Labour's reinvention of youth justice

An excuse culture has developed within the youth justice system. It excuses
itself for its inefficiency, and too often excusesthe young offenders before it,
implying that they cannot help their behaviour because of their social
circumstances.Rarely are they confronted with their behaviour and helped to
take more personal responsibility for their actions. The system allows them to
go on wrecking their own lives as well as disrupting their families and
communities (Jack Straw, 1997: i).

As chaptertwo hashighlightedyouthjustice policy in Englandand Waleshaspursueda
range of different directions in the last few decades.Youth justice in the 1960swas
by a welfarist orientation,from the 1980syouth justice was dominatedby
characterised
justice orientatedresponses,
which in turn were followed by the managerialand actuarial
discoursesbefore the sway of the popular punitivenesstook hold in the early 1990s
(Newburn,1998).

That New Labour was to continuethis punitive trajectory and distanceitself from the
Labour Party's traditional welfarist concernsto addressthe link betweencrime and
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widening social and economic inequalities (Downes and Morgan, 1994) becameevident in
the decadeor so leading up to their general election successin 1997 (Jones,2002a). Smith
(2003: 57-59) argues this transformation was informed by: the emergence of new
criminological insights and research evidence which recognised youth crime as a major
social issuewhich had disproportionate impacts for poorer areasand for women and ethnic
minorities (Lea and Young 1984; Kinsey, Lea and Young, 1986); the fact that Labour
politicians were able to relate these concerns to their own upbringings or the experiences
of their constituencies; and the attractions of zero tolerance approachesto crime control
which shifted the focus from the causesof crime to its manifestations. Hence, as the above
quote from Jack Straw illustrates these insights and developmentsculminated in a shift in
concern from young offender's 'needs' to their 'deeds' and an acceptance of an
individualised rhetoric of 'blame', 'responsibility' and 'punishment' (ibid. ).

The introductionof the flagshipCrimeandDisorderAct 1998,with its overarchingaim of
preventingoffendingby young people,heraldeda 'root and branchreform' of the youth
justice system(HomeOffice, 1997:7) and a concernto rebuild safercommunitiesandto
improvethe performanceof the criminaljustice system(Johnstonand Bottomley, 1998).
Newburn arguesthat in seekingto redefineits law and order agendaNew Labour have
drawn on 'the managerialismof the justice model, and addedits own potent blend of
communitarianism
andpopulism' (1998:201).

Indeed,in the wakeof the 1998Act a corporatistmodelof youthjustice appearsevidentin
the centralisationof authorityandcoordinationof policy; the growing involvementof nonjudicial agencies in youth justice; greater sentencediversity; the high levels of
containment and control in sentencingprogrammesand increasingly administrative
decision-making(Pratt, 2002).The expansionof the secureestate,the increasedreliance
on new technologiesandthe introductionof a rangeof responsibilisationstrategieswhich
in combinationserveto increasethe surveillance,regulationandcontrolof youngpeople's
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lives comprise a punitive response to youth crime and disorder. Simultaneously, the
justice
reflect
prioritisation of partnerships, volunteerism, reparation and restorative
communitarian influences on the government's law and order agenda.

'Communitarianism'and New Labour's reinvention ofyouthjuslice

Whilst recognising youth justice is a crowded policy spaceand appealsto community are
likely to be moderated by both managerialist and punitive imperatives, nevertheless it
is
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the
that
central to
of
communitarian
and
appears
New Labour's youth justice agenda.Herein Etzioni's ideas have again proved particularly
influential. On issuesof crime and disorder Etizioni (1995) forwards a 'mutant' version of
Wilson and Kelling's (1982) 'Broken Windows' thesis (Hughes, 1998: 112) whereby
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Although, crime prevention is not a primary goal of 'communitarianism', Etzioni (1995:
191) argues that this occurs as the 'bonus of a moral and civil society'. While crime
for
is
by
best
those who
the
renewal and revitalisation of communities
served
prevention
engage in criminal activity Etzioni (ibid. ) advocates zero-tolerance policing, the full
first
for
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draconian
of
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versions
of
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shaming
enforcement criminal
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1995; Hughes, 1998; Goldson and Jamieson,2002; Hudson, 2003).

In applying Etzioni's ideas to the issue of youth justice, New Labour emphasise and

prioritise the individuals' responsibilities to their community and reinforce these
in
'joined
turn
through
to
which
are
responsibilities
up' strategies combatsocialexclusion
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is
by
The
combined and supported an array of civil and criminal orders.
primary aim the
prevention of offending which, it is believed, will promote the welfare of the young
offender and the protection of the public. However, it is also clear that the government's
commitment to welfare in this instance is conditional and should not outweigh the
communities' needs to be protected from the adverse consequences of the young
offender's behaviour (Newburn, 1998). Smith (2003: 60-61) arguesthat in aligning young
peoples' welfare needs to their responsibilities in this way New Labour has in fact
in
doing
distinct
'two
so the
objectives'
subsumed
quite
and potentially contradictory
and
government has widened the potential for 'justifiable intervention in all aspectsof young
people's lives'.

Certainly the application of communitarian influences on contemporary youth justice is
evident in primary, secondary and tertiary strategiesto addresstroublesome and criminal
behaviour amongstchildren and young people. A more detailed consideration of the nature
in
impacts
be
of
communitarianism
will
now
explored
respect of New Labour's
and
attempts to renew and revitalise community and active citizenship through addressing
'a
justice
in
as
exclusion
and
youth
strategies
which
effect
construct
community
social
moral resource' and as 'a moral claimant'.

The renewal and revitalisation of community

The first areain which communitarianinfluenceson strategiesto addressyouth crime and
disorderare apparentis in relation to the government'scommitmentto tackling social
exclusion.Hereinthe 'Third Way' dualpolitical objectivesof economicactivity andsocial
cohesionare integralto this approach,which it is assumedwill havethe effect of renewing
and revitalising communitiesand producinga more cohesivesociety.This viewpoint is
by the HomeOffice Minister,JoyceQuinn (1998: 189):
summarised
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An important element in our approach to tackling crime is to see our policies

in their overall social context and therefore measuresto tackle social
exclusion and to promote jobs and training opportunities, such as through the
New Deal and Welfare to Work, are vital. Helping people to find and keep a
job will reduce the temptation and opportunity for crime. More widely, the
more that disadvantagedgroups are marginalised or excluded from society,
the greater the risk that some of them will be drawn into criminal activity.
Conversely, the reduction of social polarisation helps promote a sense of
community and a more cohesive society.

Signifying the seriousness
of their intent in this respectNew Labour swiftly established
the SocialExclusionUnit (SEU) on December8,1997, which was locatedin the cabinet
office - at 'the heart of government'- with a strategicrelationshipto all government
departments(Young and Matthews, 2003: 7). The SEU's Report 'Preventing Social
Exclusion' (2001)identifiedthe causesof socialexclusionasthe rapid economicchanges
associatedwith globalisation;the weakeningof social supportnetworksas a result of the
breakdownof families and communities,and the failure of previousgovernmentpolicies
to managetheseproblems(YoungandMatthews,2003:8-9).

The SEU identified and reportedon the interconnectednature of a rangeof problems,
including poverty, unemployment,teenagepregnancy,poor skills, homelessness,
family
breakdownand crime and advocateda coherent,holistic and multi-agencyapproachto
addressingtheseproblems(SEU,2001).Smith(2003)arguesthat the SEU'sconcentration
on a limited rangeof factors eachwith a direct focus on youth and establishedlinks to
crime emphasisesthe government'sconcern to focus on troublesomeand offending
childrenandyoungpeoplefrom the outsetof their administration(seealso SEU,2001and
Muncie,2004).
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The government's concern to revitalise and renew community and social cohesion by
tackling social exclusion is predicated on 'helping' people to fulfil their employment
potential. Herein the belief is that economic participation will facilitate the realisation of
full citizenship, which through economic, social and political engagementhas the potential
to foster common interests within communities. If realised these will, in turn, act as a
deterrent against crime (Young and Matthews, 2003). Consequently, New Labour has
provided funding and institutional support for a plethora of initiatives which Smith (2003)
between
be
fall
For
to
the
could
seen
argues
under
ambit of crime prevention.
example,
1997 and 2001 the government invested E300m to establish Learning Support Units, to
fund additional places in Pupil Referral Units and to institute truancy sweeps; a further
E420m was spent in 2000 to launch the Connexions service, through which every young
person will have accessto a personal advisor to support their transition to employment;
and E900m has been earmarkedfor a Neighbourhood Renewal Fund to tackle the problems
of disadvantageand deprivation in specific neighbourhoods(ihid.: 53-54).

In eachof thesestrategiesNew Labour'scredoof rights andresponsibilitiesis to the fore
for example,educationalmaintenanceis dependenton regularattendance,
benefitswill be
withdrawn if job or training opportunitiesare not takenup and neighbourhoodfunding is
dependenton communityinvolvement(Young and Matthews,2003: 8). As suchYoung
and Matthews(2003: 6) argue: 'people have the right to security,job opportunities,a
stablecommunity;againstthis they have responsibilitiesto act honestly,not violate the
rights of other citizensand actively participatein workfare'. It appearsthat New Labour
for
facilitate
'help'
inclusion
but
in
to
to
willing
are
make
available
social
only return
individual andcommunitycontributions(ibid.: 8). Thusthis entire 'contract' is conditional
uponcompliance.

To a limited extentthereare somepositivesto be derivedfrom this particularpolicy drift.
Johnstoneand Bottomley(1998)arguethat in reconnectingthe problemof crime to other
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social issuessuch as housing, unemployment and poverty New Labour have proved more
progressivethat their Conservative predecessors.Young and Matthews (2003) argue that
in locating the causes of social exclusion in the transformations associated with
globalisation rather than individual inadequacies, the major strength of New Labour's
approach is that crime is seen as part of a matrix of problems and a product of social
exclusion. Furthermore, Muncie (2004) observesthat initiatives to tackle social exclusion
can be viewed as long-term, enlightened and structural responsesto crime.

However, Young and Matthews (2003) and Muncie (2004) also agree that New Labour's
focus on social exclusion is ultimately unsatisfactory and maintain that the initiatives
instigated only superficially addressthe economic, social and political problems which lie
at the heart of the complex issue of social exclusion. Young and Matthews (2003: 17)
argue that the 'dualism of inclusion and exclusion masks the complexity of social
exclusion', giving a false impression that the excluded comprise a relatively homogeneous
and static group who are spatially cut off from the rest of society. In reality, of course,
social exclusion is a more dynamic processwhich may impact on a variety of social actors,
for varying lengths of time, and whose impacts are likely to be experienced across the
whole of society rather than just being located in the poorest areas. A focus on social
exclusion massively underestimatesthe economic and social problems of those in wider
society (ibid. ) and serves to mask the exploitation, discrimination and widening
inequalities inherent in capitalist society (Muncie, 2004).

In adoptingstrategieswhich aim to alter the characteristicsof the excludedand enhance
their integration into mainstreamsociety the discourseof social inclusion emphasises
individual responsibility(Young and Matthews,2003: 18). Muncie (2004:243) observes
that in-so-doing'New Labour has ultimately conspiredto promulgatethe familiar story
that crime,howevercomplex,is to be blamedon the moral failure of culpableindividuals,
families and communities'.Furthermore,in focussingon problemswhich are particularly
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dependency,
teenage pregnancy and anti-social
people,
such
as
associatedwith young
behaviour, it could be argued that the government is contributing to the processof social
exclusion by stigmatising young people as 'inadequate, criminogenic and troublesome'
(Young and Matthews, 2003: 21). Indeed, Young and Matthews (ibid. ) argue that the nonintentional economic exclusion of market forces appears to be reinforced by a more
focussedand intentional exclusion produced within civil society and/or the criminal justice
system.

Community as a 'moral resource'

The secondarea in which communitarianinfluencesare apparentin the government's
New
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the
strategy
array
of
policies
constitute
and
which
youth crime
Labour's constructionof the community as a 'moral resource'.Hudson's (2003: 84)
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relation
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shaming.
and
been outlined earlier in the chapter and will not be repeatedat this juncture. For
Braithwaite(1989:85), 'attachmentswhich invokepersonalobligationsto otherswithin a
communityof concern'will reinforcean individual's personalsenseof shame,the shame
they feel for thosethey careaboutandthe socialshameassociatedwith otherswho know
themwitnessingor learningabouttheir involv; mentin 'anti-social' or criminal behaviour.
Braithwaite (1989: 85-87) acknowledgesthat the anonymity, heterogeneity and
individualismwhich cbaracterisecontemporarysocietyeffectivelyunderminethe senseof
shametraditionally associatedwith behavingbadly, and so he advocatescultivating nonfacilitate
institutions
in
inculcate
to
processes
and
and
exclusionary
a senseof shame
order
reintegrativeshaming(Braithwaite,1989:85-87,Hudson,2003:84-85).
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These ideasof community as a 'moral resource' which not only has the capacity to prevent
crime per se, but also to facilitate the rehabilitation and reintegration of community
members who fail to live up to their moral responsibilities, are apparent in the
government's commitment to restorative justice, reparation and strategies to instil
responsibility in young offenders and the parentsof 'at risk' and offending children.

Restorativejustice

Newburn (1998) argues that New Labour's commitment to communitarian principles is
most clearly articulated in their introduction of referral orders and youth offender panels
(YOPs) to the range of youth justice interventions available. Since the introduction of the
Youth Justice and Criminal Evidence Act 1999 a referral to a youth offender panel is
mandatory for all young people pleading guilty at their first court appearance,except in
those circumstances where the court wishes to impose a custodial sentence, a hospital
order or an absolute discharge.Referral to a YOP allows the young person's offences to be
dealt with outside of the court by a panel comprised of a YOT member and two trained
community volunteers.

Influencedby experienceselsewherein relation to reintegrativeshaming,family group
conferencingand the ScottishChildren'sHearingsSystem,YOPs aim to provide a more
informal forum than the court where the offenders,the victim, their supportersand the
in order to agreea
panel can discussthe young person's crime and its consequences
contractfor the durationof the ReferralOrder.ReferralOrderscanlast from betweenthree
and 12 months and emphasisethe child (and his/her parents)taking responsibilityfor
his/her behaviour; making reparation; putting the offence behind them and being
reintegratedinto law-abidingsociety (Smith, 2003). Muncie (2000: 14) arguesthat the
introductionof referralordersandYOPsto the youthjustice systemhasbeenpresentedby
the governmentas a movementaway from 'an exclusionarypunitivejustice and towards
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an inclusionary restorative justice capable of recognising the social contexts in which

crimeoccursandshouldbe dealtwith'.

However,a range of concernshave beenraisedwith respectto the implementationof
YOPs and referral orders(Jones,2002a).For example,Wonnacott(1999) criticisesthe
compulsionunderlyingany agreedcontracts;Ball (2000)highlightsthe potentialdangerof
'disproportionatesentencing'for minor andfirst offenderswho maythen facemoresevere
punishmentif they are unable to keep to their contract; and Goldson (2000b) raises
fairnessand
concernswith respectto proportionality,the denial of legal representation,
justice suggestingthat the referral order may be incompatiblewith internationaltreaties,
standardsand rules for youth justice. The relative advantagesand disadvantages
of the
involvementof communitymembersin the administrationand delivery of youth justice
serviceswill be exploredin moredetail in chaptersix.

Reparation and responsibilisation

The concern within the 'community as a moral resource' discourse to inculcate shame in
respect to wrongdoing is apparent in the government's demand that young offenders take
responsibility for their actions. This is most explicit in respect of reparation whereby
young offenders are expected to make good their offence directly to the victim or
indirectly to the community at large. While Referral Orders and YOPS are targeted at
entry-level offenders the idea that young offenders should take responsibility for their
offending behaviour has permeatedall community penalties and since the introduction of
the Crime and Disorder Act 1998 reparation has become an inherent element to Final
Warnings, Action Plan Orders, Reparation Orders and Supervision Orders. According to
National Standardsfor Youth Justice (Youth Justice Board, 2004: 10), YOTs are expected
to provide a range of reparation services including as appropriate: 'apology, explanation,
and direct work by young offenders for the benefit of victims'.
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In addition to reparation the concern for young people to face up to and take responsibility
for their behaviour is to be addressedvia intervention plans based on the assessmentof
risk factors associatedwith the young person's offending. In keeping with the tenets of
evidence-basedpractice the intensity of interventions should be in keeping with the risk
presented in terms of further offending but may include offending behavior initiatives,
personal development, education and training, mentoring, work with families, restorative
work, drug and alcohol awareness, health advice and artistic, dramatic or sporting
activities (Youth Justice Board, 2004b, 2004c).

Holdaway et al's (2001) national evaluation of the pilot Youth Offending Teams
demonstratedthat practitioners and managersresponded positively and creatively to the
new youth justice context and the introduction of a range of new orders. However, they
also highlighted that the expectationsthat victims be involved in reparation activities were
eliciting a number of concerns especially as most victims in the pilot evaluation felt that
offender's interests were being prioritised. Holdaway et al. (2001) also raised concerns
regarding the potential for standardised and tokenistic responses to reparation, for
example, through the use of letters of apology or general reparative tasks, such as basic
conservation work. They argue such approaches will

not be appropriate in all

circumstances,may bear little relationship to the offence and as such may ultimately prove
unsatisfactory in meeting the needsof both victims and offenders.

The question ofparental responsibility

In additionto addressingchildren'sresponsibilityfor their involvementin 'anti-social' and
criminal behaviourthe constructionof community as a 'moral resource' can also be
discerned in policy developmentsand statutory provision in respect to parental
responsibilities.The notionthat the family is in crisis and/orthat parentsarefailing in their
responsibilitiestowards their children has a long and enduringhistory (Day-Sclater&
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Piper, 2000; Gelsthorpe, 1999; Goldson and Jamieson, 2002). However, the
legitimatisation of parenting as a seemingly 'appropriate' focus for youth justice
interventions emerged during the 1980s and 1990s as a range of studies concluded that
juvenile criminality is associatedwith parental neglect, inadequate supervision, harsh or
erratic discipline, parental criminality, family disruption, parental conflict, and separation
from a biological parent (http://www. nacro.org.uk/data/briefings/nacro-2003021902csps.pffi.

Studieshave also demonstratedthat interventionsto addressthese 'parenting deficits',
suchas the Elmeria interventionprogrammein New York (Farringtonand Welsh, 1999)
had
followed
in
(ibid.
)
have
Missouri
treatment
the
multi-systemic
programme
and
successfulimpactswith respectto youth crime andanti-socialbehaviour.Thus sections810 of the Crime and Disorder Act 1998formalisedthe requirementthat parentsshould
faceup to their responsibilitiesby introducingthe ParentingOrderwhich was designedto
'help and supportparentsor guardiansin addressingtheir child's anti-socialor offending
behaviour' (HomeOffice, 1998: 5). The 'parentingorder' is a civil order which can be
usedin responseto criminal or anti-socialbehaviourby a youngperson(criminal order)or
in responseto schoolrefusalor persistentnon-attendance
by a young person(education
order).

A parenting order requires parents to engage in parenting support/education in the form
directed by the local court. Generally, an order can consist of two elements: a requirement
that the parent/guardian attend counselling or guidance sessions and requirements
for
the
to
the
or
encouraging
parent
guardian
exercise a measure of control over
child,
example, ensuring that a child attends school or is home by a certain time. Failure to
comply with the terms of an order can result in criminal breach proceedings,necessitating
a return to court that may lead to a fine (of up to E1000) or to a further order being made.
In effect the introduction of the parenting order enshrinesin law the assumptionthat young
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However,at practicelevel there has beena markedambivalencetowardsworking with
parentson a mandatorybasis,with many parentingprojectsseekingto offer servicesto
parentson a voluntary as opposedto statutorybasis.In fact the national evaluationof
parentingprojectsundertakenby the Policy ResearchBureaurevealsthat from 1998to
2000 only one in six parentswere referredto the projectson the basis of a 'parenting
order' (GhateandRamella,2002:ii).

The vast majority of parentsreferredto parentingprojectshavebeenmothers(81%) and
almost half were lone parents(49%) (ibid.: ii). Theseparentshave reportedvery high
levelsof needincludingthe difficult behaviourby their child, debt,housingandproblems
with healthand personalrelationships(ibid.: ii). Positivechangesin parentingskills and
competencies
were reportedas a result of participationin the parentingprojects,which
includedimprovedcommunicationwith their child, improvedmonitoringand supervision
of their child's activities;betterrelationshipswith their children;andfeeling betterableto
copewith and influencetheir child's behaviour(Ghateand Ramella,2002; Goldsonand
Jamieson,2002).

However, it should also be noted that these projects were of relatively short duration and
came at a comparatively late stage in these young people's lives. Such parenting
programmes or orders are unlikely to offer a quick fix for entrenched criminal or 'antisocial' behaviour. Indeed, research suggeststhat the majority of parents were doing the
best they could in often very difficult circumstances (Goldson and Jamieson, 2002).
Notwithstanding the widespread agreement that parents struggling with the challenging
behaviour of their children could potentially benefit from support and help, questions have
arisen as to whether criminalising 'inadequate parenting' is the best approach to use
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(Goldson, 1999; Drakeford & McCarthy, 2000; Goldson & Jamieson,2002, Arthur, 2005).
For example, Drakeford and McCarthy (2000) suggest the criminal sanction inherent to
parenting orders may aggravate already strained family relationships; may place children
at greater risk; may stigmatise those already at the margins of society and may add to the
financial pressureson families.

Furthermore, in a study of two parenting projects on Merseyside (Goldson and Jamieson,
2002) parents asked about their views on parenting orders asserted that mandatory
participation on the basis of a court order was based on an unrealistic conception of a
parent's ability to control teenage children. They believed that punishing parents through
orders (and potentially the family as a whole through the use of fines or imprisonment if
breach proceedingswere implemented), was unfair and unjust. By contrast, they believed
that voluntary participation in parenting projects facilitated opennessand positive changes
and achievements.

The limitations of 'community as a moral resource'discourse

Ostensibly, the prioritisation

of the 'community

as a moral resource' within youth justice

testifies to the government's faith in communities' capacities to positively contribute to the
administration of youth justice and the rehabilitation and reintegration of young offenders.
However, a series of reservations have been raised regarding New Labour's prioritisation
of this discourse. In respect of restorative justice, Crawford and Newburn (2002: 491-493)
observe that concerns in relation to the swift administration ofjustice,

cost reductions, and

output and outcome measures are likely to encourage greater formalisation, centralisation
and professionalisation

in respect of youth justice which, in turn, may undermine the

community as a 'moral resource' principle inherent to restorative justice. For example, not
only do such concerns have the potential to militate

against the involvement

of lay

community representatives in restorative justice processes but in allowing little space for
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the human, expressive or emotive aspects of restorative justice they also downplay the
import of all party involvement and risk marginalising the reparative and deliberative

elementsof the process(ibid.).

The fact that restorative justice is largely focussed upon entry level and low tariff
is
to
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also open to
as
opposed
more
criminally
embedded
counterparts,
offenders,
question. For example, Mclvor's (2004) review of evidence suggests that restorative
justice has proved more effective with offenders convicted of serious offences than with
less serious 'young offenders', in terms of reducing both the frequency and the seriousness
of recidivism. While Smith (2003), expresses concern that restorative justice is being
implemented 'under the shadow of the court where a considerablearray of sanctionsawait
'failure', and where the tariff insists that it can only be invoked once at a particular point
in the young person's offending career' (Smith, 2003: 73).

Likewise the emphasis on reparation and young people's individual responsibilities and
in
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stark contrast to the
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more enlightened and progressivepractices elsewhere.For example, the individual welfare
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needsof
and interventions within the Scottish Children's Hearings System (Martin, Fox & Murray,
1981; McGhee, Waterhouse & Whyte, 1996). That said, recent concerns regarding the
effectiveness of Scotland's non-criminal justice system of diversion to deal effectively
with persistent young offenders, particularly those aged 15-17 years, has prompted
for
introduce
to
tagging
youth courts and electronic
and community service
proposals
'reflect
Whyte
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beginning of a shift away from the traditional and longstanding adherence to welfare
principles in dealing with offending young people in Scotland. Nevertheless,on reflecting
on the principles informing the operation of YOPS and Children Hearings Whyte (2000:
187) observes 'that attempting to define young people in criminal terms alone is an
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ineffective form of classification with limited predictive validity in terms of getting
positive results'.

With respect to parenting intervention the implicit assumption is that given appropriate
help
and
parents will have enhancedcapacity to contribute to the pursuit of
opportunities
ccommunity as a moral resource'. However, it is also widely recognisedthat the impact of
likely
disadvantage,
deprivation
high
to
areas,
are
and
which
characterise
crime
poverty,
have undermined parents' abilities to respond positively to the problems of crime and
crime control. Overall, Crawford (1998: 244) observes that there has been little
consideration of the place of individual communities in the wider political economy and
how this might sustain crime or undermine the efforts of communities to regulate
problematic behaviour. Crawford (ibid.: 243) arguesthat without substantial redistribution
of resourcesto these poorer communities the problems will not be resolved and the danger
is that the notion of a 'pathological community' becomes further inscribed in public
policy.

Community as a 'Moral Claimant'

The third and final areain which communitarianinfluencesare apparentis in the arrayof
civil and criminal ordersto addressthe anti-socialand criminal behaviourof children,
which constitute New Labour's construction of the community as 'a moral claimant'.
Hudson (2003: 83) arguesthat this discourse of community as a 'moral entity, as potential
New
legitimate
is
inherent
for
to
and
victim, as a
claimant
communitarian
protection'
Labour's criminal justice discourses. Herein the view that crime and disorder represent
threats to community is to the fore. If an individual fails to live up to their responsibilities
to the community the community has a role to demand that they should, and where an
individual persists in their 'anti-social' or criminal behaviour ultimately the only option
will be to exclude them from the community.
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This viewpoint is reflected in Jack Straw's Frank Dawby Memorial lecture in 1998 in
which he asserts: 'people who persist in criminal behaviour will put themselves beyond
the pale' (1998: 55). In addition to criminal activities, Hudson (2003: 82) notes that a wide
range of activities and behaviours may fall under the ambit of what a community views as
threatening or constituting potential harm, and these may include littering, dog fouling,
skateboarding, kids hanging about, and most recently concerns with respect to binge
drinking and smoking in public spaces. Indeed, New Labour has clearly signalled its
intention to focus on young people's deeds and to be tough on youth crime and so Pitts
(2003: 92) argues that youth justice policies have accorded greater priority

to

considerations of 'responsibility, culpability and retribution'. These considerations are
in
apparent crime prevention and early intervention strategies,the introduction of a range
of new orders and the increasing reliance on the secureestate.

Crime prevention and early intervention strategies

The notion of community as a 'moral claimant' is evident in New Labour's continued
preoccupation with a range of crime prevention and early intervention strategies which
strive to maintain standardsof behaviour and protect communities from the troublesome
and criminal behaviour of young people. Indeed, the range of informal and formal preemptive interventions introduced by New Labour over recent years have served to include
children previously beyond the reach of the criminal justice and child protection systems
(ibid. ). For example, the 'On Track' initiative was launched in December 1999 to provide
preventative interventions for children aged four and 12 years such as home visiting,
structured pre-school education and family therapy (Children and Young Person's Unit,
2002); the Youth Inclusion Programme, launched in 2000, targets the 50 young people (13
to 16 years) at greatest risk of offending in the highest crime areas in England and Wales
in order to incorporate them into activities with other young people, including sport, after-

schoolclubs,informal educationandsocialskills; andthe SplashProgrammewas initiated
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by the Youth Justice Board in 2000 to provide activities in the summer holiday period for
young people deemed'at risk' of offending (Smith, 2003).

A range of new civil orders and powers has accompaniedthese targeted crime prevention
programmes.A Community Safety Order (CSO) may be applied to any child under 10
years who has committed an offence, breached a child curfew or caused harassment,
distress or alarm to others and may serve to place the child under the supervision of a
Social Worker or YOT Worker for a period of up to 12 months (Muncie, 2004).
Seemingly, in responseto the fact that not one local authority had applied for a curfew the
scope of the original provisions of the 1998 Crime and Disorder Act with respectto Local
Child Curfews (LCC) was extended by the 2001 Criminal Justice and Police Act, (Walsh,
2002). Consequentlythe local chief officer of the police, alongside the local authority, can
apply to the Home Secretary for a LCC where children under 16 years (previously under
10 years), are causing alarm or distress to others living in a particular area (Walsh, 2002).
An Anti-social Behaviour Order (ASBO) can be applied for by the police and/or a local
authority to impose prohibitions on an individual deemedto have behaved in a way that
causesor is likely to causeharassment,alarm or distress (Burney, 2005). Non-compliance
can result in prosecution and the possibility of five year's imprisonment.

From a communitarian perspective addressing 'troublesome' and 'anti-social' behaviours
may have beneficial effects for community safety and social cohesion. However, while
ostensibly all these civil orders have been introduced on the basis of child protection and
welfare grounds the fact that these powers and orders do not necessarily require
prosecution or indeed the commission of a criminal offence in order to be implemented
has elicited substantial concerns(Muncie, 2004).

Muncie (2004: 238) arguesthat the paradoxical effect of such measuresis to reduce public
tolerance of incivilities and increase public fear of young people. Indeed, commenting
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reinforced - resulting in greater fear and a fall in the number of adults who are preparedto
make contact with these young people' (2001: 93). Overall, Walsh (2002: 77) assertsthat
the use of the LCC legislation seriously 'transgresses' the rights and 'curtails the
freedoms' of young people, a situation she views as unacceptable'by virtue of the fact that
there is no evidence that the existence of curfews will have any effect on crime rates.'

(ibid.).

In addition to concerns regarding a community's likely orientation towards young people
who engage in 'anti-social' and/or criminal behaviour, the use of early and pre-emptive
strategiesalso elicit serious concerns in respect of 'wider, stronger and different' nets of
youth justice (Austin and Krisberg, 1981, Cohen, 1985). Cohen's (1985: 363-364)
'dispersal of discipline' thesis contends that as crime control strategies are increasingly
dispersedinto the community they penetratemore deeply into the social fabric where the
is
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impact
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more
of
offenders are
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prevention'.

ASBOs in particular are cbaracterised as a reactive and punitive strategy that Brown
(2004: 210) describes as a 'means by which one part of the State assertsthe right to use
force in the absenceof "effective" action by the police and prosecutors and the criminal
justice system'. The ASBO has been critiqued with respect to the power it gives to local
officials to criminalise conduct; its 'inappropriately low standardsof proof' and the fact it
can be made without the defendant being heard (Jones, 2002a: 19). Of particular concern
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is the fact that the ASBO may serve to introduce criminal measuresthrough the 'back
door' (Crawford, 1998a:241), a concern that seemsjustified in view of the fact that nearly
50 receptions each month into Young Offender Institutions, in the first quarter of 2005,
were as a result of ASBO breaches(Burney, 2005: 5). Overall, Jones (2002a: 19) asserts
that ASBOs are contradictory to New Labour's plans to reduce social exclusion, while
Brown (2004: 210) suggeststhat the targeting of 'anti-social' behaviour within official
discourse and by means of the legislative measures serves to construct 'new routes of
exclusion'. In particular, for those individuals already marginalised within society (ibid)
and those with 'unconventional lifestyles' (Jones,2002a: 19).

A further danger associatedwith this increasing scrutiny and targeting of young people for
such interventions is that if they later progressto committing offences and proceedthrough
the attendant formal processingthey will be viewed as having already failed elsewhere in
the system (Muncie, 2004: 243). Hill and Wright (2003: 290) argue that the paradoxical
effect of drawing more young people into the youthjustice system is to ensurethe 'further
marginalisation and alienation of youth, to further fuel the association of youth and crime
and ultimately to outlaw youth from the community'.

'Toughon crime' interventionand orders

These early and pre-emptive strategieshave been complemented by the introduction of a
range of punitive interventions and orders, which ostensibly not only provide protection
for the community but also demonstrate 'the community's' intolerance of disorder and
crime. The government's intolerance of youth crime is demonstratedby an emphasis on
utilising 'stigma' as a deterrent strategy whereby young offenders are brought before the
courts earlier and more swiftly and the anonymity traditionally afforded young offenders
may be waived if the magistrate deems this to be in the public interest (Pitts, 2003: 92).
Thus the previous - and successful (Goldson 2000) practice of police cautioning which
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diverted young people out of the criminal justice system has been replacedby a formalised
system of reprimands and a final warning. Absolute and Conditional Discharges - which
previously accounted for 28% of all juvenile cases- have been replaced by the Referral
Order whereby first-time offenders found guilty at court are referred to a Youth Offender
Panel which, as previously discussed,comprises of professional and lay memberswho will
determine the nature of penalty to be imposed and the type of programme a young person
should undergo (Pitts, 2003).

Intolerance towards more serious and 'persistent offenders' is demonstrated in the
increasingly tight schedulesfor dealing with casesto fast-track these offenders through the
system, and in progressively tough community disposals including the use of additional
conditions such as 'intensive supervision and surveillance' (ISSP) which was launched in
June 2001. An ISSP can be utilised as an additional requirement to 'supervision orders'
(SO), 'community rehabilitation orders' (CRO), the community part of 'detention and
training orders' (DTTO) and as bail conditions. It involves at least 25 hour's intensive
contact time for the first three months of the programme, which continues thereafter at
reduced intensity, and the surveillance of offenders through tracking, electronic tagging,
voice verification or intelligence led policing (Smith, 2003).

This hardening of community penalties as a means of addressing youth crime has also
elicited concerns regarding net widening. Smith (2001: 27) observes that the likely
consequenceof strategies to speed up the judicial process is the 'rapid acceleration of
young people up the tariff of penal sanctions'. For example, research on the pre-court
work of Northamptonshire YOT - cited by the Audit Commission as an exemplar of good
practice - estimated that the use of final warnings compared to the local 'caution plus'
schemeincreasedthe number of young people prosecutedby 22% and the number of precourt referrals by 13% (Kemp et aL, 2002). In view of this projected 35% increase in the
YOT's caseloadKemp el al. Qbid.: 12) conclude that it is 'beneficial wherever possible to
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divert young offenders from prosecution'. Furthermore, Pitts (2003) cites evidence from a
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it will also result in their 'becoming known ever more exclusively by the label of young
'offender' and becoming progressively isolated from the mainstream and normality'
(Smith, 2001: 27). As Goldson (2000: 43) argues, interactionist, labelling and social
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interventionist strategies, especially in the form of prosecutions and court appearances,
serve to confirm delinquent identities.

This issue of the 'othering' and 'criminalising' of young people is one that shall be
explored in more detail with respectto the empirical findings of this study. The analysis of
the repercussionsof the 'community as a moral claimant' discourse - in terms of how
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young offenders view
chapter six
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The increasing reliance on the secure estate

The final and inevitable pinnacle of the community as a 'moral claimant' discourse is of
course,the incarceration of those children and young people who commit serious crime or
who offend on a persistent basis. Indeed, against the backdrop of a steadily failing crime
rate, from 1994 onwards, Pitts (2003: 95) observesthat in Spring 2002 more children and
young people were being locked up than at any time since 1908 when the youth justice
system was brought into being and more than any other Western European country.
Although the numbers of 10-17 year olds being remanded or sentencedwas subsequently
reduced (Youth Justice Board, 2003), the first three months of 2004 witnessed a 10 per
cent rise in the numbers of children in custody, following a 15-month trend of reducing
numbers(Youth Justice Board, 2004a; Morgan, 2005).

Notwithstanding entreaties from the outgoing Chair of the Youth Justice Board, Lord
Warner, for an increased use of intensive community penalties and greater use of
electronic tagging and other developments in new technology (ibid), Pitts (2003) argues
that government policies and directives demonstrate its continued commitment to penal
incapacitation. For example, the Youth Court powers to remand children and young people
directly into secureand penal establishmentshave been extended.Thus in Spring 1998 the
Home Secretary observed 'prisons are a demand led service; if the courts want to impose
custodial sentences, it is my job to provide the cells'; We facto one strike' breach
introduced
by the Criminal Justice and Court Services Bill, 2000; a 'three
were
conditions
strikes' sentencingstrategy for repeatjuvenile offenders was introduced in June 2001; and
the government is committed to providing 400 additional secure training centre places
(Pitts, 2003: 94).

Garland (200 1a) observesthat no credible Europeanor American criminologist is prepared
to defend imprisonment on any grounds aside from their capacity to offer temporary
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containment and incapacitation. Indeed, the problems associated with sending young
peopleto secureand custodial institutions are multiple and manifest. These include risks in
respect of bullying; intimidation; theft, extortion and robbery; physical and/or sexual
assault; emotional and psychological abuse; drug use; and a greater propensity to selfharm or even suicide (Goldson and Peters, 2000). Additionally, the separation from
family, friends, home and community entailed by entry into a secureor custodial setting is
likely to result in strained family relationships; disrupted education; the reinforcement of
behavioural
traits; the fuelling of anger and alienation, and the attendant risks of
negative
institutionalisation and stigma (ibid. ). As such Goldson (2002a: 160) concludes 'to lock up
a vulnerable child is a sign of failure. To lock up the number of children we do in England
and Wales is failure in the extreme'.

As such, Pitts (2003a) arguesthat the incarceration of children and young people is likely
to jeopardise their re-entry into formal education or training on releaseand hence seriously
undermines future job prospects. Furthermore, attempts to address offending behaviour
and facilitate rehabilitation are routinely undermined by institutional subcultures (ibid. ).
Subsequently,reconviction rates are higher (Goldson and Peters, 2000: 26, Pitts, 2003a:
11). A recent submission by the Prison Reform Trust (2003) to the Home Affairs Select
Committee on the Rehabilitation of Offenders reported that two years after discharge 74
per cent of young male offenders were reconvicted compared to 59 per cent of all
prisoners.

Overall it appearsthat exclusion from the community in which they live via a custodial
sentenceor remand may not only further embed a young person's criminal identity but
also have detrimental impacts on the young person's relationships to the very institutions
of community, which New Labour and communitarian discoursesvalorise as a means to
secure greater social cohesion within society. As Crowley's (1998: 59) study of children
who were potential candidatesfor SecureTraining Orders concludes:
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The exclusionof children from normative influencesof home, school and
youth club can reinforce delinquency.Children and young people find it
difficult to investin and conformto socialnormsif they are deniedaccessto
the acceptedways of achievingthem within that society.At a nationallevel
andin a rangeof governmentpolicy areasthereis a needto considerpractical
ways of attachingvalue and incentive to the integration,rather than the
exclusion,of disadvantaged
youngpeople.

Thehazardsof the 'communityas a moral claimant'discourse

Underlying New Labour's commitment to the 'community as moral claimant' discourse is
the recognition that community moral resourceswill not always be sufficient to prevent,
addressor resolve offending behaviour and that such behaviour, in turn, representsa threat
to community. Inevitably the perceived need for protection from, and the exclusion, of
young 'miscreants' promotes an intolerance of youth crime and troublesome behaviour
and undermines the relationship between the young person and the 'law-abiding'
community. In turn, exclusionary and punitive responsesfail to addressthe many causal
factors implicit in youth crime while offenders' experiencesof custody and exclusion may
exacerbate the severity and extent of their offending on their eventual return to the
community. In these circumstances a return to the 'community as a moral resource' is
difficult to envisage.

Accordingly, Hudson (2003: 107) arguesthat the danger of applying value communitarian
ideasto the issue of criminal justice is that 'the rights and responsibilities are seenflowing
in just one direction: towards the community' and she concludes 'communitarianism, in
the version that appearsto underpin the policies of present and recent governments in the
UK and USA, certainly seesresponsibility as a one-way street'. The equity and fairness of
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this particular policy drift is all the more problematic given that, as noted earlier, young
offenders by definition do not share the same citizenship rights as adults within their

communities(JamesandJames,2001).

Conclusion: Whither Community?

Communitarianobjectivesin relation to law and order do not appearto be
able to deliver on regeneratinga spirit of community which is tolerant,
inclusive, and which distributesrights to, and resourcesfor, freedomand
securityequitably.In the risk society senseof communityappearsto be a
narrowvision, andto be somethingwhich is easiestto realisein communities
that are already strong and united. Crime is a divisive, not a unifying
phenomenon,and for a communityto cometogetheron crime and disorder
involvesdecidingwho to exclude,who to include,who to protectandwho to
control.(Hudson,2003:90-91)

This chapter has sought to address the research question posed with regard to the
assumptions aboutý and constructions, of community which underlie youth justice
interventions. As the above quotation illustrates, reservations have been raised regarding
the desirability of community as a focus for crime control strategies.It appearsthat in its
pursuit of a politics of the Third Way, to which 'value communitarian' ideas have proved
central, New Labour's vision and conception of community is essentially narrow and
constrained.

Indeed, the government's social and criminal justice policies in relation to children and
young people have demonstrated a willingness to define, legislate and sanction with
respect to the responsibilities and obligations viewed as fundamental to the membership
rights of the law-abiding community. This is demonstrated in the construction of a 'one
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example terms of the place and
shape of family relationships, parental responsibilities to children and acceptable
behaviour in public and private spaces(Driver and Martell, 1997: 36). It is also apparentin
New Labour's emphasis on the responsibilities and obligations of citizenship which has
not only induced conservative agendas in a range of policy areas including the family,
parenting, education, employment and training, social destitution, and youth crime (ibid.:
38), but also elicited the use of statuteto define the responsibilities and obligations deemed
reciprocal to the rights enjoyed through citizenship (ibid.: 40).

Furthermore, New Labour's commitment to strong moral values as the key to social
cohesion is abundantly demonstrated in their willingness to enforce personal moral
responsibility through a range of legislation and sanctionsfocussedon issuessuch as 'antibehaviour
and parenting and crime Qbid.: 41-43). Thus as Driver and Martell
social'
(1999) have argued, New Labour's commitment to community appears to be ethically
conformist, conditional, conservative, prescriptive, moral and individualistic, wherein
opportunities, support and community empowermentare underpinnedby series of coercive

measures.

While this discussion and analysis ultimately presentsa pessimistic view of the influence
of Third Way politics and communitarianism, commentators argue that the history of
youth justice (Muncie, 2004) and contemporary practices (Burnett and Appleton, 2003)
suggest that more optimistic outcomes may be forthcoming. Muncie (2004: 275) argues
that the history of youth justice is a 'history of active and passive resistance' where the
'translation of policy into practice dependson how it is visioned and reworked (or made to
work) by those empowered to put it into practice'. Thus, Muncie (ibid. ) assertschallenges
to managerial and punitive imperatives are apparent in: the haphazardimplementation of
national legislation and youth justice standardsin different localities; the decision by the
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Welsh assembly to locate youth justice services in the portfolio of Health and Social
Servicesas opposedto Crime Prevention, and in the continuing disparities between courts
in the sentencingof young people to custody (ibid. ).

Furthermore, as a result of their research in respect of Oxfordshire YOT, Burnett and
Appleton (2004: 49) support a more benevolent interpretation of the Labour government's
youth justice reforms, arguing that youth justice personnel 'would be outraged by the
possibility that they are merely contributing to a policy of punitive social exclusion that
disregardsthe rights of children and young people'. However, Cross el al's (2002) report
of ongoing ethnographic research in two Welsh YOTs suggeststhat. while youth justice
practitioners may perceive themselves to be retaining social work values which treat
young offenders 'as children first' (ibid.: 154), social work studentson placement in these
YOTs perceived a 'clear tendency to construct young people as "young offenders" with an
emphasissquarely placed on offending' (ibid.: 158).

The importance of community to youth justice and the potential for inclusive as well as
exclusive outcomeswill be further explored within the empirical work undertaken for this
study (the empirical analysis is presentedin chaptersfive and six). This work is introduced
in the next chapter which outlines the auspices, nature and detail of the empirical work
undertaken.
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ChapterFour

Studying Community, Young Offenders and Youth Justice

Introduction

The word community seemsto have survived unscathedall attemptsto question
in
in
it
is
is
heard
Itthe
contextswhich soundas
used.
nowup
way
which
or send
if they are a joke but aren't. The United Nations Security Council is now an
International Community. Peoplewhose main aim in life is to becomewealthy by
the labour of others are now called the BusinessCommunity. Peoplewho police
us secretly and unaccountablyare the Intelligence Community. (Hardy-,1998- 7,
cited in Levitas, 2000: 192).

Hardy's observationhighlights the indiscriminate applianceof the term community to a range
of phenomenaand contexts. In part-this reflects the positive connotationsassociatedwith the
term, which Hardy (ibid. ) argues,'enables people to promote sharedinterestsfrom a position
of strength and confidence'. However, it is also likely to reflect the elusive nature of this
concept,which is, in turn, demonstratedby the extent of energy, literature and debateelicited
with respectto its definition (seediscussionin chapterone). Notwithstanding the fact that such
characteristicssuggest that community is likely to prove an incredibly difficult concept-to
investigateempirically, the previous chapterhas assertedthe crucial importanceof community
to New Labour's youth justice rhetoric and policy and as such I think this makes it an
unavoidableresearchsubject.
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Within criminology-the question of community has beenmost rigorously and robustly debated
in relation to issues of community safety (see discussion in chapter two) and in terms of
responsesto crime at the local level (Power, 1987,1997; Taylor, Evans and Frazer, 1996;
Walklate and Evans, 1999; Girling, Loader and Sparks,2000; Hughes and Edwards, 2002).
Despite a long history of studying offenders within particular localities and social networks
(Shaw and McKay; 1942; Elias and Scotson, 1965; Parker, 1974; Foster, 1990; Campbell,
1993, Holman, 1995, Jones,2002a) the particular significance of community to the lives and
experiencesof offenders remains relatively unexplored. As such, this study comprises an
attempt to contribute to the criminological exploration of this concept which shall be
investigatedthrough the specific lens of youth justice.

Commentingin relation to 'welfare', McIntosh (2003: 3 1) observesthat-abstractconceptsare
often talked about in vague terms which, in turn, raise a host of 'intriguing questions' abouthow they are conceptualisedand understood.In this instanceI sought to explore what young
offenders and youth justice professionalsunderstoodby the term community, if, and in what
ways, it informs young people's relations to and dealingswith othersand if, and in what ways,
it informs youth justice practice.By focussingon the experiencesof young offenders group
-a
commonly perceived as threatening to the law-abiding community - this study offers the
potential to explore both the inclusive and exclusive aspectsof community life and the impact
of involvement in the youth justice systemupon such experiences.

This chapter provides an account of how the study of these issueswas addressed.it- outlines
the researchobjectives, methodsand ethics and reflects on the difficulties encounteredin the
conductof this work and the overall validity of the completedstudy.
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Researchobjectives

The previous chaptercontendsthat community is central to New Labour's political ideology
and that communitarianprinciples are inherent in contemporaryyouth justice policy. On the
one hand the championing of 'community as a moral resource' (Hudson, 2003) 'offers the
prospectof low price options for softening conflicts, producing harmony, trust and obedience
to rules and identification with fellow citizens' (Jordan, 1996: 21). While on the other the
&communityas a moral claimant' (Hudson, 2003) discourseprioritises law-abiding citizens'
rights to demand protection from crime and the punishment and exclusion of those who
offend. In both instancesthe offender is viewed as problematic and to greateror lesserextent
is perceivedas a threat to community. The development-of the empirical work for this study
draws upon how such concerns have variously been addressedwithin the criminological
literature.

Ctiminology and the questionofcommunity

Prevalentwithin the criminological literature is the view that community has a positive impact
with respectto crime so that; as Crawford (1997,1998) observes,more community is believed
to result in less crime. This idea has been translated into a range of strategieswhich seek to
encourageand enhancecommunities' capacities for informal social control. These include
strategiesto promote and support community infrastructures and members' participation in
community life and crime control, such as the Chicago Area Project (Shaw and McKay, 1969)
and the Priority EstatesProject (Hope 1995); strategiesto promote residents' surveillance of
the environment for example by means of Neighbourhood Watch (Bennett 1989,1990;
McConville and Shepherd.1992); or environmental design (Newman, 1973; Coleman, 1985;
Wilson and Kelling, 1982); and even responsibilisation strategieswhich not only encourage
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individuals (and organisations) to become more active with respect to risk management
(Garland,2001; Loader and Sparks,2002), but also with respectto involvement in community
politics, organisationsand activities (Etzioni 1995; Putnam, 2001) and the administration of
justice (Braithwaite, 1989).

Underlying the promotion of these various strategiesis, of course,the recognition that those
'communities' which are particularly vulnerable to crime and victimisation, are often far from
cohesive but, rather, fragmented along lines of age, race, gender, economic activity and
criminal involvement-(Smith, 1995).Their characteristicsensurethat attemptsto facilitate and
1995;
informal
incredibly
(Hope,
difficult
communities'
social
controls
will
prove
enhance
Smith 1995; Crawford, 1998). Overall, such concerns raise questions regarding whether
community is a significant feature of contemporarylife, how community is understoodand
experiencedand whether, and in what circumstances,community can contribute to crime
preventionand control.

Community is also considered an essential element to criminal justice interventions. In
combination with a range of other principles the 'What Works' literature emphasises;the
importanceof utilising community-basedsettingsfor the delivery of effective criminal justice
interventions (McGuire, 1995,2002; Raynor, 1996,2004). Hence, while practitioners' efforts
are concentrated on addressing criminogenic risk and recidivism it is assumed that the
community setting will provide 'opportunities for involvement and participation in pro-social
activities, relationshipsand employment' (Chapman& Hough, 1998: 7), which, in the event of
an offender's desistancewill facilitate their reintegration to society. However, Spencerand
Deakin (2004) argue that the potential for offenders to become integrated into 'law abiding'
activities and networks is effectively undermined by the fact-that-many offenders' lives are
characterisedby long-term poverty, social exclusion and personal biographies that include
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high levels of abuse. Thus, such concerns raise questions regarding the resonance of
inclusion
justice
interventions
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rehabilitation
offenders.

By contrast a loss of faith in communities' capacities and the rehabilitative strategies
permeatesGarland's (2001: 184) assertion of the 'criminology of the other' (discussedin
chaptertwo). Herein Garland (ibid. ) arguesthat crime has becomea spectacle,which servesto
emphasisethe failure of the state, the penal system and society in generalto uphold law and
order or to maintain respect for authority. As such, questions of law and order are
characterisedby a perpetual senseof crisis and ever more punitive solutions serve as a means
of reassuring'law-abiding' citizens that somethingis being done about the problem of crime.
Garland (2001: 196) argues that- such approachesto questions of social order and crime
in
likely
impact
disproportionately
disadvantaged
to
the
society,
are
groups
control
on
most
that-is 'the urban poor, welfare claimants, and minority communities'. Furthermore, in her
analysis of punishment in the community Worrall (1997: 89) assertsthat the pursuit of a
reactionarypenality basedon control, condemnationand confinement,with little consideration
for questions of offenders' welfare or rehabilitation, is likely to promote criminal
embeddedness.Hence, questions are raised regarding the relationship between the offender
and the community and the implications this may have for preventing and controlling
criminality.

The elusive and promiscuousnature of community underlies its appeal for policy purposes.
However the various and, at times, contradictory manner in which it is assertedwithin
criminology and criminal justice discourse raises questions regarding how community is
conceptualisedand experienced,in this instance by young offenders and the youth justice
practitioners working with them. My expectation was that in talking to young offenders and
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youth justice practitioners about community their responseswould also prove vague and
contradictory. Getting a sense of how they talk about and relate to community, however,
focus
its
indication
within youth
appropriateness
conceptual
of
as a
would provide some
justice policy.

Theresearchquestions

The empirical work undertakenfor this study therefore comprisesan attempt to addressthe
following researchquestions:

0

to explore how young offendersunderstandand experiencecommunity;

n

to explore the nature of the relationship, if any, between young offenders and their
communities;

0

to explore the resonanceof community to youth justice interventions with young
offenders;

m to exploreif, and how, communitycontributesto the control and preventionof offending
from the perspectiveof youngoffendersandyouthjustice practitioners;and
a

to explore if and how communitycontributesto the rehabilitationand social inclusion of
justice
from
the
and
youth
practitioners.
perspectiveof young offenders
offenders

A secondaryconcern within the study was also to investigate whether these findings differed
with respectto the genderand age of the young offender and the relative tariff of the sentence
to which they were subject.
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Researchmethods

Henwoodand Pidgeon(1997: 14) observethat the choice betweenquantitative and qualitative
approachescomprises more than a choice regarding method alone, but rather also reflects
knowledge'.
legitimate
inquiry
'constitutes
warrantable
and
considerations of what
Quantitative approachesare characterisedby a 'realist ontology' with an emphasison cause
hypothetical-deductive'
'experimental,
the
thus
of
and
and
prioritisation
positivist
effect
and
approachesto empirical study (ibid. 15). By contrast,qualitative approachesare characterised
by an 'interpretative' paradigm that rejects the imposition of a priori theory, but instead
emphasisesnaturalistic, contextual and inductive approachesto understandingsociety and
human activity (ibid. ). Denzin and Lincoln (1998: 3) assertthat 'qualitative researchersstudy
things in their natural settings,attempting to make senseof, or interpret, phenomenain terms
of the meaningspeoplebring to them'.

As outlined abovethis study seeksto explore the resonanceof community within the everyday
contextsand complexities of the lives of young offenders and with respectto the professional
practicesof youth justice workers. The concernwas to 'document the world from the point of
individuals'
focus
(Hammersley,
1992:
165)
the
to
people
studied'
and
upon
of
view
4understandingsand interpretationsof their social environments, (May, 2001: 26). As such a
qualitative approachwas judged both necessaryand suitable given the concern to elicit rich
descriptive accounts of and insights in relation to respondents' definitions, understandings,
perspectivesand experienceswith respectto community.

To accessthese accountsmy aim was to conduct 'conversations with a purpose' (Burgess,
1984: 102) by means of semi-structured interviews. The use of semi-structured interviews
allowed me to be fairly informal with respectto my interactionswithin the interview context.
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This approachallowed me to probe beyond the answersgiven and to facilitate a dialogue with
interviewees,while at the same time providing the necessarystructure to addressa range of
issuesandto facilitate comparisonsbetweenrespondents.

A common approachwhen undertakingcriminological researchwhich focuseson community
is to undertake a locality-based study (Walklate and Evans 1999; Girling et al., 2000).
Notwithstanding the fact that the terms locality and community are often utilised
interchangeablywithin policy and practice discoursesacrossa range of public services,I have
tried to avoid imposing a particular definition of community within the interview schedules
but ratherto explore what meaningsand understandingsrespondentsassociatewith the term.

That said, my involvement in a previous study in Scotlandwhich investigatedyoung people's
understandings and experiences of community suggested that respondents might have
difficulties relating to questions on this issue given the abstract nature of the concept
(Jamieson et al., 1999). 1 therefore approachedthe issue in two ways. Drawing on the
definitions of community discussedin chapter one I asked a range of questionsrelating to
young peoples' views and experiences of the 'key' characteristics often associatedwith
communal life, that is locality, social relationships, social networks and the community
institutions, organisationsand activities and how and in what ways theseexperiencesimpacted
on offending behaviour. I then asked 'what do you see as your community?' and asked a
number of questionswhich soughtto elicit the likely impact of their statusas offendersto their
community experiences.Finally, I asked a range of questionsrelating to their supervision by
the YOT and the relative import of the community context to this experience(appendixone).

Involvement in the Scottish study (ibid. ) also suggestedthat children and young people could
not only answer the types of questions I wanted to pose but also enjoyed being asked their
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opinions about issueswhich impactedupon their lives (seeRoberts,2000). The Scottish study
(ihid.) also highlighted the importance of keeping the interviews with children and young
peopleas relaxedand informal as possible.

Theinterview schedules

The interview schedulefor young people was piloted with two 'volunteers', aged 14 years and
17 years respectively,who were clients of one of the projects I was employed to evaluate.It
is
following
interviews
these
the
schedule
pilot
and
resulting
was slightly amendedand refined
presentedin appendix one. Specifically the interviews addressedthe young person's current
living, educationalor employment status;their views on the localities within which they live;
the natureand extent of their use of resourcesand facilities within this locality; their views on
the nature of their relationships with family and friends; the nature and extent of their
behaviour;
the extent to which the adult and peer relationships and the
offending
impacted
had
identified
lives
important
they
their
and
activities
of
as
aspects
responsibilities
on their offending; their experiencesof YOT supervision and whether this had impacted on
their offending; and, finally, the impact of their offender status(if known) on their relationship
to their community.

A more direct approachregardingthe resonanceof community was employedin the interviews
with practitioners(appendixtwo). Thus at the beginning of each interview practitionerswere
asked'how do you understandthe term community?' Then a seriesof questionsaskedthem to
reflect on the community contextwithin which they worked; the likely natureof the relationship
betweenYOT clients and their communities,the relevanceof community in the supervisionof
young offenders;and finally the value and relevanceof community to the successor failure of
youthjustice interventionsandto the likely rehabilitationand socialinclusionof young offenders.
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This allowed me to concentrate
All intervieweesconsentedto the interviewsbeing tape-recorded.
interviews
the
the
and the issuesbeing discussedwithout having to take copious
on
conductof
notes.Furthermore,this processfacilitatedthe employmentof what Seale(1999: 148)refersto as
'low inferencedescriptors'which in turn promotesthe reliability of the interview material.That
is, it enabledthe full transcription of interview tapes and in turn the presentationof verbatim
accountsof what respondentsactually said as opposed to my reconstitutions or attempts to
provide a generalsenseof what a personhad recounted.

Research access

In March 2001 1 informally approachedthree YOT Managers in Merseyside regarding the
for
interviews
the
their
of
undertaking
with
a
sample
of
clients and practitioners
possibility
purposesof the empirical work for this study. At this juncture I had been working with the
YOTS for twelve months. I had obtained the police and social services checks necessaryfor
working within this context and I had developedgood working relations with YOT personnel
acrossa range of locations and activities. The YOT Managerswere encouragingregardingthe
research, and formal requests for research access were submitted to all three YOTS
(appendicesthree and four). After due considerationby the relevant managementcommittees
formal researchaccesswas finalised by the end of June2001.

This was followed by presentationsto a variety of YOT Teams in all three local authority
areasin which I informed them of the researchobjectives,methodsand proposedrespondents.
Prior to each of these presentationsI forwarded to the relevant team managersthe research
proposal, the interview schedulesand letters for children and parents (appendicesone, two,
three and four) The latter were to be utilised in those instanceswhere young people were less
than 16 years of age. These documentswere provided in advanceto enable practitioners to
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raise any concerns,issuesor questionsthey had with respectto the researchor its conduct at
the presentation.Overall, the presentations ran smoothly and practitioners reported their
willingness to talk to their clients about the study with a view to engendering their
participation and to potentially being interviewed themselves.By the end of June 2001 1 was
in position to start identifying a sampleof young people for interview purposes.

Theselectionofyoung peoplefor interview

Glesne(1999) observesthat qualitativeresearchaimsto add to the understandingand knowledge
of issuesand phenomenonnatherthan to producegeneralisableconclusions.As such,qualitative
researcherstend to identify caseson a purposeful basis which involves making theoretically
informed decisionsregardingthe casesto be included in the researchstudy (Pole and Lampard,
2002). Given that this study sought to explore views and experiencesin relation to community
from the perspectiveof young offendersthe primary requirementfor inclusion in the study was
that young peoplehad beenformally processedthrough the youth justice system.

Previous researchhas suggestedthat genderdifferences are discemablewith respectto young
people's attitudes and orientations towards their communities (Campbell, 1993; Jamiesonet
hence
1999)
and
a related concern of the study was to include both male and female
al.,
respondents.Furthermore, on the basis that it was considered likely that the severity and
persistenceof young people's offending would have repercussionsfor their inclusion or sense
of 'belonging' to their communities, the aim was to include offenders subject to a range of
orders acrossthe sentencingtariff4. Finally, given that young people's propensity to offend

1Referral orders were not included within the auspicesof the researchstudy
given that theseorders
were being developedand implementedafter the fieldwork was already in process.
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varies accordingto age (Rutherford, 1986) there was also a concern to ensurea diversity of
ageswithin the final sample.

In the first instance administrative staff from two of the participating YOTS2provided an
overview of cases referred to the YOT, which were to serve as a framework to identify
potential casesfor inclusion in the study. This information was derived from the data returns
they prepared for submission to the Youth Justice Board. Given the greater number of
potential male respondentsin all three YOTs I decidedthe best approachwas to target female
offenders subject to YOT supervision and then to identify a correspondingsample of male
respondentsmatchedin terms of order type and age. The intention was that I would identify
suitablecaseswith respectto considerationsof gender,order type and age and then contactthe
relevantpractitioner who had key responsibility for supervisingthat young person's order. The
practitioner would in turn ascertainthe young person's willingness to participate in the study
and, as appropriate, send a letter seeking parental consent, on an opt-out basis, in those
instanceswhere the young personwas under 16 yearsof age (appendix five).

It is worth noting that this processwas being undertaken in the aftermath of the Crime and
Disorder Act, 1998 and its subsequentreorganisationof the youth justice system in England
and Wales. While this context had facilitated my accessto undertake the research,it also
presenteda range of practical difficulties. Overall, this study was being undertakenwithin a
fast-moving youth justice context, which placed numerous demands on youth justice
practitioners and managersalike. It was also being undertakenat the sametime as a range of
evaluative activity being funded by the Youth Justice Board. Practitioners were thus already
demands
to
on their time and energiesfor researchpurposes,which were probably
subject

2Negotiationsregarding accessto this information were ongoing with the third YOT but subsequently
abandonedgiven the limited utility of this information for samplingpurposes.
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by
further
All
legitimate
than
exacerbated
my own.
such considerationswere
viewed as more
the fact this study was being conducted on a part-time basis while I was in full-time
employment.

Despite YOT workers' best efforts and my attendance at a girls-only outdoor pursuits
weekend, the sampling process initially employed proved time-consuming and ultimately
by
being
In
to
the
supervised
relatively
small
women
addition
numbers
of
young
unfeasible.
the YOT, this outcomewas exacerbatedby the time lags associatedfirst with data input and
then with my subsequentidentification of suitable respondents.In a number of instancesthis
had meant that orders,particularly low tariff orders, were spent before I bad even considered
in
YOT
the
the
to
relevant
worker approach
young person regarding participation
contacting
the study. However, the difficulties of securingyoung people's participation also reflected the
fact that the practitioners, who were essentially sponsoring my accessto their clients as
potential researchparticipants,were undertakingthis task in addition to a range of other, more
important demandsand priorities inherentin their role as youth justice workers.

Indeed, by the end of September 2001 with only 5 interviews (3 female and 2 mate
respondents)completed it was obvious that a more pragmatic approach to identifying the
samplewas necessaryin order to securea reasonablenumber of interviews with young people.
That this is a common problem and conclusion with respectto the conduct of qualitative work
is reflected in Platt's (1996: 275) observation that: 'frequently methodological choices are
steeredby quite other considerations[than objectivity], someof a highly practical nature'.

Thus in March 2002 when I had a further period of time to devoteto the fieldwork I decidedto
changetack. At this stageI had been working with the various YOTs as a Researcherfor two
yearsacrossnine different Youth JusticeBoard funded evaluation projects and as such I was a
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fairly familiar figure to the various teams within a range of YOT premises. Therefore I
decidedto utilise the ongoing and often frequent contact I had with YOT Team Managersand
YOT Workersto identify potential respondentsfor the study.

Despite problems experiencedwith respect to identifying and eliciting the participation of
girls, gender remained a primary consideration in the identification of respondents.I asked
practitioners and managers to identify and approach girls they knew were subject to
supervision,to ascertainwhether they would be willing to be interviewed for the study. If and
when interviews were undertaken with female respondentsthe intention was to utilise the
order and ageprofile of that case,where possible,to inform the identification of potential male
respondents.

However, in order to progressthe fieldwork I also decidedto target male offenders subject to
low tariff orders,particularly action plan orders,as the data returns suggestedthat this was the
most likely basis on which girls were subject to YOT supervision. Furthermore, in order to
explore the potential influence of serious or persistentinvolvement in offending behaviour on
young people's views and experienceswith respectto community. I also decidedto interview
a sub-sampleof young offenders subject to ISSP, irrespective of gender. Finally, to address
age considerationsI strived to interview young people of a diverserange of ages.

Thesampleofyoung people

By August 2002 1 had completed30 interviews with young offenders.As table 4.1 illustrates,
interviews had been undertakenwith ten female offenders subject to a variety of orders; 12
male offenders subjectto a variety of orders; and eight male respondentsundertakingan ISSP
programme.
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To provide greater insight into the characteristicsof the young people interviewed a range of
contextual data was also collected directly from YOT case records. In brief, all the young
people interviewed describedthemselvesas White British. Furthermore,while the majority of
living
home
interview,
three male
time
their
the
at
of
were
with
parents,
at
respondents
0
female
being
'looked
by
local
one
one
male
and
were
after
a
authority
and
respondents
in
living
supportedaccommodation(table one, appendix six).
were
respondent

All five of the girls of compulsory school age were in full-time mainstreameducation while
this was only the casefor three of the 12 boys in the samesituation (table two, appendix six).

3 Thesethree young men were living in children's homesin the care of the local authority.
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Of the other male respondentsof compulsory school age three were attending a pupil referral
unit, three were receiving specialisttuition and three otherswere excludedand in receipt of no
educationalprovision. The majority of respondents(nine of 13) who had left school at the
time of interview were unemployed(six male and two female), while three were participating
in training programmes(two male and one female) and one young woman had gainedfull time
employment (table three, appendix six). The relative influences of such characteristicson
respondents'relationships with their 'communities' is explored in greater detail in chapter
five.

Although the matching processwas not undertakenas systematically as had been originally
anticipated, as Tables 4.2 and 4.3, illustrate, the resulting sample did contain a sufficient
degreeof overlap with regard to gender,order and age to allow comparisonsto be undertaken
betweenvarious groupingsof interviewees.

Furthermore, the legitimacy of utilising such comparisons is further enhanced by the
considerationof YOT caserecord material with regard to respondents'respectivehistories of
youth justice involvement. This revealedthat female interviewees,irrespectiveof court order,
were significantly less likely than their male counterpartsto have beensubjectto any previous
court disposals. Indeed, while only five male respondentshad no previous criminal justice
involvement, in contrast only one female respondenthad been subject to a previous court
order.

Overall, the extent of previous youth justice involvement was in accordancewith the relative
tariff of the order to which young people were subject (Tables four-six, appendix six). For
example, interviewees who were undertaking an ISSP programme had the most previous
I
involvement in the youth justice system, with an averageof eight previous disposals,while
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intervieweessubjectto APOs had the least,with eight of ten respondentshaving no prior court
had
both
Indeed,
17-year-old
ISSP,
two
to
only
male
appearances.
subject
respondents,
previously served a custodial sentence.Age, however, did not appear to be a particularly
notablefactor in terms of respondents'recordsof previous court appearances.

In terms of the offence that had resulted in the court order to which respondentswere subject
at the time of interview half of all respondentshad committed offencesof violence againstthe
person.Court orders had also been given in respectof offences involving vehicle theft, theft,
robbery, burglary, possessionof a Class B drug and public order offences (table seven,
appendixsix).

A considerationof Youth JusticeBoard's (2003a) offence seriousnessscores,which have been
developedfor assessmentpurposes,reveal discernabledifferences between respondentswith
respect to court order and to a lesser extent gender (Tables eight to nine, appendix six).
Indeed, as would be anticipated, those respondentssubject to ISSP were more likely to have
high
offence seriousscores,while those subject to an APO were more likely to have
relatively
a relatively low score.Generally, female respondentshad lower averagescoresthan their male
counterparts.Again in this instanceage did not appearto be particularly important in terms of
respondents'relative offence seriousnessscore(table ten, appendixsix).

Overall, it was decided that this sample of 30 young offenders was of sufficient size and
diversity to concentrateon the ongoing transcription and analysis of this data and to proceed
with the practitioner interviews.
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Selectionofpractitionersfor interview

Given my ongoing involvement with the YOTs as a local evaluator, and for the purposesof
this study, eliciting practitioner involvement in the interview process proved relatively
straightforward. I wanted the interviews with YOT workers to include a diverse range of
justice
juvenile
I
therefore
approached
managers,
with
practitioners
perspectives and
backgroundsand thosewhoseprofessionalbackgroundand expertisewas relatively new to the
youth justice arena.

Between August and September2002 1 undertook 20 interviews with YOT personnel,which
included interviews with YOT workers who were directly responsiblefor the supervision of
young people. As a result I was able to gain a counterbalanceto the interviews with young
people by asking these workers to discuss the specificities of six particular casesand the
relative import, or otherwise, of community to the lives and experiencesof these young
YOT
from
the
to
the
their
supervisory
process
and
supervising
perspective of
offenders
worker.

Thesampleofpractitioners

As table 4.4 illustrates, the final sample of practitioners achieveda degreeof diversity within
the sampleboth in terms of position and role within the YOT and in terms of genderprofile.
Indeed,the practitioners interviewed were drawn from a range of servicesprovided under the
auspices of the various YOTs and included representativeswho were working in court
services, post-court services, restorativejustice, youth work services, Intensive Supervision
and Surveillance Projects and a day centre. In view of their specific remit to undertake
community consultation and outreach activities I also undertook interviews with
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2
4
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I
2
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I
13

5
I
I
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The practitioners interviewed had varying experiencesof working in other contexts prior to
their current position within the YOT or YOT-related projects. Many had moved into youth
justice from a variety of related agencies, including social work, probation, youth work,
educationand the voluntary sector. Others had attainedyouth justice positions on completion
of a social work or youth and community work qualification. Practitioners' experiencesof
working within a youth justice context ranged from nine months to 18 years. Half of the
interviewed
had
worked in youth justice for less than two years while seven
practitioners
draw
to
were
able
on in excessof six years' practical experience.
respondents

Ethical considerations

The selection of respondentsand the conduct of the interviews were of courseinfonned by an
array of ethical considerations.Hollway and Jefferson(2001) observethat the considerationof
potential ethical issues in the conduct of research is concerned to safeguard the interests,
welfare and rights of participants. In this instance the empirical work was conducted in
accordancewith the ethical guidelines of the British Society of Criminology (2003) and the
British Sociological Association (2002) which require that the researchparticipant has full
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informationregardingthe research- for exw-nple,why it is being undertakenand how it is likely
to be disseminated- in order to provide 'informed consent' regardingtheir participation and
ensurethat their consentis 'freely volunteered'(Mason, 1996:57-58 & Silverman,2001: 270-1).
Subjectto consentall the interviewswere tape-recorded. ý

YOT practitionersmade the first approachto young people about participation in the study
information
involve
the
the
that
purpose
of
study,
participation
would
my
accessing
explaining
by
involvement
in
from
interviewed
being
YOT
their
their
offending
regarding
caserecords,
myself at a location of their choosing,that anythingthey said would remain confidentialand that
they would not be identified in any reportsof the research.I had prepareda letter to be given to,
or sentto, parentsto requesttheir consentfor thoseyoung peoplewho were willing to participate
in the researchunderthe ageof 16 years(appendixfive).

In order to addressthe issueof parentalconsentI decidedto utilise an 'opt-out' approach.This
decision
informed
by previousresearchexperiencewhich suggestedthat
and
a
pragmatic
one
was
on thoseoccasionswhen you do ask potential respondents,or in this casetheir guardians,to opt
into a researchprojectyou areunlikely to achieveyour sample.In the eventthe ongoingand often
frequentcontactpractitionershad with parentsand guardiansmeantthat YOT practitionersoften
for
directly
letter
to
than
the
seek
parental
consent
provided
preferred
and verbally rather
using
this purpose.

Theseissueswere reiteratedwith the young people immediatelyprior to each interview when I
would provide an introductionto the interview along the lines ofi.

I am conductingresearchon the issuesof young people,crime and community.This
meansthat in this interview I'm going to ask you somequestionsaboutyourself and
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your views on and experiencesof a rangeof different things, like your family, your
friends,whereyou live andyour involvementin offending.The interview is likely to
last between30 and 45 minutes.If you don't want to answera particular question
that is OK and you can end the interview at any time. Anything you tell me in the
interview will be treatedin strictest confidence.For example,I won't speakabout
in
interview
in
YOT
the
to
the
what you say
staff andyour namewill not appear any
reportof this research.

After the interview I'd also like to find out in a little more detail about your
involvementin offending,that is the types of offencesyou have committedand the
sentencesyou havereceived,from your YOT caserecords.So I'd also like to know
if you are agreeablefor me to haveaccessto this information.

This researchis part of a degreecoursethat I am undertakingat the University of
Stirling for which I will write a report of the findings. This report will be assessed
and publishedat a later date.

Two young male participants,both subjectto APO's, withdrew consentduring the courseof the
interview when the attractionsof football and making a table proved preferableto taking part in
the research.Neither of thesepartially completedinterviews have been analysedor included in
this study,nor did I accesstheir YOT caserecords.

During the course of the interview prior to addressing the young person's domestic
circumstances,lifestyle and offending behaviour I would caution that in the event that they
disclosedthat they, or someoneelse,was at risk of or suffering from somesort of harm, be that
physical or sexual,then I would discusswith them the best way to take the matter forward but
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alsothat the disclosureof suchissueswas ultimately somethingthat I would haveto report to the
appropriateauthorities.This issue had been discussedwith the YOT managersprior to my
embarkingon the fieldwork and within eachYOT it was agreedthat should this issuearise my
first contactshouldbe the relevantDeputy or TeamManager.

The fact that I would be interviewing potentially vulnerable young people (Goldson, 1998;
Moore, 2002) was to the forefront of my mind when making the practical arrangementsfor the
interviews.Thus to facilitate accessto help or advice should any issuesor problemsarise I only
undertook interviews with young people during office hours. All but one of the interviews
progressedwithout raising any causefor concern.However, I terminatedone young woman's
interviewwhen shebecamedistractedand was obviouslyupset,and,subjectto her consent I then
called in the young women's key worker to talk to her. Fortunatelyher distresswas not relatedto
the interview processor the issuesaddressedand this interview was completedat a later date
without further incident or concern.

While young peoplewere given a choiceas to wherethey were interviewedfor this study, in the
end all but two were undertakenon YOT premises,often with the young person'skey worker
within the immediatevicinity. In each of the YOTs I had accessto an interview room which
ensuredthe privacy and confidentiality of the interview process.Despite explaining to young
peoplethe auspicesand purposesof the research,undertakinginterviews within YOT premises
may have, to an unknown degree,underminedthe impartiality of the interview process.For
example,the young peoplemay have felt I was connectedto or closely aligned to the YOT and
thus may have tailored their responsesaccordingly. That said, there was a high degree of
similarity in young people's attitudestowards and responseswithin the interview regardlessof
whereit wasundertaken.

ill

In the two caseswhere the young personwanted to be interviewed in their own home a YOT
Worker met me at the family home to provide an introduction to the young person and their
family. In one casea young woman, 16 years old and subject to an Action Plan Order, was
interviewedat homein the presenceof her mother.This young woman was very unconfidentand
askedher motherto stayin the room during the interview to give her somesupporLInevitably the
mother's presenceimpacted on the interview process,however in this caseI think in a very
positive sense.The mother would encourageher daughterto talk aboutthings she obviously felt
uncomfortablediscussing,most notably the circumstancessurroundingher offence, and would
often inteject to reiterateher daughter'saccountof events,views or experiences.When it cameto
discussingthe young woman's views and experiencesof her home circumstancesand family
relationshipsthe motherjudiciously left the room to maketea, allowing her daughterto talk more
fi-eely.

In the other casea young man,aged14 yearsand subjectto an action plan order,was interviewed
in a local cafdat his suggestionwhen it becameobviousthat the confidentiality that he associated
with the interview processwas not going to be achievedin the family home.Again, while not the
ideal environmentfor the purposesof the privacy and confidentiality of the interview processthis
was a quiet spaceand one in which the young personfelt comfortableandableto engagewith the
interview process.

As many of the practitionersinterviewedfor the purposesof the studyhad actedas gatekeepers
in
terms of identifying young peoplefor inclusion in the study their familiarity with the study and
the issuesI was addressingwith young peoplefacilitatedtheir 'infonned consent'to participatein
the study. They also received assurancesregarding confidentiality and anonymity within any
reportsof the study.
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Mason(1996) observesthat ethical considerationsdo not only apply to the conduct of research
but should also be consideredwith respect to the analysis and presentationof findings to a
wider audience.Hence Hollway and Jefferson(2001) arguethat a fundamentalethical guiding
principle to ensure participant's confidentiality is to render interview material anonymous.
Therefore,in orderto protectthe confidentiality of respondentsI havedecidednot to identify the
YOTs that facilitated and participatedin the conductof this study. I have also tried to minimise
the potential for extracts from tmnscripts to be attributed to individuals by anonymising all
records and reports of interview material and changing specific details where I thought this
necessaryto protectan individual's identity.

The analysis

On completion of interviews with young offenders and youth justice practitioners the
transcription of this material proved to be the first process of data analysis, insofar as it
facilitated my familiarity with the interview material. Due to considerationsof time and the
fact that the samplewas relatively small and manageable,I decidednot to utilise an analysis
programme for coding the data but rather to utilise traditional cut-and-pastemethods, albeit
within a word processingprogramme.

Qualitative researchvalorises the understandingsand interpretationsindividuals bring to their
social worlds (Denzin and Lincoln, 1998; Hammersley, 1992; May 2001) and so each
individual interview was systematicallycoded and analysed.In the first instancethis involved
the simple processof collating the answersand related discussionswith respectto each of the
questions posed in the interview schedule (appendicesone and two). This data was then
subjectto further scrutiny in order to identify common and divergent themesand issues,which
in turn were explored acrossthe data
set as a whole.
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As Henwood and Pidgeon (1997: 26) recognise, comparison between different cases is a
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As the presentationof the empirical material in chaptersfive and six will illustrate, differential
perspectivesand experiencesbetween the young people were most marked with respect to
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analysis and I suspectthis was due to the fact that many of the younger respondentswere
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Validity

Scholfield (1997: 201) argues that generalisability, in terms of producing some universal
theory, is by and large to be rejected as a useful standard or goal for qualitative research.
Rather, as Mason (1996: 134) observes,qualitative researchis concernedwith providing rich
descriptionsof social interactionswith every subject regardedas 'carrying its own logic, sense
data
descriptive
However,
the
empirical
of order, structure and meaning.
production of rich
inforin
judgements
'reasoned
findings
to
the
or
can
enable
also
which
regarding
can
extent
speakto what is likely to occur in other situations' (Scholfield, 1997: 207). Thus a rigorous,
sensitive and reflexive approach to the conduct of empirical work will contribute to the
validity and legitimacy of qualitative findings and conclusions.
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As hasbeen highlighted, the conduct of the empirical work for this study was informed by a
rangeof pragmatic concerns.Inevitably this has servedto underminethe extent and rigour of
the empirical work and, as such, it is obvious that some caution must be exercisedregarding
the interpretationof the empirical data. However, thesepragmatic decisionsand choiceswere
undertakenwith care rather than casually. Thus, while I did not achieve the sample I had
originally planned I did ensurethat respondentswere elicited acrossa range of researchsites
and that the final sample of young people included male and female respondentsof varying
ageswho were subject to a variety of orders. I also ensuredthat the sample of practitioners
representeda diverserangeof YOT roles and professionalbackgrounds.

Furthermore, I would argue that the theoretical concerns in which the empirical work was
grounded contribute to the overall legitimacy of the study in that the issues addressedare
pertinent to how young offenders may experience and negotiate relationships within the
communitiesto which they belong and how theseexperiencesmay impact upon the successor
otherwiseof youth justice interventions.Furthermore,I would arguethat the exploration of the
resonanceof community within youth justice interventions provides a means to critically
engagewith the political ideology and assumptionsunderlying contemporary youth justice
policy in England and Wales.

Conclusion

Ultimately the validity and legitimacy of the empirical work undertakenfor this study will be
judged in terms of the analysis and conclusions presented.These are contained in two
empirical chapters,which have been constructedin relation to Hudson's conceptualisationof
community as a 'moral resource' and as a 'moral claimant'. Chapterfive exploresthe idea that
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communities have 'suasive' powers to control and prevent offending. It addressesyoung
how
to
and
people's understandingand experienceswith respect community and whether
theseexperiencesimpact on their offending. By contrastchaptersix focusesexclusively on the
punishmentof young offenders. Specifically it addresseshow youth justice interventions are
justice
disadvantages
by
the
youth
of
relative advantagesand
experienced young people,
interventionsand how young offenders' relationshipswith their communities are affected by
their involvement in youth justice and their statusas offenders.
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Chapter Five

Community as a Moral Resource?
Respondents' Understandings and Experiences of community

Introduction

The specificities of the communitarian agendawith regardsto New Labour's youth justice
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communitarian conceptualisation
While the analysis in chapter three has raised reservations with regard to the New
Labour's commitment to this particular discourse, the findings presented in this chapter
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The empirical work for this study was undertaken in the city of Liverpool. This city has a
long history of economic decline and disadvantageand poverty remains at more than twice
the national average (Clarke, 2001). The research was conducted across three local
less
in
Liverpool
than the
where employment rates were significantly
authority areas
national average, with over a third of the unemployed not having worked in over a year
National
(Office
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between
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cent
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Statistics, 2001). Crime is also a significant feature of life in this city. Crime statistics for
the three local authority areas in which the empirical work for this study was conducted
for
had
higher
1,000
the
that
than
average
one area
rates of crime - per
reveal
population England and Wales across all offence categories (ONS, 2001), while the other two had
higher rates than the average in respect of violence against the person, burglary and theft
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of a motor vehicle; comparablerates in respect of sexual offences, and slightly lower rates
with respectto robbery and theft from a motor vehicle (ONS, 200 1).

Such statistics inevitably raise serious reservationswith regard to communities' capacities
to act as a 'moral resource'. Hence by investigating the resonanceof community to the
lives of young offenders this chapter addressesthe researchquestionsposedwith regard to
young offenders' understandings and experiences of community, the nature of the
relationship between the young offender and the community-, and the extent to which
communal experiencescontribute, or otherwise, to the prevention and control of crime. It
will be argued that while community appears to offer some potential with respect to
addressing youth crime, this potential is mediated within and by a range of other
community experiences,which simultaneously perpetrate, encourageand embed criminal
behaviour and identities for young people.

Addressing the elusive nature of community

Defining community has elicited an abundanceof academic energy, literature and debate
(discussed in chapter one). Anticipating the likelihood that respondents might have
difficulty in defining and talking about community in abstractterms, the interviews for this
study combined open questions relating to respondents' understandings of community
with directive questions relating to a range of factors which are routinely identified in
definitions of community, namely place, social interactions and common ties/identity (Bell
and Newby, 1971; 1974; Lee & Newby, 1983; Willmot, 1986; Crow & Allan, 1994).

While a few respondents,both young people and practitioners, had a degreeof difficulty in
trying to articulate what they considered an appropriate and relevant response to
encapsulatetheir understanding of the term community, it was clear from the interviews
conducted that community does resonate in the lives of these young offenders. Indeed, as
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be utilised to illustrate the nature of young offenders' experiences of community.
Consideration of the relative impacts of these experiences,if any, in relation to offending
behaviour will then be drawn on to reflect upon the 'community as a moral resource'
discourse.

'Community as locality'

Locality was identified as fundamental to respondents' understanding and experiencesof
community. For the young people interviewed community was very closely associated
with the area or the estate in which they lived, or in which they had previously resided.
Thus in reply to being asked to describe their understanding of community typical
responsesincluded:

1Thesedefinitionswere accompanied
by two further understandings
of communityon the part of
practitioners,that is, 'community as collectiveaction/responsibility'
and the 'political community'.
Theformerreflectsdemands
within the currentyouthjusticecontextto consult,educate,empowerand
includethelocalcommunityin respectto addressing
thecriminalandanti-socialbehaviourof its young
people(discussedin chapterthree).The latter reflectsthe YOTs' own responsibilitiesto elected
politicians,the youthjustice boardandto the public to providecredibleandeffectiveserviceswhich
andwhich
respondto communityneeds,arein keepingwith legislativedemands
andnationalstandards
in chaptersix).
address
andpreventyouthcrime(discussed
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I've lived therefrom I wasoneanda half until I movedto
'X' [neighbourhood]
my Uncle's.(Male,16years,APO).

It's the areayou live in. (Male, 12 years,SO).

Round ours. (Female, 17 years, SO).

It's the estateand the people in it. (Male, 15 years,SO).
X estate.(Female, 15 years, SO).

It's just aroundhere.It's wherewe hangaround.I live roundhereandso do all
my mates.(Male, 17years,ISSP).

Practitionersconcurredwith the youngpeople'semphasisregardingthe import of the local
few
a
and
practitionerscommentedon the symbolic importanceof community
estate
in
membership terms of young peopleadheringto or assertingtheir territoriality. Hence
just
inclusion
was
not
about
or 'belongingto' a particularlocality, but alsothe
community
exclusionof otherswho were deemedunknownor threatening.For practitionersthe issue
of territoriality was reflected in the differential experiencesapparent across the
geographicalareaservedby the YOT. For example:

As a worker I'm supposedto serve the whole community but even at an
institutional level it is split betweenthe north and the south of the borough and
that's very marked in terms of attitudes,dialect, accent.The kids don't identify
with each other and on those occasionswhen they meet up at some event on a
Saturdayit's warfare. (YOT Worker, Mersey 1)
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I think in this areait dependswhere you are.At the north end you may think it's
one community, but actually it's made of three or four different communities
and in the centre there's a few but in the south end there's just loads [ ... ] And
for the young people in particular it's about where they go, where they hang
around.It's abouttheir territory. (On Track Manager,Mersey 2)

The issue of territoriality, and hence the symbolic construction of community, was also
reflected in a few interviews with young people. For example:

Sometimesif someonecomesby who doesn'tcomefrom roundheresomeof
my mates will kick off on them, but I wouldn't really unless they do
somethingto my family or that. But someof my matesthey treat it like our
territory or something,which is stupidI think coz mostpeopleyou seeround
herelike they'rejust from up the road, like they're comingfrom their house
to McDonalds,and someof my mateswill beatthemup coz they're not from
aroundhere.(Male, 17years,ISSP)

For practitionerslocality was alsothoughtto influencethe likely experienceof community
giventhat the local contextof client's lives and their interventionswere mediatedby the
resources,services,andfacilitiesavailablein the locality.For example:

As a youthjusticeworkerI reallythink aboutcommunityasthe localprovision
availablewithin a given neighbourhood,
so it's aboutthe shops,the churches
andthe environmentwithin which youngpeoplelive and surviveand also on
whichtheyhavean impact.(YOT Worker)
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I guessI think about it very much in terms of geographicalarea but it's more
than that. It's about what is used and available within that area and I guess
we're [the YOT] perceivedas part of it. (YOT Youth Worker)

I think our work is very much tied up with the influence and the ownership of
the community both in terms of the provision, resourcesand facilities available,
but also in terms of the credibility of the work and resourceswe provide and
Careers
(YOT
Worker)
for
young
people.
access

The majority of young people interviewed considered the area in which they lived to be
'OK' or "all righf'. Thirteen interviewees had moved house, within the previous six weeks
to five years, moving to what the majority consideredto be a better neighbourhood to the
following
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illustrated
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had
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quotation:
previously.
viewpoint
one

It's all right where I live, like its nicer than 'X' [Mersey 2], where I was
before,andit's not all council.Therearenormalhousesaswell. We've lived
herefor aboutfour yearsand it just doesn'thaveas manyproblemsas other
areas.(Male, 15years,APO)

A few of the young people interviewed consideredthemselvesto live in a 'quiet;
'peaceful'or 'nice' neighbourhoodor onewhich was 'nicer' relativeto othersin the area.
longhousing
These'nice' neighbourhoods
tenure;
were variouslyassociatedwith mixed
term, olderandlaw-abidingresidents;the absenceof streetlife; andfeelingsafe.However,
in which they lived asbeing
the majority wereforthright in portrayingthe neighbourhoods
deprivations
by
range
of
anddisadvantages,
characterised a
which they often encompassed
'trouble';
in the description'rough'. These'rough' neighbourhoods
a
with
wereassociated
high andvisible police presence;an active streetlife; groupsor 'gangs' of kids 'hanging
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Its all rightý well it's a bit rough now and again. There are loads of people
messing about vandalising and that. Just a lot of troublesome people.
(Female, 15 years, SO)

There'snothingto do so there'salwaysa big crowd of us, andthe police pull
us up and searchus all the time askingwhat you're up to and all that all the
time. (Male, 15years,SO)

I'd saya lot of peopleroundhereget into trouble.I'd sayabouthalf of them
areinto robbingcarsandthat. (Male, 14years,ISSP)

Locality was obviously an important element within the lives of the young people
interviewed,as asidefrom occasionalforays into the city for shopping,eventsor clubs,
they spentthe majority of their time in the locality in which they lived, either 'hanging
in
in
homes.
However,
the
this
streetsor
was, many
each other's
out' with mateson
respects,an enforcedresortto locality informedby young people's lack of resourcesto
'the
bounds
beyond
(2004)
Mizen's
the
their
of
of
analysis
own neighbourhood.
move
be
likely
is
to
British
that
society suggests
such an outcome
state of youth' within
by the parsimoniousnatureof statewelfare provision for young people.As
exacerbated
have
life
be
it
that
quite
expected
young people'sexperiencesof communal
such, might
profoundinfluenceson their likely involvementin offendingbehaviour.
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Locality and 'community as a moral resource'

Locality was firmly established as a prime focus of analysis in relation to youth crime at
the outset of the twentieth century as academics from the sociology department of the
University of Chicago sought to understandcrime within the burgeoning city of Chicago
(discussedin chaptertwo). For the Chicago School high and persistentrates of crime were
associatedwith those neighbourhoods in the city characterised by a shifting and fluid
population, poverty, decline, and instability. Shaw and McKay (1942) postulated that the
processesof urbanisation and industrialisation induced social disorganisation within the
most deprived neighbourhoods, undermining dominant value systems and creating
communities with competing norms and values. In such neighbourhoods the ability of
families, peers and other social groups to provide and enforce consistent standardsof noncriminal behaviour was seriously impaired. Consequently alternative definitions of proper
behaviour emerged and involvement in criminal activity was encouragedby exposure to
criminal traditions, goals and values, which developed over time within these disorganised
areasof the city.

As chaptertwo demonstrates,criminology's foci and concernshave shifted markedly since
the early twentieth century. The Chicago School's theory of social disorganisation
however, has proved of enduring influence and its heritage is abundantly apparent in
contemporary concerns regarding risk factors. Reviews of research on general offending
have identified risk factors within multiple domains of influence individual, family,
school, peer group and community (Brewer et al., 1995; Farrington, 1998; Hawkins et al,
1998; Lipsey & Derzon, 1998; Herrenkohl et al., 2001; Beinart et al, 2002). Whilst it is
acknowledged that locality is neither the only nor necessarily the prime source of 'risk',
neverthelessthe community risk factors most empirically supported in cross-sectionaland
longitudinal studies are identified as neighbourhood disadvantage, neighbourhood
disorganisation, residential mobility, neighbourhood laws and norms favourable to crime,
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with additions relating to the availability of firearms and media portrayals of violence
(LeBlanc et d, 1991; Loeber et aL, 1991; Maguin & Loeber, 1996; Loeber et al., 1998;
Loeber et aL, 1998a;Herrenkohl et al., 2001).

The individualistic basis of these positivist and predictive 'knowledges' is robustly
critiqued (Taylor et al, 1973; Hollin, 1989; Young, 2003; Gelsthorpe, 2004), and hence
theseconclusionsmust be treated with extreme caution. That said, elementsinherent to the
both these sociological and individualistic positivist approachesto understandingcrime in
respectto locality were evident in the empirical work undertaken for this study, providing
evidence which both supports and undermines the proposition of 'community as a moral
resource'.

The consideration of findings with respect to the research question on the nature of the
young offender's relationship to their community servesto highlight the complexities and
ambiguities underlying the association between locality and crime. Generally the young
people interviewed reported that they got on well with other people in their neighbourhood
and generally positive relationships with other residents were facilitated by the fact that
they and their families were known in the area or had lived there for some time. Others felt
their relationships within the neighbourhood were mixed, usually being good with their
peersbut more problematic with adults due to their offending, hanging about with 'gangs'
of youths or their having a 'bad reputation' (this issue will be explored in more detail in
chapter six). A few young people said they just 'didn't bother' or had as yet not
establishedany relationships with people in the area they lived. This was particularly the
case for the young people who were or had been 'looked after' by the local authority or
who had recently moved to a new area.
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Overall, the relationships young people establish within their neighbourhoods have the
potential to both prevent and encourage their involvement in criminal or anti-social
behaviour, as is illustrated in this quotation:

Thereare all thesepeoplewho do my headin. There are the old oneswho
give you a hardtime if you do anythingat all, the muppetswho'll arguewith
you andthe dirty smack-heads,
skanksand trampswho shouldbe got rid of
And thenI've got loadsof matesroundours,loadsof differenttypesof mates
aswell, someof themaredeadstraightandothersaregettinginto troubleand
that. (Male, 15years,APO)

Considerationwill now turn to the third researchquestionof interestwithin this chapter,
that is the extent, or otherwise,to which young offenders' communalexperiencesof
locality contributeto the preventionor controlof their offending.

In discussingthe specificitiesof the locality in which eachof the three YOTs operated
practitioners acknowledgedthat they catered for a wide range and diversity of
communities,which includedboth innerandmoreperipheralurbanareasandthosewhich
were characteristically'small town' in nature.However,while practitionersrecognised
that their clientelewas likely to compriseyoung peoplefrom acrossthe social spectrum,
that the majority of youngpeoplewith whom they workedwere likely to
they emphasised
come from the poorestand most disadvantaged
communities.Typical responsesin this
respectincluded:

We work right acrossthe borough in all sort of different areasand socioeconomicgroupings.But the majority of kids we work with come from the
most socially disadvantaged
communitiesand evenin the so-calledposhbits
there are pockets of deprivation. It's the same for the kids from social
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truthful they are few and far between. (Operational Manager, Mersey 1)

It's difficult to generalise in some ways. As a whole 'X' [Mersey 2] is a
mixed areawith many types of community - working-class, middle-class and
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working-class neighbourhoods, which are characterised
unemployment, and poverty. (YOT Worker, Mersey 2)

Well there'ssucha diverserangereally, from the really affluent to the really
deprived. But the majority of our clients come from a backgroundof
deprivation,a lack of education,poor housing,living on benefits,strained
family relationships.The usualsuspectsI guess.(YOT Worker,Mersey3)
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The fact that suchcharacteristics
are likely to underminethe community'scapacitiesto act
is
'moral
resource'
reflected in the findings of successivestudies that the
as a
communities'inherentcapacitiesfor crime preventionand control are most difficult to
stimulatein thosecommunitieswith leastmaterialresources(Rosenbaum,1988;Skogan,
1990;Hope, 1995;Bright, 1997;Crawford,1997).However,WalklateandEvans(1999:6)
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The findings of this study suggestthat young offenders' communal experiencesare likely
to be in stark contrast to that envisaged within the government's 'community as a moral
resource discourse'. Regardless of gender or the relative tariff of the sentenceto which
they were subject - the majority of young people observedthat crime was often viewed as
a 4normal' or 'everyday' activity within the areasin which they lived, albeit that for some
such involvement in criminal or anti-social behaviour was thought to differ according to
age. For example:

Round here I think kids are more into it than adults.Kids arejust like, if
someonegoesand buys something,like they'll go and buy itý or if someone
goes and does somethingstupid and offends then they'll go and do it.
(Female,14years,APO)

There'sloadsof smack-heads
who live down here.There'slike four families
of smack-headsso it is just expectedreally. (Female, 17 years, SO)

WhereI live offendingis seenasan everydaything. Thereare alwaysbizzies
flying around, there's just stuff happening all the time, it's just a crap,
horrible way of life. (Male, IS years, SO)
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It's mixed. I guessthe older ones like my Nan, they think it's awful, but the
younger ones, like me, just see it as a normal thing you do. (Male, 17 years,
ISSP)

Practitionersconcurred with the young people's views that the localities within which they
by
As
involvement
in
characterised
routine
worked were
and embedded
criminal activities.
door
'everywhere
YOT
to
there
observed:
manager
you go
one
are people selling stuff
door or around pubs, they just turn a blind eye'. That said practitioners suggestedthat
older residentsgenerally disapprovedof young people's involvement in criminal activities.
However, unless directly related to the young people concerned they were unlikely to
intervenein any way. While practitioners viewed adult residents' apathy and acceptancein
relation to criminal and anti-social behaviour as understandable given the structural
inherent
in
many of the neighbourhoods in which they worked, they also
problems
believed that such attitudes encouraged and perpetuatedyoung people's involvement in
anti-social and criminal activities. As one YOT Manager observed:

It's probablytrue whenthe adultsin the local communitydon't careand are
not active in stoppingyoung peoplefrom offendingthat the neighbourhood
context can be detrimentalto preventing offending. If the adults in the
community don't lead by examplethat may inadvertentlyencourageit to
becomethe norm,you know. That'sjust the way it is. But if thereare lots of
groupsand lots of activity, leadingby example,I think that is lesslikely. But
of coursehow likely is that to happenwhenthe adultsround herehavetheir
own worriesandproblems?(OperationalManager,Mersey 1)

Suchfindings suggestthat the neighbourhoodcontextwithin which theseyoungoffenders
live their lives often servesto underminethose aspectsof community life which are
associatedwith the 'suasive' capacitiesinherentin the 'community as a moral resource'
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discourse.Indeed, a range of studies suggestthat far from engenderingsocial control some
experiencesof community may serve to encourageand embed criminal behaviour (Hobbs,
1988,1995; Robbins, 1992: Foster, 1990; Jamieson et al., 1999). For example, Foster's
(1990) study of the Priority Estates Project in Tower Hamlets observes that close and
intimate interpersonal relationships of the type one associateswith community, served to
promote and entrench intergenerational involvement in criminal activity. Jones (2002b)
found that threats to 'traditional community' and local (Welsh) culture from in-migration
resulted in the use of disordered, deviant and criminal behaviour which, in turn, appeared
to reinforce and signify community, cultural belonging and identity.

The focus will now turn to the considerationof second aspect of respondents'
understandingsof community, namely 'community as relationships'.

'Community as relationships'

in
For the youngpeopleinterviewedunderstandings
bound
up a
of communitywere also
range of social relationshipsand interactions,with family, friends and peers being
variously identified as crucial to what they viewed as comprisingtheir communities.It
appearedthat for the femaleinterviewees,in particular,communitywas very closelytied
to such relationships,which were often identified in isolation from other factors, for
example:

Justmy fhends and my family really. (Female, 15 years, APO)

I see it as like my friends and my family and all my important relationships.
Everyone around me is there who I need. (Female, 14 years, APO)
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At the moment I'd say it is just my family really and no one else. (Female, 17
years, SO)

While the import of familial relationshipsand social networkswere also identified in
interviews with the young men, such relationships were often delineated with referenceto
the locality in which they lived. For example:

My family, especially my mum and the street where I live. (Male, 15 years,
APO)

Where I live and my crew. (Male, 13 years, ISSP)

Practitionersalso empbasisedthe importanceof locality with respectto the relationsbipsand
likely
to comprise young people's experiencesof community. Typical
which
were
networks

in
included:
this
context
responses

Community is concerned with an individual's support networks, which

involve the environmentin which they live and the normsand valueswhich
hold sway.(YOT CareersWorker)

I think of community as being the kid's family, who they go about with and the
areasin which they live. All these things have a massive impact on the kid's
likely experiencesof community. (ISSPEducation Worker)

There's just loads of communities in this area it's all about where people feel
they belong to, it's where their kids go to school, it's about how they view
themselvesand that might prove very different from the people living in the next
street.(On Track Manager)
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The discussion will now focus specifically on young people's family life in order to
further explore the researchquestions regarding the nature of young people's experiences
of community and the potential for such experiencesto prevent or control offending.

Family relationships and the 'community as a moral resource'

There appearsto be an overwhelming agreementwithin criminological literature that close
family relationships can have valuable protective capacities in respect to discouraging
criminal involvement (Braithewaite 1989). For example, Hirschi's (1969) theory of social
control contends that conventional groups and norms provide constraints in relation to
deviant behaviour and it is only when an individual's bond to conventional institutions,
such as the family, the school and to a lesser extent the church, is weak or broken that a
delinquent act is likely to occur.

In describing their family backgrounds it was clear that the majority of the young people
interviewed had been brought up in a family unit and at the time of interview II young
living
were
with their mother, seven with both parents and three with a parent and
people
step-parent.Of the remainder, four young people lived with a relative, two were 'looked
after' by the local authority in children's homes, two lived in supported hostel
accommodationand one young person lived independently.

The majority of the young people interviewed lived in unemployed or workless
households and for many young people, especially those living with immediate or
extended families, their living situation had remained fairly stable for some time.
However, a minority, including all five young people who had previous or current
experience of being 'looked after' by a local authority, reported that their living
arrangementswere often short-term and/or transitory. Indeed, common to the experiences
of many young people from a care background they observedtheir experiencesof multiple
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foster and institutional placements(Hagel and Newburn, 1994; Coles, 1995). Indeed, many
practitioners were of the opinion that young people with care backgroundswere often the
because
impact
difficult
have
they
to
people
precisely
young
work with or
upon
most
any
lacked the care and support networks to which other young people had access.

Just over half of all the young people interviewed considered themselvesto have had an
'OK', 'good' or 'normal' upbringing. Indeed, in discussing the merits of their current
living arrangementsthe majority of young people interviewed were appreciative of family
life in general, close and loving relationships, 'getting on' with parents and siblings,
having someone to talk to and/or confide in, being looked after and the emotional and
material security that they associatedwith family life. Thus, it is of no surprise that the
majority of the young people interviewed variously described their relationships with
parent/s or guardians in wholly positive terms, such as, 'great', 'good', 'lovely' and
'sound'. The only exceptions in this respect were three young people, from a care
background,who had no contact with their families.

Furthermore, despite the usual sibling bickering and fighting, the young people
interviewed were also largely positive regarding relationships with their siblings. Growing
older and the maturity of both respondentsand their siblings were viewed as facilitating
better and more reciprocal relationships. Again these relationships were describedas close,
supportive, protective and in some instancesyoung people felt more comfortable confiding
in siblings about issuesthey would not discuss with their parents, for example their fears
regarding court appearancesor the prospect of a custodial sentence, relationships with
boyfriends/girlfriends and being bullied.

Relationships with an extended family were also a common feature in the lives of many of
the young people interviewed (22130), with only five young people reporting no contact

whatsoeverwith membersof their extendedfamily. Regular contact was obviously
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facilitated by family members living in close proximity, and daily or weekly contact with
grandparents, aunts, uncles and to a lesser extent cousins %vasfrequently reported.
However, even where the extended family was more geographically dispersed young
people also reported occasionalvisits and telephone contact as a matter of course.

Overall, the majority of young people interviewed considered the long-term and reliable
care, comfort and security associated with family relationships to be a very important
element in their lives. Indeed, there was nothing that the majority of young people wanted
to changeabout their current living arrangements,although all the young people living in
local authority or hostel accommodation and two young men who had recently become
fathers expresseda desire to move on, either to live independently or to return to the
family home.

However, as previous studies have also found this rather rosy picture of family life does
not portray the whole story (Hagel and Newburn, 1994; Jamieson et aL, 1999; Goldson,
1998). Despite these descriptions of close family attachments the young people
interviewed also acknowledged that family life was not without its difficulties. For
being
brought up in a single-parent household, parental relationship breakdown,
example,
strained parental relationships, strained inter-familial relationships, financial difficulties,
overcrowded accommodation and, at the extreme, domestic violence and being taken into
care.

While acknowledging that the YOT was likely to work with children and young people
from a diverse range of family backgrounds the fact that family life was likely to
encompassa range of difficulties for many of the young people interviewed was reinforced
in interviews with practitioners who observed that the majority of their clientele were
likely to emerge from families living in intergenerational, long-term and embedded
poverty. Such problems present a number of issues - including fractured families, chaotic
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lifestyles, drug and alcohol abuse; a history of school failure and unemployment, low
aspirations, alienation, boredom, unhappiness, despair, parental criminality, parental
imprisonment neglect and abuse - which may undermine families 'suasive' capacities in
respectof preventing or controlling their children's offending behaviour.

Indeed, given this everyday landscape to family life, practitioners argued that it was no
surprisethat 'parenting' often suffered. For example:

I think the stress that poverty causes impacts on people's ability to parent.
They have so many problems in terms of trying to make ends meet. Add to
that their own personal problems and struggles and the kids go down the list
in terms of priority, especially the older ones. So you live in a shitty area,
your family have no money and so you start to seewhy at 13 or whatever kids
start to think I won't bother going to school any more - why should they cooperate with institutions and organisations that they don't trust. (Restorative
Justice Team Manager)

A lot of kids are struggling in terms of their relationships with parentswho've
often got enough on their plate with respectto poverty without worrying what
little Jimmy is up to out on the street. It's really difficult for them to get a
handle on that. (Deputy YOT Manager)

Such findings are reflected in more recent formulations of the links between family
experiencesand criminality where the focus is upon the risks presented by poor family
functioning. Family criminality (West and Farrington, 1977); large family size (Hirshi,
1969, West and Farrington, 1973); poor parent managementskills (Graham and Bowling,
1995); poverty; marital conflict; child maltreatment; parental attitudes which are
favourable to violence/antisocial behaviour, family break-up and parent-child separation
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are all deemedcontributory risk factors to delinquent behaviour (Wassermanand Seracini,
2001; Herronkohl et al., 2001 and Beinart et al., 2002). Indeed, certain types of
'inadequateparenting' are viewed as particular risks, with both the Cambridge study and
the Pittsburgh study (cited in Wassermanand Seracini, 2001) concluding that low levels of
parental involvement/attachment, a lack of parental supervision and harsh and erratic
discipline are likely to encouragejuvenile delinquency. Notwithstanding the empirical
basis for these conclusions, Wasserman and Seracini (2001:189) suggest that caution
should be employed in relation to predictive capacities of this risk discourse given that
delinquency can arise from many sources,'both within the family and in the other systems
where children live and learn'.

In order to further explore the potential of family relationships to prevent or addresstheir
behaviour
the young people interviewed were invited identify to the relationship
offending
with an adult - family or carer - that they consideredof most importance. The majority of
young people interviewed (28 of 30) identified their primary carers, that is their mums
and/or dads, grandparents,aunts and uncles, in this respect as the relationship which they
viewed of greatest importance. The two exceptions were young people who had been
'looked after' by a local authority, neither of whom identified a relationship with any adult
important
aspectof their lives.
as an

The ma ority of young people interviewed (26 of 30) describedthese 'important adults' as
disapproving of their offending and it appears that the attitudes and reactions of these
'important adults' to the young people's offending behaviour did not differ substantively
according to gender or the relative tariff of the sentence to which interviewees were
subject. However, young people subject to Action Plan Orders were more likely to
comment on the shock their offending had caused,for example:
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My dadjust can't understandwhy I'd do it in the first place [ I he just can't
...
it.
head
his
around (Male, 15 years, APO)
get

She's [mum] really disappointedcoz I had a good upbringingand that and
then stuff like this happensand shefeels like I've let the whole family down
coz I'm the only one who's ever doneanythinglike this. (Female,15 years,
APO)

In general terms the young people observed that their offending had variously elicited

disappointmentýanxiety, upse4 hostility, and anger, which resulted in a range of
For example:
recriminations,restrictionsandpunishments.

At first she [mum] wouldn't talk to me for about a day and my sisterwas
saying to me that my mum had been crying all the time, but then I got
groundedand so I had nothing to do and it was boring. All I could do was
watchthe telly andplay on my computer.(Female,14years,APO)

Theyjust didn't speakto me at the time and then mum and dad didn't want
me to live thereanymore.(Female,17years,SO)

He's [dad] mad at me. He says to stop it and he stops giving me money. He
shouts at me and everything and then he grounds me. (Male, 15 years, SO)

She [mum] talks to me about it. We sit down and talk and sometimeswe
argue and sometimes she gives me a hiding if I get arrested.(Male, 13 years,

ISSP)
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However, many young people also acknowledged that once the initial upset had subsided
these 'important adults' often proved very understanding and supportive in terms of
accompanyingthe young person to court, advocating on the young person's behalf to a
rangeof agenciesand attempting to help the young personto stop offending.

As wasthe casein a comparablestudyundertakenby Jamiesonet aL (1999)in Scotland,
young people'sperceptionsas to whetherthe views and reactionsof these 'important
difference
to their involvementin offending did appearto differ quite
any
made
adults'
significantlyin termsof gender.All of the girls andyoungwomeninterviewedstatedthat
the views and reactions of the 'important adults' had made a difference to their
involvementin offending,while this wasonly the casefor sevenof the male interviewees.
Typical explanatorycommentsin this respectincluded:

I wasjust a bit ashamedby it all really. My mum's expecting me to make her

proud over the yearsand I haven't donethat so far, but I will. (Female,16
years, APO)

Shestoodby me andsaidshe'ddo anythingshecouldto help me out andI'm
chuffedabouthow shehasn't given me a hardtime really. Shejust treatsme
the sameas shealwaysdid, so I'm going to do my bestnow not to get into
any moretrouble.(Female,16years,SO)

I can see they are getting upset and I don't want to upset them. (Male, 15
years, APO)

It just makes me feel very small really. It makes me feel like shit really and I

don't like that feeling of doing that to her [mum], so I'm going to try and
keepmyself out of that shit. (Male, 15years,SO)
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No doubt reflecting the fact that a substantial proportion of the male interviewees were
subject to an ISSP, and by definition more serious and/or persistent offenders, ten of the
male interviewees statedthat the views and reactions of 'important adults' had no impact
whatsoeveron their offending behaviour. Offending for these young men was something
which occurred outwith the confines and influence of family relationships. For example:

I just do it anyway. (Male, 16 years, APO)

It doesn'tbotherme. It really doesn'tbotherme coz I'm not listeningand I
don't take it that seriously.(Male, IS years,SO).

She's[nan]not got muchcontrolover me.Whatwith mebeinga criminal and
all, I'm not exactlygoingto stayin if sheasksmeto. (Male, 17years,ISSP)

Overall, in keeping with comparableresearch(Goldson, 1998; Jamiesonel aL, 1999;
Goldson& Jamieson,2002) the majority of the young people interviewed(26 of 30)
believed that these 'important adults' had done all they could to divert them from
offending.Typical commentsin this respectincluded:

Your mum can't exactly lock you up. She's giving you your freedom and she
just has to trust you. (Female, 14 years APO)

They [mum and dad] didn't bring me up that way. It was just a mistakeI
made.(Female,17years,SO)

They tell me its wrong and not to get into fights or anything, so I don't know
what else they could do. (Male, 15 years, APO)
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Mum didn't know what I was doing so there was nothing she could have done
at the time. (Male, 15 years, SO)

She[mum]just thinks I'm a naughtybastard.Sheasksme to go placesand
that but I just go andget into trouble.(Male, 17years,SO)

There'snot muchshe[mum] cando. I'm just oneof thosenaughtykids aren't
I? (Male, 12years,ISSP)

The four young people, two of whom had experience of being 'looked after' by a local
dissented
from
lives
believed
in
'important
this
that
the
their
who
view
authority,
adults'
could have taken more remedial action with regard to their offending. One 17-year-old,
subject to an ISSP, reflecting on his experiencesprior to being taken into care provides a
typical explanation of this viewpoint:

Shecould havedonemore for me, but becauseof how I was at the time she
didn't know what to do. [JJ:What do you think shecouldhavedone?] I don't
know but she could have stoppedme from seeingmy matesor given me a
clout roundthe earnow and againand sentme backhome.[JJ:Do you think
that would havestoppedyou?] I don't know.

Notwithstandingthe understandingand supportwhich was so often offered by families
when young peoplebecameinvolved in offending behaviour,many of the young people
interviewedacknowledgedthat their involvementin offendinghad damagingimpactson
their relationshipswith the 'important adults' in their lives. For manythis had resultedin
shortor longer-termtensionsin theserelationships.For example:
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I've always got on well with my mum and dad but I just started meeting the
been
having
dad
doesn't
like
[
]
that
we've
and
wrong people really and
...
because
I'm
been
by
He
I've
them
that.
thinks
about
changed
some problems
it
he
into
[
]
just
He
trouble
to
and
on
about
more
goes
on
and
starting get
...
can't drop the subject. (Female, 15 years, APO)

Sadly, for some young people involvement in offending had elicited enmity towards the
home.
For
from
family
in
in
the
two
their
exclusion
cases
resulted
young person, which
in
involvement
familial
damage
their
to
these
to
relations appeared exacerbate
others,
offending behaviour. The following quotations are illustrative:

My dadjust saidto me 'you shouldn'tdo it', but now he calls me 'crim' and
all that andjust goeson and on aboutit. Mum is moresupportiveaboutit but
bejust thinks I'm useless.He putsa lot of pressureon me andit pissesme off
I just walk out andlashout at people.(Male, 14,years,SO)
and
...

My mum wasn't happy. She tried to hard to keep me under control but I'd
just get out. So she was getting fed up with me and shethought I was going to
get worse so she put me into care and then things did get worse. So my mum
she's not really important to me and I'm not that bothered by what she thinks
coz sheput me in care. I'm still doing stuff. (Male, 13 years, ISSP)

The discussionof familial relationshipsand their relative impactswith respectto young
in
illustrates
that
these
offending
valuable
while
people's
relationships can prove
discouragingcriminal behaviourthey provideno guarantees
with respectto the prevention
of anti-socialor criminal activities.The findings of this study suggestthat the informal
social control exerted within familial relationships can be underminedby difficult
domestic and material circumstances,which place stress on parents and parenting
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(Goldson and Jamieson, 2002; Jones, 2002), and by young people's attraction and
adherenceto relationships, activities and values which encourage their involvement in
criminality (Graham and Bowling, 1995; Jamiesonet al., 1999; Flood-Pageel al., 2000).

Considerationwill now be given to the nature of the young people's peer relationships and
their potential to contribute, or otherwise to the prevention and control of offending

behaviour.

Peer relationships and 'community as a moral resource'

in describing their relationships with friends the majority of young people interviewed (24
of 30) assertedthat friendships were an important element within their lives and in doing
so they often differentiated between 'close' friends, 'best' friends and boyfriend/girlfriend
relationships, all three of which were accorded greater import than friendships with the
groups of young people with whom they 'hung out'. Three young people were ambivalent
importance
the
of friendships depending on their desire for company, to be 'out
regarding
and about' and the extent to which they felt these fiiends could be 'trusted'. Three others
did not consider friendships important to their lives at the time of being interviewed and all
three reported that they were actively distancing themselves from relationships with
offending friends.

In comparing the relationships they had established with friends to that with their family
just over half of all interviewees considered their relationships with their family to be of
greater importance. Female interviewees were more likely than male interviewees to
prioritise relationships with family in this way. Typical explanations of why relationships
with family were consideredmore important than those with fHends included:
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You feel more for your family, though, don't you, than you do with your
friends. Like my brother and my mum are the most important to me. (Female,
14 years,APO)

I rely a lot on my mates but I think I'm closer to my family at the end of the
day, coz theyjust acceptyou no matter what. (Female, 14 years, APO)

I'm not really closeto any of my matesand I don't talk to them aboutstuff
that I talk to my family about.I'm gettinga goodreputationfor fighting and
beinga bit mad so I don't want to starttalking aboutstuff that worriesme. I
leavethat for my mum.(Male, IS years,APO)

I think family are more important. I live with them, don't I and besides,they

give me more, don't they, and I rely on them more andtheyjust acceptyou
for what you are. (Male, 15 years, SO)

Some of the young people interviewed, particularly males, felt reticent in distinguishing

the relative importanceof family and friendsto their lives statingthat thesewere distinct
for
different
relationships,
example:
and

You get together with your family and that and I enjoy family occasions and

its close, but with my mates its just about getting pissed in the park and
letting off a bit of steam.(Male, 15 years, APO)

It's just different, isn't itý like with my matesI talk to them about different
things sometimes, like girls maybe, and sometimes getting into trouble.

(Male, 12years,SO)
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Your family are your family, aren't they? And they are there for you but I do
everything with my mates. (Male, 17 years, ISSP)

important
In three
Fourof the malerespondents
friends
viewedrelationshipswith
asmore
casesthe youngpeoplefelt alienatedfrom their family giventhat two hadbeenbroughtup
in careandthe third's relationshipwith his fatherhad becomestrained.The otheryoung
That
he
family.
fiiends
did
his
he
that
time
than
spent
observed
more
with
with
person
in
differences
the relativeprioritisationof family and peerrelationshipsmay prove
such
important has been highlighted by a number of studieswhich suggestthat familial
relationshipsratherthanpeerrelationshipshavegreatestimpactin whethera youngperson
becomesinvolved in criminal activities (Grahamand Bowling, 1995; Coie and MillerJohnson,2001).

A significant gender differential was also discernable with respect to those relationships
with peers that the young people interviewed considered of most importance. Just over
half of all interviewees observed that their 'best' mates, 'close' friends, with
boyfriend/girlfriends and/or siblings were not offenders. Relationships with non-offending
friends were more likely to be identified as important by female interviewees and these
were generally same-sexfriendships. Only two female interviewees identified offenders boyfriend
brother
and
a
a
- as the peer relationship which they considered of greatest
importance to their lives.

No doubt a reflection that a substantial proportion of male interviewees were subject to a
high tariff sentence,and hence their involvement in criminal activities was likely to be
more embedded,just over half of the male interviewees observedthat their most important
peer relationships were with offenders and, again, these were largely same-sex
interviewees
Male
who identified friendships with non-offenders as the most
relationships.
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'important' peer relationships in their lives generally identified relationships with
girlfriends or siblings in this respect.

Non -offendingpeers and community as a moral resource

Research has illustrated that associations with non-delinquent peers may serve to
discourage offending behaviour (Graham and Bowling, 1995, Jamieson el al., 1999,
Beinart el aL, 2002). The findings of this study provide further support for this
proposition. Most of the female interviewees reported that their offending had elicited
from
their non-offending peers. The exceptions were with respect to
censure
and
shock
two incidents of assault which respectively had been deemed understandable or had
elicited sympathy. Furthermore, even the two female respondents who had identified
important
their
as
most
offenders
peer relationships remarked that their offending had
causedupset to these relationships. In contrast to many of the male respondents,female
interviewees consideredthe views and reactions of their 'important peers' to have made a
difference
with respect to their likely involvement in offending behaviour. For
significant
example:

She[bestfriend] was shocked.SheknowsI've neverdoneanythinglike that
beforeandneitherhasshe.We've alwaysbeentwo goodgirls andso shewas
shockedthat Id doneit. Shewasgoing 'you musthavechanged,you've gone
deaddifferent' coz I've not doneit before.[JJ:And do you think that makes
any differenceto you?] Yeah. I just don't like that at all. (Female,15 years,
APO)

I could tell she [best friend] wasn't impressed. She just kept saying 'you're

stupid,you're stupid,you've got to stophangingaroundwith peoplewho are
like that'. [JJ: And doesthat makeany differenceto you?] I supposeso coz
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keep thinking 'what does she think of me, does she think I'm this or thatT
It's just not what I want between us. (Female, 16 years, APO)

He [brother]was quite surprisedandhe didn't speakto me after it happened.
He's quite protective of mum and he couldn't believe that I would do
somethingto upset her so much. Then one day when the court casewas
comingup he boughtme a bar of chocolateandafter that we hada coupleof
big chatsandhe realisedhow scaredI was andhe wasgreat,really supportive
andthat. [JJ: Has this madeany differenceto your offending?] Yeah I really
don't like it when I fall out with my brother. There's this really horrible
atmosphereand you know that you are responsiblefor that it, and it's just
horriblereally. (Female,16years,SO)

The majority of female interviewees did not believe that their 'important' peerscould have
done anything to help them to stop offending. Indeed, aside from two respondentswho
had
been drawn into offending by their boyfriends, the majority of
that
they
reported
female interviewees took full responsibility for their involvement in offending behaviour.

Mate intervieweeswho had identified non-offendersin respectof the peer relationships
which they consideredof most importance,reportedsimilar experiencesto the female
intervieweesin that girlfriends, siblings and family friends were upsetor dismayedby
their involvement in offending. However, in contrast to the experienceof female
interviewees,the views andreactionof theseimportantpeersdid not appearto makemuch
difference to these male respondents'involvement in offending. Notwithstandingthe
positive and calming influencesof non-offendingpeers,male intervieweesreportedthat
ihey often offendeddespitetheseinfluencesand the repercussions
it had with respectto
theserelationships.For example:
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I hate it coz I know my girlfriend is gutted and that, and having to tell her
dad, you know what I mean. I'm just embarrassedcoz I've known her for
three years. But its down to me really I could stay with her instead of like
going off with my mates all the time. (Male, 15 years,APO)

I'm used to it really, her flipping on me and going off her head throwing
things and that, so I'll just go and do stuff. We've been engagedfor two years
know
by
lot
I
has
through
when she calms
of
stuff
and
stuck
me
a
so she
down she is supportive. (Male, 17 years, CPRO)

I meanbeing with 'X' [girlfriend] doesmakea differenceto me, but I don't
don't
the
it
I
think
that
think
what
about
really
about
much.
really
will be at the time and sometimesyou just don't think about
consequences
it
just
do
it
You
at all.
go and
andworry about afterwards.
any consequences
(Male, 17years,ISSP)

These male interviewees were unanimous that their involvement in offending was their
do
little
'important
there
that
these
could
peers'
was
non-offending
own responsibility and
to help in this respect. Although, as the first quotation above illustrates, a few
in
time
that
useful
spending more
with non-offending peers could prove
acknowledged
helping them to stop offending both in terms of reducing the opportunities and
inducementsto offend.

Offendingpeers and 'community as a moral resource'

Numerous theories of youth crime note the importance of associationswith deviant peers
or a deviant peer group for the initiation and continued involvement in criminal activity.

Empirical support for the idea that deviant peer associationscontribute to juvenile
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80 per cent of Chicago juvenile delinquents were arrested with co-offenders. The
importanceof delinquent peers is also apparentin subculture theory wherein Cohen (1955)
suggestedthat failure to achieve within the conventional institution of the school promoted
subcultures with alternative status systems which valorised delinquency. Developing
Cohen's ideas, Cloward and Ohlin (1960) suggest that when legitimate means of
develop
blocked
different
delinquent
types
and
may
of
subcultures
achievement are
dependent
is
form
the
take
these
on
of criminal, conflict or retreatist subcultures
whether
the opportunities available for illegitimate achievement.

Matza(1964)also addresses
the issueof subculturein his theoryof drift, which suggests
by valueswhich allow but do not demanddelinquency.
that subculturesare characterised
In a similar vein 'differential associationtheory' (Sutherland,1947; Sutherlandand
Cressey1970) suggeststhat delinquencyis learnt through interactionswith others in a
group whereby associationswith delinquentpeers provide the motivation, skills and
techniquesfor committingcriminal actsandserveto reinforcedelinquentbehaviour.

By contrast,GleuckandGleuck(1940)andHirshi (1969)arguethat choosingto associate
is
delinquent
the result of a young person's underlying pre-dispositionto
peers
with
deviances.However,Thornberry(1987,Thornberryet al., 1994)maintainsthat theremay
be some bi-directional influencesin the developmentof delinquencycareerswhereby
young people predisposedto offending tend to associatewith each other and the
delinquent
a
peer group actively promotes offending behaviour.
associationwith
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In keeping with previous research which has found a strong association between young
people offending and their having 'delinquent' friends (Reiss, 1988), male interviewees
observedthat their own offending behaviour elicited little reaction or censure from the
'important peers' who were themselvesinvolved in offending behaviour. For example:

I don't think theythink aboutit. They're all at the samestuff. (Male, 15years,
APO)

They all get into trouble themselves,that's just how we are. You can't judge
people coz they're offending or that. I think sometimesthey are surprised, but
they don't give me a hard time coz they do it as well. (Male, 13 years, ISSP)

Whatever my mates do I've got to do as well. (Male, 17 years, ISSP)

While a few of theseyoungmen concededthat pressurefrom these'importantpeers'was
sometimesimplicated in their offending, in many instancesthey were at pains to
their own responsibilityfor involvementin offendingbehaviour.Consequently
emphasise
theseoffending'importantpeers'wereconsideredto havelittle to offer, evenif they were
to try to discouragethe intervieweesfrom offending.For example:

If I wasn't with them I'd be with someoneelse, maybe doing something
different.(Male, 16years,APO)

It's [offending]just my own decisionreally. (Male, 15years,SO)

I just got introducedto bent onesand they led me astrayfor a bit and if I
wasn't with them I might not but I guessI'm just one of thosenaughtykids
coz I'm with themandI'm not quite straight.(Male, 12years,SO)
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Whilst acknowledging that friendships with peers had the potential to both discourageand
encourageyoung people to offend, the majority of practitioners asserted that the peer
group was rarely a positive influence with respect to the young people with whom they
worked. Indeed, practitioners acknowledged that membership of a peer group in which
others were offending often had quite profound influences in terms of opportunities to
instil
the
to
potential
crime-related aspirations and in allowing the young person to
offend,
utilise 'techniques of neutralization' (Matza, 1964) to minimise or negate the harm their
importantly,
Most
causes.
offending
practitioners observed that membership of a peer
group often offered young people a profound senseof belonging and so 'hanging out' with
and engaging in group activities, including offending, provided a means for young people
to gain self-esteem,statusand identity.

The variance and diversity of young offender' experiencesviews and experiences with
respect to peer relationships highlights the complexities involved in the attempting to
exploit the community's capacities to addressyouth crime. In particular, the consideration
of peer relationships has illustrated the importance of gender considerations in the
potential for communal experiences to discourage involvement in criminality. That
considerations of gender are important to the development of effective strategies to
is
in
the recognition that sex differences in offending are related to
reflected
crime
address
in
differences
opportunity, upbringing and expectations across society (Worrall,
gender
1996; McIvor et aL, 2004; McIvor, 2004a; Gelsthorpe, 2005). Likewise, Ramsbotharn
(2003) highlights the importance of considerations of age, ethnicity and disability in the
developmentof effective community justice interventions

The focuswill now turn to the final aspectof respondents'definitionsof community,that
is 'community as belonging'. Again the discussion will be structured to address the

researchquestionswith respect to the nature of young people's relationship to the
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community and the potential these community experiences have to prevent or control
crime.

Community as 'Belonging'

Crow and Allan (1994) suggest that common ties in respect of residence, interests,
attachmentsand shared experiencesare thought to promote a senseof belonging within a
community. This is reflected in the findings of this study wherein the local context and the
network of social relationships that inform every day interactions combine to provide the
familiarity, security and inclusion that respondentsassociatedwith community life. For
example:

It's the estateand the people in it. I feel part of it coz I've lived there a long time
and my friends are there. (Male, 15 years,SO)

It's my family, my mates and living here in 'X' Merseyl]. We've always
stayed here and I'm known round here and my family are known. (Male, 17
years SO)

For me its family and fiiends and where I stay, being known and knowing
peopleaboutme(Female,14years,APO)

Practitionersconcurredwith this perspectiveand assertedthat for the young peoplethey
worked with community membershipwas strongly linked to being brought up and
conductingeverydaylife activities within a given locality and in the context of longstandingsocialnetworks.
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However, the young people interviewed also recognised that the inclusiveness associated
be
by
undermined
was
no
means
straightforward
and
could
community
or
guaranteed,
with
by a range of life events including moving home; being transferred to a different local
in
be
leaving
home;
Furthermore,
explored
or changing or
school.
as shall
authority care
fact
behaviour
involved
in
that
these
the
very
young
offending
six,
people
were
chapter
impacted upon how they were viewed by the wider community and the nature of their
membershipof that particular community.

Obviously, this feeling of 'belonging' has formed an integral, if elusive, aspect of
preceding analysesof young people's relationships within a given locality and established
discussion
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communitarians and social capital theorists view as essential in the construction of the
law-abiding
citizen, namely, education, training and employmentý and
productive
in
formal
or
otherwise,
community leisure provision.
participation,

Respondents'experiencesof education, training and employment

in discussingexperiencesand attitudestowardseducationand school,genderdifferences
were apparentacrossthe sampleand with respectto intervieweesof compulsoryschool
differences
It
that
appears
also
were discernablewith respectto the relativetariff of
age.
sentenceto which the young peoplewere subject.In total eight of 17 interviewees- five
girls and three boys - of compulsoryschoolagewere in full-time mainstreameducation
(tabletwo, appendixsix). The majority of theseyoungpeoplewere subjectto actionplan
ordersandreportedtheir commitmentto working for and attaininggoodexamresultsand
qualifications.
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Six male respondentsof compulsory school age, subject to both supervision orders and
ISSP, were in receipt of a range of specialist educational provision (table two, appendix
six). Many of these young people were ambivalent regarding a return to mainstream
in
educationand some reported problems relation to literacy and numeracy for which they
required more specialist and one-to-one provision, assistancewhich they believed was not
forthcoming in the mainstream sector.

Three male respondents,subject to an APO, Supervision Order and an ISSP programme,
appearedto be outwith the education system completely after being excluded from a
number of educational placements. Indeed, replicating patterns discernable at a national
level (WEE, 2000), it appearsthat exclusion was a relatively common experiencefor male
interviewees (12 cases),but less so for female interviewees (2 cases)across the sample as
a whole.

All of the intervieweesover compulsoryschool age had chosento leave school at the
earliest opportunity with only two female interviewees,subject to an APO and SO
respectively,and one male interviewee,subject to a CPRO, successfullyattaining a
numberof GCSEs.The majority of young peoplewho had left schoolwere unemployed
(six male andthreefemaleinterviewees),threeotherswere participatingin a government
fundedtraining courseand only one 16-year-oldfemale,subjectto an APO, was in fulltime employment.

All but one of the young people interviewed acknowledged that getting an education and
some qualifications were important in terms of accessingsecure,well paid and interesting
employment with prospects,albeit that for those young people who had already left school
this acknowledgementarosewith the benefit of experience.
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Respondents'experiencesof leisure

In relation to leisure time and leisure activities it appearsthat interviewees' experiences
did not differ substantively in terms of gender or the relative tariff to which young people
were subject, though access to licensed premises was obviously mediated by age
considerations.All but one of the female respondentsand half of the male interviewees
reported having 'lots of ' or 'too much' spare time. The other male interviewees reported
that their spare time was curtailed by curfews, the demands of the ISSP and childcare
responsibilities, while the other female interviewee had limited sparetime due to work and
college commitments.

While four of the girls and six of the boys reported formal participation in a youth club or
it
sportý
appears that the favoured pastimes, for both all the young people
oiganised
interviewed, was hanging about with mates, usually on the street but occasionally in
house,
and 'staying in' to 'hang out' with their families, watch television and
someone's
generally 'lounge around'. This is consistent with Hendry's (1993) findings that 'hanging
about' was the preferred use of leisure time among young people aged between 13 and 16
years.

Intervieweesacknowledgedthat therewas often a rangeof facilities and resourceswhich
they could accesswithin their local area,includingyouth clubs,gyms,snookerhalls,park,
and local shops.However,the majority did not make use of such facilities considering
them unsuitableprovision due to age considerations,not fitting in with those who did
attendor becausethey were barreddue to previousmisbehaviour.The boys were more
likely than the girls to report their engagementin a range of hobbies and interests,
includingfootball, snooker,computing,fixing carsand/ormotorbikes,goingto the gym or
instrumený
both male and female,went
an
while a few of the older respondents,
playing
'clubbing' or 'pubbing' wheneverfinancespermitted.
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Despite the apathy and despondencywith respect to the resourcesand facilities available
be
identify
in
their
to
these
might
neighbourhoods,
when
asked
areas
within
ways which
improved the young people interviewed generally agreedthat they would like 'more things
for young people to do' including cafes, a cinema, football and bowling facilities, or
simply safe and warin places where they could hang out with ffiends. The caveat which
many young people emphasised with respect to such provision was that it should be
tailored to accommodateexclusive use by particular age groups.

'Belonging'and 'community as a moral resource'

As chapterthree has illustrated,the New Labour governmentplacesa lot of faith in the
in
that
educational
and
economic
participation
view
will promotecitizenshipwhich, turn,
is believedto encouragesocial cohesionand crime prevention.Likewise, Putnam(2000)
suggeststhat involvementin communityinstitutions,organisationsor 'clubs' is likely to
Hence a
engendersocial capital in the form of trustýreciprocity and civil engagement.
commitmentto education,employmentand other community-basedorganisationsmay
serveto give youngpeoplea 'stakein society'so that they arelesslikely to offend (Hirshi,
1969;Braithwaite,1989;Grahamand Bowling, 1995;Beinart el al., 2002). Conversely
disrupted,incompleteandrelativelyunproductiveeducationalcareers(Breweret al., 1995;
Maguin& Loeber,1996;Herrenkohlet al.; 2001; Beinartel al., 2004);low aspirationsand
unemployment(Mizen , 2004);anda lack of involvementin the community(Beinartet al.
2002)arethoughtto presentriskswith respectto involvementin offending.

In orderto addressthe extentto which communityorganisationsor institutionswere likely
to contributeor otherwiseto the preventionor control of offendingthe youngpeoplewere
askedto identify what they perceivedto be the most important responsibility and/or
activity in their lives.
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The majority of female interviewees(five of six) and just under half of the male
interviewees(six of 13) of compulsoryschool age identified school attendancein this
respect.Othersof compulsoryschoolageidentifiedYOT supervision(four malesandone
female interviewees);involvement in the army cadets (one male interviewee) and
football
local
interviewee)
important
(one
team
the
of
a
responsibility
membership
male
as
failed
in
lives.
Only
interviewees,
to
three
their
male
age
of
compulsory
school
or activity
identifyany responsibilitiesor activitiesasan importantelementof their lives. By contrast
interviewees
identify
II
the
three
to
any
of
over
compulsory
were
only
schoolage
able
responsibilitiesor activities which they consideredof importanceto their lives, that is
employment(female), an ISSP (male) and membershipof a football team (male)
respectively.

The majority of the young people interviewed believed their involvement in these
responsibilities and activities helped to prevent them offending. The exceptions were two
female interviewees subject to Action Plan Orders who assertedthey did not intend to
offend again. In general terms, school and participation in other activities were thought to
help prevent offending by occupying young people's time, keeping them off the streets
and staving off boredom. YOT and ISSP supervision served similar purposes and while
young people acknowledged that their offending often provided a focus for supervision,
they were more likely to report that they were deterred from offending becausethey did
not want to breach their current order.

For thoseyoungpeoplesubjectto lower tariff sentences,
particularlyAPOs, involvement
in offending was not consideredto have impactedin any way on their participationin
schoolor other activities, largely becausefew peoplewere awarethey were involved in
offending or the youth justice system. However, for those subject to higher tariff
sentences,court appearancesand youth justice involvement was reported to have
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in
impacted
their
attendance
respect of other
on
and
school
and
adversely
progress at
activities. For example:

It just got in the way of my exams.I had an examthe day beforeandthe day
afterI wasin court.And afterI got ajob but hadto 90 to the X Centre[YOTJ
two daysa week,so it wasgettingin the way of me beingwith my friendsand
that.And I didn't like that soI hadto give it up andnow its just oncea month.
(Female,17years,Supervision
Order)

I've missed a lot of school for court appearances[ ] I'd be in court every
...

dad
so
my
would also miss loadsand loadsof jobs and now he only
week
works part-time and that makes me feel bad. (Male, 14 years, ISSP)

They'vethreatened
to kick me out [footballteam).WhenI got my nameandmy
picturein the paperthey got loadsof complaintsat the club so I got suspended
and fined D 80.00.My mum paid it for me so I was allowedback.(Male, 17
Order)
years,Supervision

Practitionerswere of the view that their clients' participation in and commitmentto
education,training or employmentcould prove beneficialwith respectto preventingtheir
involvementin anti-socialand criminal activities. On the one handthey agreedwith the
young peopleinterviewedthat participationin educationand training was likely to keep
them out of troubleby keepingthem occupied,while on the otherhandthey observedthat
positive engagementwas likely to motivate and promote aspirationswith respectto
gaining qualifications and skills which in turn would facilitate their accessto 'good'
employment.
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However, practitioners expresseddoubts as to whether either the mainstream or specialist
deal
to
was
adequate
available
with the numerous and particular problems and
provision
by
needspresented young offenders. For example:

Education provision is a nightmare for these kids. In many casesI think they
do have very different needs and lots of them don't even get to the starting
gate becausethe system is so poor. For example, if you look at the ISSP kids,
a lot of them are on vocational training programmes.They've got statemented
needsand they send them to a youth club type environment. Where are they
going to get the basic literacy and numeracy skills they need to even try and
get a job? They've never even been picked up. They just get lost in the
system and now at 14 years the education department thinks 'why bother?
they're going to be gone soon anyway'. (Operational Manager)

I think the training availabledoesn'tmeettheir needsand the startingpoints
arenow drasticallyreducedin termsof quality.Training is no longerproperly
resourcedand the expectationis that you can deliver effectively despitethe
multiple problemsof the client group. Young people quickly see that the
quality is low and that makesthem feel they are being dumpedupon. (YOT
Education/Careers
Worker)

Similarly, practitionersbelievedthat participationin informal and formal leisurepursuits
important
aspectof youngpeople'slives, which could promoteinterpersonalskills,
wasan
and self-esteemand counteractboredom. In particular, engagementin formal and
organisedgroups and activities was thought to offer some benefits in term of crime
prevention,both by keepingyoungpeopleoccupiedandby wideningtheir experiencesand
aspirations.However, practitionersalso acknowledgedthat their clientele were often
resistantto getting involved in suchprovision,identifying a rangeof potentialbarriersto
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included
fear
being
of
participation which
seen as different or 'nerdy', apathy, suspicion,
expense,exclusion due to previous misbehaviour, and unwillingness to accessresources
outwith their neighbourhood.

Overall, the consideration of education, training, employment and leisure activities of
young people again presents an ambiguous picture in respect of 'community as a moral
resource'. While participation and engagement with community institutions and
organisationsmay well have beneficial impacts with respect to discouraging involvement
in criminal behaviour, it appears that the particular needs and preferences of the young
interviewed
undermines their ability and commitment to this provision in general,
people
and to mainstreamand formal provision in particular.

Conclusion

This chapterhasaddressed
the researchquestionsposedwith regardto young offenders'
and experiencesof community-,the natureof the relationshipbetweenthe
understandings
young offender and the community-,and the extent to which communal experiences
contribute,or otherwise,to the preventionandcontrolof crime.

Interviewsundertakenfor this studyrevealthat community,whetherdiscussedin abstract
termsor with respectto commonsociologicaldefinitions,holdsresonancein the lives and
everydayexperiencesof the young offenders interviewed.Indeed, as was found in a
comparablestudy in Scotland(Jamiesonet al., 1999),community is often an inclusive
for
experience theseyoung offendersand one that is associatedwith familiarity, security,
anda senseof belonging.
acceptance

However,it is also clearthat for theseyoung offendersthe relationshipto and experience
of communityis complexand that their commitmentto the various social networksand
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relationships,which constitute their understanding of community, are variable, transitory
and contradictory. This finding is further complicated by considerationsof gender and to a
lesser extent the relative severity, and/or persistenceof a young person's offending. As
such, the informal social controls associated with the responsibilities and reciprocity
inherent in the 'community as a moral resource' discourse are by no means automatic or
guaranteed.Indeed,just as some community experienceswere likely to prevent and deter
these young people from offending, others in particular in relation to peer relations and
locality, were likely to present a range of opportunities and inducementsto involvement in
criminal activity.

As Muncie (2004:110) observes, it is genemlly recognised that 'no one theory can, or
should, be capable of accounting for all forms of youthful criminal conduct' given that
young people may chooseto engagein criminal activities for a variety of complex reasons.
As such, it is perhaps to be expected that young people's experiences with respect to
community will not always have the intended crime prevention and control impacts
inherent in the 'community as a moral resource' discourse. As has been illustrated by
studies on community safety (Hope, 1995; Cmwford, 1997; 1998), poverty, deprivation
and disadvantage are likely to undermine crime control strategies which rely on the
'suasive' capacities of communities, while the status of 'Young offenders' raises specific
concerns regarding the informal community controls envisaged in communitarian
discourses.

Indeed,by definition of their 'youth', youngoffendershaveyet to attainthe fiill rights and
responsibilitiesof citizenshipand as such occupyan ambiguousplace in societyraising
questionsregardingthe applicabilityof the responsibilitiesand obligationsinherentin the
6communityas a moral resource'discourse.Furthermore,as a consequence
of their status
as 'offenders', they are often viewed by their communitieswith varying degreesof
suspicionandhostility andsuchexclusivecommunityexperiences
may serveto perpetuate
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and embed criminal behaviour and identity. Overall, the assumptions and objectives
inherent in the 'community as a moral resource' discourse appear to have inadequate
regard for both the complexities of everyday community experiencesand those that arise
from being a 'young offender' within these communities.

Continuing the focus on the empirical work undertaken with young offenders and youth
justice professionalsthe next chapter will consider the 'community as a moral claimant'
discourseand in particular the impacts of offending and involvement in the youth justice
systemon respondents'experiencesof community.
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Chapter Six

Community as a Moral Claimant?
Respondents' Experiences of Youth Justice and Community Censure

Introduction

Notwithstanding-the recognition that- 'youth justice is a confusing and messy business'
(Muncie and Hughes, 2002: 15), in chapterstwo and three it is argued that an ideological
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invariably result in the prioritisation of the control, condemnation and

confinement of offenders.
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Garland(ibid. ) acknowledgesthat his analysis is more in keeping with the US context and
recentstudiesin the UK suggestthat the general public are not as punitive in their attitudes
towards offenders as the media, politicians and public officials would have us believe
(Allen, 2002; Maruna and King, 2004; Bottoms and Wilson, 2004; Roberts and Hough,
2005). However, the punitive imperatives of the 'community as a moral claimant'
discourseare a causefor concern within the youth justice context, especially given youth's
perennialrole as 'society's folk devil' (Muncie, 2004: 120). Indeed, the very term 'youth'
conjures up a range of emotive and troubling images for adult society (Muncie 1999,
2004) and a dominant and recurrent theme for successive generations has been the
expectation that youth is 'the age of deviance, disruptiveness and wickedness' (Brown,
1998: 3).

The violence of Teddy Boys and Skinheads,the weirdness of punks, the drugged-up nature
of rave and contemporary political and media preoccupationswith gangs, gun culture and
6anti-social' behaviour have elicited similar and enduring forms of adult concern and
(Hall
and Jefferson, 1976; Pearson, 1983,1994; Gelder and Thornton, 1997).
censure
Davies (1990: 19) arguesthat the fascination of adult society with respect to the 'problem
fact
the
that the 'youth question has served as a kind of 'screen' upon
reflects
youth'
of
which commentators and analysts have projected far more general hopes and fears
concerning the condition and future of our societies as a whole'. Likewise, Brown (1998)
argues that views of youth often have very little to do with the lived experience of youth
itself and everything to do with adult conceptions and imaginings, particularly with regard
to social changeand ontological insecurities.

The prevalence of this view of 'youth as a problem' provides the context for the analysis
presented in this chapter. Drawing largely on empirical material, this chapter explores
young people's perceptions, experiencesand responsesto youth justice interventions and
the impacts of their statusas 'offenders' on their interactions with, and relationships to, the
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communities they belong. Given the long-standing and enduring nature of this general
concernregarding young people it seems likely that the small minority of young people
who end up being brought to the attention of the criminal justice system become the
'legitimised target for the harshest and most destructive impulses directed against their
contemporariesas a whole' (Haines and Drakeford, 1999: 1). Certainly the empirical
analysispresentedin this chapter will suggestthat the exclusionary imperatives inherent in
the 'community as a moral claimant' discourse presents potential dangers in respect of
alienating and encouragingfurther criminality among young offenders.

While the previous chapter drew on respondents' own understandingsand definitions of
community it was clear from interviewees' responsesto the questions posed that in this
instancecommunity was invariably interpreted as the residents,networks and relationships
within a particular locality.

Addressing youth crime

Young people offend for a variety of complex reasons. In this study the young people
commonly explained their offending in terms of their being 'influenced by' or 'led astray'
by friends. For example:

I started hanging about with this lad at school and the crowd he went about
with were into all sorts and I just got dragged along really. I just went along
with stuff on the night. (Male, 15 years, APO)

My boyfriend's mate said 'I've found this car and its got keys in it so lets rob
it'. And I was saying 'we can't be doing this, we can't'. And W [boyfriend)
didn't want to do it at first but he thought I can't just leave him to go off on
his own to rob this car and then I went along coz he did. (Female, 15 APO)
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My matesjust say 'lets do this' and I usually go along, especially if they get
me on days when I'm bored. (Male, 17 years, SO)

I was in with the wrong crowd at the time and a lot of it was posturing and
proving you were hard and all that. (Male, 17 years, ISSP)

Others, particularly those being supervised by the YOT in relation to offences involving
violence against the person, often explained their offending behaviour in terms of
provocation or self-defence.The following quotations are illustrative:

It wasjust oneof thosethingsthat got really out of hand.I was seeingthis lad
and apparentlyhe'd slept with this girl and she startedringing me up and
tauntingme aboutit and how he didn't want to go out with me any more.It
wasa Saturdayso I was at homeandall my mateswere round,so we decided
to go up thereandhaveit out with her.They'djust comealongto supportme
but I guesswe were all hypedup aboutit and I was so angry about it and I
just thought this girl was out of order. We couldn't find her so we just
batteredsomegirl and then it turned out it wasn't even true. (Female,14
years,APO)

There's a gang thing in this area so you fight with guys from other areasand
I'm getting a good reputation for it. There's loads of lads after me and
wanting to fight me at the minute so it means I have to watch my back a bit.
I'm trying not to, but if someonecomes after me I'll defend myself. (Male, 15
years, APO)

Its usually self-defenceor a caseof I'm not backingdown. (Male 17 years,

SO)
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For a few offending was explained in very utilitarian terms, that is needing money to
engagein desiredactivities or pursuits. For example:

It's just been my lifestyle for the last three years. There's nothing to do but
drink or smoke and you need money for both so you have to get that
somehow,going on the rob or shoplifting. (Male, 17 years, ISSP)

We want to go to the arcade and you need money to go. All your mates have
it, so you have to go and rob to get some money. [ ) We're taxing [stealing
...
from] anyone who's hanging around the arcade. We don't care if they are
older or younger than us. (Male, 14 years, IS SP)

Each of these individual explanations can be related to a range of criminological theories,
which variously envisage youth crime as a consequenceof individual, social, economic,
political or cultural factors. While these many and various theories will not be addressed
here (see Muncie, 2004) the purpose of highlighting the diverse and abundant nature of
criminological activity on this issue is to emphasisethat explanations for youth crime are
neither simple nor uncontested.

In recognitionof the fact that the causesof youth crime are likely to be complex and
it
varied seemsreasonableto assumethat they will also 'defy simplistic solutions'
(Jamiesonet al., 1999: 162). This recognition provides the context within which the
punitiveimperativesof the 'communityasa moralclaimant' mustbe considered.

New Labour and 'community as a moral claimant'

As chaptertwo has highlighted,youthjustice policy in the UK hasundergonea rangeof
transformations with different pennutations variously adopting 'welfare' and 'justice'
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It has also been argued that breaking with the Labour Party's traditional welfare concerns
and priorities, the New Labour government has actively sought to accentuatethe punitive
characterof youth justice provision. Indeed, as discussedin chapter three, the influence of
the 'community as a moral claimant' discourse has witnessed a commitment to early and
pre-emptive crime control strategies; ever more demanding criminal orders; and an
increased reliance on the secure estate all premised on public protection and on
demonstratingsociety's intolerance of disorder and crime.

In pursuit of the objectives of crime prevention and public protection the youth justice
system aims to provide appropriate levels of censure and interventions which effectively
addressanti-social and criminal behaviour. As such, punitiveness and a focus on offender
have
proved key components of New Labour's youth justice strategy, not
accountability
least because being seen to hold young offenders to account for their anti-social and
criminal actions allows the government to escapethe 'populist condemnation that they are
44softon crime"' (Muncie, 2004:278).

Certainly the young people interviewed for the purposes of this study were clear that
intrinsic to the various orders to which they were subject was a distinct punitive element.
in particular they identified mandatory supervision sessionsand flie restrictions that the
demandsof orders placed on their free time and autonomy in this respect. Understandably
those subject to the higher tariff orders, particularly ISSP, seemed most aware of such
restrictions, for example:

For the community service part it's just a lot of hours to keep you occupied,
and for 12 months I've also got a supervision order so I'll also be losing time
during that coz I've got to see my supervisor and talk to him about my
offending. (Male, 17 years, CPRO)
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I've got to come here every day and wear this bloody tag. I'm on surveillance
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The young people and practitioners interviewed for this study were clear that YOT
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In keeping with the 'what works' philosophy many respondentsundertook a range of
cognitive behavioural type exercises to addressthese issues. Most commonly cognitive
behavioural work was undertaken within the context of individual supervision sessions
with a YOT or ISSP worker. However, many respondents,especially those subject to
ISSP,also participated in group-work sessionson a regular basis.

In this study the bias towards offender accountability within youth justice interventions
was considered both positive and problematic. Getting young people to accept
responsibility for their involvement in criminal activities is undoubtedly a necessaryaspect
of community disposals, particularly for ensuring their acceptability and credibility with
sentencersand the general public alike. Furthermore, addressingoffending behaviour was
identified as a beneficial aspect of youth justice supervision by many of the young people
interviewed for this study. Typical comments in this respectincluded:

Everyone does drinking and drugs round wbere I go round. Well it's mostly
drinking, and just being able to talk about that and the offending stuff it helps
me to seethat it's wrong and I shouldn't be doing it. (Female, 14 years, APO)

It wasgoodhavingsomeoneto talk to aboutmy offending.Eachtime we met
we'd havea chatandshe'd [YOT supervisor]makesureI was alright andsee
what I was getting up to and making surethat I was stayingout of trouble.
Being able to talk about it felt good and it also meantI was able to get the
supportand understandingI neededto stay out of trouble [ ] Before I did
...
this I was very quiet and now I feel a bit betterandI guessit hashelpedmy
confidencereally. (Female,17years,SO)

I think it's the questionsthey ask you. It makesyou think more aboutyour
life. At onetime I'd just go out with my matesandnot think aboutmy family
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that much and now it's different. I try to think about my family first and not
just act out and do something. Like my mum she'll just say 'what are you
likeT or 'I don't know how come you're always so naughtyT and she lets it
go. But here you're not allowed to let it go and you've got to deal with it.
(Male, 17 years, ISSP)

However, the preoccupation with 'criminogenic' risk and offender accountability within
youth justice interventions has also led to a degree of frustration in terms of the types of
youth justice interventions practitioners believe that they can legitimately provide. In
particular the prioritisation of offender responsibility was believed to undermine
practitioners' ability to take adequate account of the socio-economic reality and
complexity of offenders' lives. As one YOT worker observed:

I do feel despondentaboutthe currentsystem.I think we needto spendmore
issues,suchasdebt
time, asopposedto lesstime, dealingwith offence-related
and poverty. Realistically until those underlying issuesare dealt with you
can't do cognitivebehaviouralwork.

Indeed, practitionersemphasisedthat offending behaviour was often only one of a
complexconstellationof concernsrelatingto individual clientsand manyrccognisedthat
the interventionsthey undertookwith young offenderscould not begin to addresstile
plethoraof personal,economicand social issueswhich often contributeto and embed
criminal behaviour.Overall, practitioners'dissatisfactionwith the emphasison offender
accountabilityappearedespeciallymarkedfor thoseclients for whom choices,resources
and opportunitieswere most limited. In particular, being 'looked after' by a local
authority,while often underlyingand compoundingoffendingbehaviour,also presenteda
host of other issues,which often made for a difficult supervisoryrelationship. For
example:
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X has been offending since a young age. He was brought up in a children's
home and has had negative input from his peers all the way. [ ] He's been
...
institutionalised really and he relies on others and needsa great degreeof help
and supportýbut he's also rejecting of authority, so he oflen rejects the very
people who are there to offer that support to him. (ISSP Worker)

I think for X it is really all about boredom. He's a really intelligent lad but he
into
that 'care' mentality. He'd never been involved in the
quickly
got
very
justice system prior to going into care [ ] He's also heavily into drugs and
...
alcohol, which doesn't help the situation any, but for him I think it provides a
bit of escapismfrom what is an unpalatablesituation. (YOT Worker)

It is important to note that even the 'what works, literature recognises the need to take
account of the realities of offender's lives, not least becauseoffence-focussed cognitive
behavioural approaches are unlikely to succeed if they neglect an individual's lived
circumstances (Drakeford and Vanstone, 1996; Crow, 2001; Eadie and Canton, 2002)
Indeed, Eadie and Canton (2002) suggest that it may be advisable to devote time and
beginning
the
at
of an order to addressing practical needs prior to commencing
energy
upon formal rehabilitation programmes.

The managerialist and organisational ethos which underlies youth justice policy in
England and Wales has also served to constrain discretion on the part of the youth justice
worker regarding the work they undertake and the issuesthey addresswith young people
(Eadie and Canton, 2002). As Jones (2001) has suggested,it appearsthat the prioritisation
of quantifiable throughputs and outcomes has led to concerns that youth justice
interventions have become geared to meeting targets rather than responding to the needs
and circumstancesof young offenders.
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For example,many practitioners interviewed for this study expressedmisgivings regarding
the impact the introduction of 'National Standards for Youth Justice Services' (Youth
Justice Board, 2004) was having with respect to their ability to deliver effective
interventions to young people. Signalling New Labour's intention to focus on young
people's 'deeds' and to be tough on youth crime, National Standardsgovern how young
offenders are supervisedand set stringent criteria for the enforcement of orders to ensure
that offenders actually experiencethe intended restrictions on their liberty, or are punished
if they do not (Bottoms el aL, 2004: 6). Practitioners perceived such managerial demands,
and their associatedbureaucracy, to be reducing the time they could devote to individual
clients. As one YOT Team Manager observed:

Sincethe implementationof 'National Standards'the main impetusis to try
and makethe figures look good and that doesawaywith a lot of the issues
Basically,you neglectthe issuesthat perhaps
that are raisedin assessment.
most needto be addressedwhile you focus on thosedirectly relatedto the
offence.Soyou now do the minimumin termsof supervision.

Notwithstandingsuchreservations,the empiricalwork undertakenfor this studyhas also
identified a greatdeal to be positive aboutwith regardto the interventionsyoung people
were experiencingat the local level (seeBurnett and Appleton, 2004). The majority of
young peopleinterviewedreportedthat their experiencesof supervisionwere relevantto
their individual needsand circumstancesand had providedthem with constructiveadvice
and support.Furthermore,in pursuit of effective interventions,practitioners,particularly
thosewith long term experienceof working in juvenile justice, statedthat they were able
to bring a rangeof experience,skills and expertiseto the supervisionprocess,which they
utilised to promoteand supporttheir clientsto take responsibilityfor their actionsand to
makepositivechoiceswith regardto fulfilling their aspirations.For example-
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I've beena juvenilejustice worker forjust overten yearsnow andI think our
job remainsthat of keepingthemout of custody.Of course,within the current
behaviour,
but
I
is
think our
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far
I
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ftirther
I
than
that
try
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extends
role
meaningfulwork with them.I think it is incrediblyimportantto try andoffer
them new opportunities.It's also about showingthem that there are other
by
do
life
that
they
they
there
can
of
getting
and
what
want out of
ways out
movingforwardandhavingfun ratherthanoffending.(YOT Worker)

I have reservations about ISSP but at least those young people get the chance
to work on particular programmes and to confront particular issues. And
supervision can provide a means for these kids to get some of the help they
need, whether that be offence related, education, mental health or whatever
is
I'm
that
the
confident
a
crucial
aspect of
else.
service we provide that my
staff have a lot to offer and I think the kids benefit from the chance to work
with skilled and professional practitioners. (Deputy YOT Manager).

While somewhatmarginalisedwithin the currentyouthjustice conteA the 'what works'
importance
in
'pro
base
facilitating
the
social'
recognises
of
a
community
orthodoxy
relationshipsand activities which assistin addressingoffending behaviourand enhance
factors
to
the
resilience
which placethem at risk of offending (Chapmanand
offenders'
Hough, 1998:67). Indeed,in addressingthe researchquestionsof this studythe empirical
both
that
the
community
suggests
can
evidence
makepositive and valuablecontributions
to the control and preventionof offendingandto rehabilitationand social inclusionof the
youngoffender.

For the young people interviewed, serving their sentencewithin the community had
providedan opportunityto sustainfamily and other significantrelationshipsandto engage
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in a range of legitimate activities. While practitioners asserted that one of the major
interventions
their
of
was their ability to address their clients' offending
strengths
behaviour within the context and relationships in which they lived their everyday lives.
For example:

The important part of the work we do with young people is that they get a
chance to put into practice alternative strategies and things they can do to
avoid offending. They need that bit of immediacy, and reward is also
important you know. 'Well that worked and that was good, lets see if we can
keep that up'. Overall, I guess community sentencesoffer the opportunity to
deal with the reality of their lives. (Deputy YOT Manager)

The kid stays in the area, probably where they've been causing havoc, but
you undertake an intervention with them while they are involved in the same
networks of family, education or whatever. Realistically if you are going to
addresstheir offending in any way you need to do that within the context of
where they live their lives. And it is in that context that you can try to
provoke change and work with them through their problems. (YOT Youth
Worker)

I think community orders are important becauseyou are dealing with their
offending and other issues within the environment and the cultures within
which they live [ ... ]I

do think that if workers can help young people

establish positive and effective relationships within the communities they live
in that can make a huge difference. (Education Worker)

Furthermore,despite some reservationsregarding the efficacy of 'joined-up' working
practitionersalso believedthat the ability to link their clients to specialist
arrangements,
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services within the community, such as health, mental health, education and training,
enhancedthe supervision they provided. Likewise, the young people interviewed were
for
fact
justice
involvement
the
that
of
appreciative
youth
a
gateway
particularly
provided
them to access specialist education, training, alcohol, drug and leisure placements and
services.

Complimenting the provision of interventions within a community setting, Chapman and
Hough (1998: 67) assertthat efforts to ensurecommunity reintegration will help offenders
to find a 'place in the community where they can lead a law-abiding life, be acceptedand
make a positive contribution'. In particular, they emphasisethe importance of 'pro social'
family relationships, authority figures and participation in activities such as education,
training and employment. As such the community is regarded as a resource which may
help to addressoffending behaviour.

Support for this idea that community reintegration may prove effective in addressing
offending behaviour was apparent in the interviews with young people who variously
assertedthat re-entry into mainstream education, accessingspecialist education provision,
gaining a training placement, changing friendship groups, being in a relationship with a
partner and/or becoming a parent had proved important to encouraging and consolidating
their personal motivations to stop offending. The importance of community reintegration
in
interviews
echoed
also
with practitioners who emphasisedthe benericial impacts of
was
opportunities for young offenders to become involved in respectftil and positive
relationships with adult community members.

Notwithstanding the recognition that a focus on the personal and social circumstancescan
have a profound impact on offenders' likelihood of stopping offending (Farrall, 2004;
McNeill, 2004), practitioners assertedthat community reintegration was not accorded that

17S

Manager
Team
YOT
justice
As
the
current youth
one
system.
much priority within

observed:

To be truthful, I think the governmentis not willing to takeactionor resource
the reintegrationand rehabilitationroles in the way it shouldand that means
it's a part of our role which getssidelined

Echoing the arguments in the previous chapter, many practitioners asserted that the
commitment to community within youth justice was premised on the young people's
responsibilities to their communities rather than the communities' responsibilities to their
in
discretion
Thus
this
the
efforts
people.
respect
and efforts of
were
reliant
young
upon
individual practitioners.

Indeed, the fact that young people's experiences of youth justice provision was to some
from
intent
inherent in the 'community as a moral claimant'
the
removed
punitive
extent
discourse appears,in no small degree, attributable to youth justice workers' commitment
dedication
to the young people they supervise.Notwithstanding the contrary tenets of
and
policy, rhetoric and guidance, the evidence here and elsewhere (Burnett and Appleton,
2004) suggests that youth justice practitioners are striving to build constructive and
supportive relationships with their clients premised on more than just 'criminogenic'
needs.

Both the practitionersand the young people interviewedfor this study noted that the
establishmentof a positive relationshipbetweenthe supervisorand the client was an
essentialelementof 'effective supervision'.Indeed,with only one exception,the young
people interviewed for this study were incredibly complimentarywith regard to the
relationshipsthey had establishedwith YOT and ISSP personnel.Theseworkers were
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'nice',
'sound',
described
as
variously

'open', 'approachable', 'non-judgemental',

'supportive' and 'trustworthy'. For example:

I don't really like to talk aboutit [her offence]properly.I just don't like to do
that. But X [YOT Worker] knows all about it so it is OK and she doesn't
is
here
hard
her
like
I
to
to
time.
talk
give
me
a
aboutother
she
can
also
seem
things. Shedoesn'tmakeme feel uncomfortable.She'snot like a teacheror
that. She'snot hereto teachme stuff like how not to be naughty.She'shere
to helpandto give me advice.(Female,16years,APO)

The staff are quite helpful coz they know how to handleyoung peopleand
they don't just start at you as if you were a kid. They speakto you and I'd say
they were understanding.(Male, 17 years, ISSP)

The relationalaspectsof effectivesupervisionhavebeenemphasisedin previousstudies
(Bailey, 1995;BeaumontandMistry 1996;Ford el aL, 1997;Mair andMay, 1997;Mclvor
44)
1998;
Rex,
1999,2004;
McIvor
(2004:
Barry,
Westmarland,
Smith
2002).
As
and
and
observes:

Research, as well as intuition, suggest that the quality of the relationship
between the helper and the helped (or supervisor and supervisee) matters,
perhaps as much as the content of the intervention, as a predictor of success
or failure of efforts to help people change.

However,New Labour'sconstructionof 'communityasa moral claimant' showsa marked
disregardfor the resourcesthe communitymight bring to deal with youth crime and thus
the longer-term sustainability of practitioners' ability, or indeed commitment, to
addressingmore than a young offender's 'criminogenic' need has been questioned.
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Commenting on the influence of positivism on probation practice, Smith (2004: 45) also
observes that the punitive

imperatives which characterise contemporary youth justice

discourages practitioners from 'seeing those with whom they work as anything other than
offenders, carriers of risks to be managed and controlled, rather than of problems and
troubles to be solved and assuaged'. Furthermore, Eadie and Canton (2002: 14) argue that
is
likely to undermine practitioners'
in
'context
of
ambivalence'
a
working
justice to the diversity of individual's

ability 'to do

circumstances'.

Effective YouthJustice?

The evaluativeresearchevidenceregardingthe applicationof the 'what works' approach
to youth justice is as yet unavailable.However,Raynor (2004: 213) arguesthat while
in generalterms,haveshownsomepromisingsigns,to date
based'approaches,
gevidence
they have not lived up to the high expectationsgeneratedby the internationalresearch
literature. Furthermore, the 'offence focussed' supervision which is central to
contemporarycriminal justice interventionshave been subject to methodologicaland
(Farrall,2003;Tilley, 2003;Mair, 2004;
scientificcritiquesfrom a rangeof commentators
Raynor,2004); not least becausesuch approacheshave beendevelopedon the basisof
Canton
(Hed&rman,
2004;
Kemshall,
mate
of
white,
and
mentally
stable
offenders
studies
Shaw
2004;
Bailey,
andHannah-Moffat,2004).
and

in this study,while the majority of respondents
assertedtheir determinationor needto stop
offending,they were ambivalentregardingthe extentto which YOT or ISSP supervision
had underminedtheir likelihood of continuingto offend. Certainly many of the young
people interviewed observed that in keeping them occupied and 'off the streets'
supervisionhad underminedtheir opportunitiesfor offending.Additionally, they credited
the natureof the interventionsprovidedto haveunderminedtheir motivationto offend.
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However, the likelihood of desistancefrom offending was in large part attributed to young
people's personal motivations. Indeed, while

generally positive regarding YOT

supervision, it appearsthat the personal motivation to desist from offending for all female
respondents,and the majority of male respondentssubject to APOs, was the shame,regret
and fear they had experiencedwith regard to their involvement in the youth justice system
desire
in
involvement
its
to
corresponding
avoid
such
and a
and personalconsequences the
future. Typical responsesincluded:

I'll neveroffend again.It's too muchbotherandI'm scaredof the court, so I
wouldn't do anythingthat would get me in that type of trouble.(Female,15
years,APO)

It was all so scary and not a very nice thing to put your family through. It just
wasn't a good thing to do and for me it was a horrible experience. Incredibly
stressful and I really don't like to talk about it. (Female 16 APO)

I won't offend again.I just want to put all of this behind me. (Female,17
years,SO)

The majority of male respondentsalso assertedtheir motivation and/or need to stop
offending. Unlike the female respondents,for whom prior criminal justice experiences
fundamental,
male respondentsidentified the prospectof further or higher tariff
were
involvement in the criminal justice system as key to deterring their involvement in
offending.For example:

I'm never going to offend coz I really don't want to go inside. (Male, 15
years,APO)
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Nearly going to prison made me really think and it just not something I ever
want to experience.(Male 16, SO)

I'm comingup to 18 now and it is all going to changeand I can't carry on
doing all the same stupid things. I don't want to go away for years and years.
(Male, 17 years, ISSP)

While such findings may provide some support for the deterrent impacts inherent in the
punitive aspectsof the 'community as a moral claimant' discourse, it is important to note
that the relationship between deterrenceand crime is one which has elicited much debate
within the criminological literature. Reflecting on empirical evidence available on this
issuewith respectto a range of punishmentsincluding imprisonment, community penalties
and regulatory interventions, Easton and Piper (2005: 119) conclude that 'punishment may
deter fewer offenders and potential offenders than we would like'. Furthermore, while
criminal justice interventions may well have deterrent impacts they argue that this is likely
to reflect the fact that the offenders in question 'are in deterrable statesof mind' (ibid. ).

However, the punitive imperativesthat have increasinglycome to characteriseyouth
justice appearto leave little room for the pursuit of inclusionary and reintegrative
approaches.Indeed, the prioritisation of the need to punish wrong-doing and to
disapprovalwithin interventionsraisesconcernsregardingthe very possibility
demonstrate
of communityreintegrationandsocialinclusionfor youngoffenders(SpencerandDeakin,
2004).

In view of the pitfalls of child incarcerationoutlined in chapterthree,community-bascd
justice
interventions
are without doubt preferableto custodial alternativeson
youth
humanitarian,economic and, of course,effectivenessgrounds (Andrews et aL, 1990;
McIvor, 1990;Shermanet aL, 1998).Indeedwhile practitionersrecognizedthat custody
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inevitable
pinnacle of the youth justice system it was viewed as an undesirable and
was an
damaging option. In addressingthe merits and weaknessesof custodial sentencestypical

from practitionersincluded:
responses

While I recognize that secure establishmentsare needed for the minority of
cases where the young person has particularly high needs or where they
present a danger to the public on the whole I think custody should be
abolished for all but the most serious of cases.Custody is such a damaging
experiencefor both the child and their family. It's notjust a caseof a criminal
record, which might get in their way at a later date I think sending kids to
custody hoards up all sort personal and psychological problems'which will hit
them or the public in the face at a later date (YOT Worker).

Custody is the most damaging thing that you can do to a child. Its impossible
to do any cognitive behavioral work in prisons, they get doss house education
and they're in there with lads who are harder and more experienced so it's
like a university course in crime for them. So they come out with newly
acquired skills and not only do they make more sophisticated offenders but
they're also more dangerous(YOT Team Manager).

I think the core weakness of custody is that in removing kids from the
community, even for a short time, you aren't addressing the issues that put
them there in the first place. The transition from community to custody to
community is also very difficult to plan especially in terms of education and
training and of course you know while they're in there that the educational
provision is very poor. Perhapsmore importantly they'll also be mixing with
other criminals and regardlessof what they feel about that and about being in
prison they won't express their fears, anxiety or stresses.They keep their
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become
headsdown do their bird and its only later that the consequences
apparent(YOT Deputy Manager).

It is to the considerationof young offenders' relationshipsto their communityand the
perceivedimpactof their 'offender' statuson this relationshipthat attentionwill now turn.
This analysiswill addressthe study's researchquestionwith regardthe nature of the
between
histher
the
young
offender
and
communityand the extentto which
relationship
the communitycontributesto the rehabilitation and social inclusion, or otherwise,of
youngoffenders.

Offending youth and intolerant communities?

Notwithstanding falling crime rates and the fact that the most recent official quarterly
figures,
in
England
Wales,
becoming
that
the
and
show
of
a victim of crime, at
risk
crime
one in four, is lower than at any time in more than 20 years (Nicholas and Walker, 2004),
fears in respect of young people continue to haunt the public imagination. Indeed, while
fear of crime has diminished, a quarter of all respondentsto the 2002/3 British Crime
Survey identified the biggest problem in their local area to be teenagershanging around
(ibid.: 61). Furthermore, perceptions of anti-social behaviour were highest in areas of
low-income
housing
(ibid.: 59) and were associatedwith higher levels of
and
rented
social
fear of crime, particularly burglary, vehicle crime and violent crime (ibid.: 64).

In short,youngpeoplecontinueto be construedasthreatening,andnegativeperceptionsof
young people's preferredsocial activities heighteninsecuritiesand fears in relation to
crime (Waiton,2001,Walsh,2002,Muncie, 2004).Despitea few contraryindicationsthe
empiricalwork for this studyoverwhelminglysuggeststhat communities'frustrationsand
fearsin relationto youngpeoplein generalandyoung offendersin particularhaveserved
to promoteintolerancewith respectto troublesome,anti-socialandcriminal behaviour.
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When askedto comment on the nature of communities' views in respectof young people's
in
engagement anti-social and criminal activities, practitioners observed that oflen what
in
behaviour
different
from
as
problematic
perceived
or
communities
was not necessarily
any way worse than types of behaviours perpetrated by previous generations of young
people.For example:

Anti-social behaviouris basicallynow seenas kids just messingaroundand
that's what kids havealwaysdonebut it hasneveractuallybeencriminal and
treatedthe way it is now. Just what are kids supposedto do? (YOT Worker)

Robbing cars and all sorts is seenas a normal part of growing up. These areas
are notorious for vacant houses so there's a lot of vandalism and setting of
fires. I dare say the communities are fed up with it, but there's a cycle to it as
well, and if you talk to the parentsthey're quite accepting of it really coz they
were doing the same stuff as well. It's intergencrational in many ways. (YOT
Worker)

To somedegreeadult recognitionof the problemsand issuesfaced by young people,
particularlywith respectto a lack of leisureresourcesand opportunities,within a context
of inherentand intergenerational
poverty and crime,was believedto elicit a modicumof
empathyand understanding.However, overwhelminglypractitionersreportedthat the
in
communities which they workedwere frustratedand intolerantwith respectto younger
in troublesomeandcriminal activities.
residents'engagement

For someindividuals and communitiesthe prevalenceand non-nalcyof crime servedto
underminecapacitiesand abilities to act as a 'moral resource'to control or preventyouth
crime (aswasdiscussedin moredetail in chapterfive). As such,a commonresponseto the
problemspresentedby youngpeoplewasoftento do nothing.For example:
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I think the older generation really struggles with what they see as the lack of
values among the young. Criminal and anti-social behaviour is just not
challenged becausethat takes them into dangerousterritory. There's a real
fear of complaining even though they know who the perpetratorsare. There's
also credibility

within

the area and then leaving yourself open to

victimisation. So there is an element of collusion really. You don't grass.You
protect your own. (YOT Education Worker)

For others the prevalence and normalcy of crime served to amplify and exacerbate
community intolerance and condemnation with regard to juvenile crime and anti-social
behaviour. Indeed, from the community perspective the problematic behaviour of young
people was perceived as a threat to the community and this perception had damaging
implications for the nature of the relationship between the community and its younger
members.For example:

I think there is a lack of understandingandtolerancefrom both perspectives.
Yearsagoif the kids startedactingup someonewould havegoneout andtold
themoff. Part of the problemnow is that they arejust not challenged.People
are too frightened and then the situation just escalateswith both sides
becomingincreasinglyantagonistic.For the adultsit's about'I'm goingto get
the police on you', andthe kids they hangaboutin largegroups,they smoke,
they drink, they laugh, they shout and that can be quite intimidating. (On
TrackManager)

Often they live in areaswherethereareno facilities so they hangaboutoften
in large groupsand then they just get moved on and complainedabout. Of
impact
the
of that is that peoplebecomeentrenchedin their ideas,both
course
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the kids and the adults and the relationshipbecomesantagonistic.(YOT
Worker)

The young people are viewed as a nuisance and of course they are not
unaware of that viewpoint and so they are detached from and they detach
themselvesfrom the community and I don't think there is a relationship there
and certainly not one which is positive. (YOT Worker)

I think kids are doing more and more damagewithin their communitiesand
that makes the desire for retribution that much greater. I think we've
a 'grassing'culture,which canactuallybe usedquite maliciously,
engendered
andthesearethe only waysthat communitiesknow how to cope.(YOT Team
Manager)

To someextentpractitionersattributedthe enmity and threatwhich characterised
young
people'srelationshipwith their communitiesto the detrimentaland damagingimpactsof
their engagementin criminal and anti-socialbehaviour.Indeed,commentingspecifically
between
to
the
their client group and the community,
relationship
respect
with
by the fact that the
practitionersassertedthat this intolerancewas likely to be exacerbated
communitywas victimised by at least someof the offending perpetratedby the young
peoplethey supervised.For example:

The kids we work with are often quite active,stealingcarsand stuff and the
troubleis visited on the communitiesdirectly by it's own members.Peopledo
then try and deal with things in their own way and there is lots of swift
justice, which is in essenceretributive.Of coursethere arc no positivesfor
eitherparty in that. (YOT TeamManager)
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in many casesthey will have committed a number of offences related to the
community or against their own community and as such some of the members
will have turned againstthem and I think in someways the young people then
feel isolated and ostracised.(YOT Worker)

However, practitioners also acknowledged that the threat associatedwith young offenders
was also attributable to the political and media preoccupation with the 'scourge of antisocial behaviour' and the reportage this engendered at both local and national levels.
Indeed,the current political and media preoccupationwith youth crime generally and antiin
behaviour
particular was perceived to heighten communities' fears and promote
social
intolerance.As a YOT Team Manager observed:

I do think the kids' behaviourthreatensand underminescommunityand it
also reinforcesthe negativestereotypesof young people [ ... ] But in reality
what's happeningis that that is beingamplifiedby governmentpolicy andthe
mediawhich guaranteesthat fear of crime is heightenedand that anything
youngpeoplemight get up to is then likely to be construedas damagingand
threateningto the community.

indeed, practitionersassertedthat the intolerance inherent in national youth justice
strategies,suchasanti-socialbehaviourorders,provideda contextin which intolerantand
punitive community responsesto the problematic behaviour of young people were
perceivedas acceptableand legitimate.In spite of the overwhelmingview that juvenile
crime and anti-social behaviour presenteda threat to communities,practitionersalso
assertedthat in someinstancesthis threatservedto elicit communalsolidarityto addressa
commonproblem.Furthermore,in keepingwith the spirit of the 'community as a moral
claimant'discourse,for somethis solidarityhadprompteddemandsfor evermorepunitive
to youngoffenders.For example:
responses
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In this local area we have an MP who has been saying that he's in a situation
him
to
vulnerable
constituents
coming
up
elderly
and
are
continually
where
and saying how terrorised they have been by young people. He then talks to
the police, social services and other organisations and he says they seem
unwilling or unable in anyway to challenge that sort of behaviour. So now
he's actively promoting a much more punitive approachwith regard to young
people within this local authority without any considerationsof the long-term
solutions to these problems. (Deputy YOT Manager)

illustrating the inherent dangers of the 'community as a moral claimant' discourse
practitioners also acknowledged a few instances in which communities' intolerance and
desire to assert some control over the problems presented by young people at the local
level had resulted in 'vigilante' type responses.For example:

The police and MPs receivenumerouscomplaintsabout certain areas.The
major concernis that kids will congrc*gate
and intimidateolder residentswith
their sheernumbers,abusivelanguageandjust hangingout to late at night
causingthe typesof problemsyoungpeoplehavealwayscaused.At the other
extremecommunitiesmay take mattersinto their own hands.Last year there
were a coupleof groupsof teenagerswho were particularlyproblematicand
although they weren't instrumentalthere were suspicionsabout them in
respectto one man's death. It all kicked off quite badly. People were
employingthe servicesof securityfirms, well not securityfirms exactly,but
protectionracketsfrom local gangstersto keepthings in order. (YOT Team
Manager)

Ultimately such adversarial approachesare likely to have negative and damaging
andwill not servethe bestinterestsof eitherthe communitiesor the young
repercussions
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has
disapproval
Indeed,
the
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that
suggestion
community
and
censure
peopleconcerned.
further
the
to
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of
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prospect
rehabilitation
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undermine
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interactions
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to
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young
with and relationships to the communities
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lived.
they
within which

'Offender status' and community membership

The fact that communities were largely censoriouswith respectto juvenile crime and antisocial behaviour was reflected in the interviews undertaken with young people. In
discussingcommunity reactions and responsesto their 'offending' it was apparentthat the
young people interviewed were sensitive to how their involvement in criminal activities
produced strains in and problems for their relationships to their communities. In order to
minimise disapproval and condemnation by the community, all the young people subject
to Action Plan Orders and a few of those subject to Supervision Orders reported that
knowledge of their involvement in offending and the youth justice system was restricted to
family members, and in a few instances close friends. Many of these young people also
observed their desire and efforts to prevent their criminal involvement becoming known
about more generally within their community. For example:

Someof my friends know and somedon't. I don't want any more to know
coz I don't want their opinionson me. I meanthosewho know aboutit have
saidI've changed,andI don't want that really. So I've saidto themnot to go
aroundtelling everybody.I don't want everybodyto know. (Female,15years,
APO)

A couple of ones know but I'm trying to keep it quiet. I don't want to be

known asthe hooliganof the street.(Male, 15years,APO)
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In some ways I'm not too bothered if it gets out. I've not done anything too
bad but at the sametime I prefer it like this where no one really knows, apart
from some fhends and my family. (Male, 16 years, APO)

It's just not knownabout.I'm not proudof what I've done.I'm ashamedof it
if
bothered
keep
it
Well
I'm
they
I'm
that
to
not
going
quiet.
so obviously
know aboutit, but for my mum, she'd be really ashamedif everybodyknew
15
(Male,
keep
friends
it,
I
tell.
years,
my
mouth
shut
and
won't
my
about so
SO)

Therewereonly two instanceswherewider knowledgeof respondents'offendinghadnot
the
from
both
In
the
condoning
while
not
cases,
response
community.
eliciteda censorious
it
SO
DTO
two
the
to
young women concerned,subject
respectively,
and a
actionsof
had
familiarity
involved
the
the
that
which
with
youngperson
and circumstances
appeared
in
both
had
in
the
that
an
prompted
offence
cases
assault
of
common
culminated
empatheticresponsewithin the community.

However,this was not a commoncommunityreactionand in the majority of caseswhere
the youngperson'soffendingwas known aboutresponses
werelesstolerant.Furthennore,
disapproving,
ISSP,
the
those
to
that
people,
particularly
young
subject
suggested
manyof
hostile
indeed,
community reactions contributedto a perceptionof themselvesas
or
'different' or 'criminal'. For example:

You can tell what they're all thinking. People who knew me when I was
younger they all still speak to me, but everything's just about my offending
be
I
to
able to talk to mum's mates, you know, about football and
used
now.
things, but its just 'what have you been getting up toT 'Have you been in any
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trouble recentlyT [ ... ]

I'd rather people were thinking 'oh he's sorted

himself out now'. (Male, 17 years, ISSP)

I've got a reputation.Its too late,I'm a troublemakerandthat's it really [I
but I keep on offending so I guess I'll just end up in gaol. (Male, 13 years,

ISSP)

You get respect off your mates for it but off adults you get no respect and
feel
like
have
I'd
to
that
makes
me
coz
more respect than
sick
sometimes
in
[
]
for
Like
have
the street and says
walks
me
someone
past
me.
people
...
'hiya' and I'll say 'hiya' back but then I know for a fact that they don't
respectme becauseof what I do and they say 'hiya' becausethey're scaredof
me. (Male, 17 years, ISSP)

All the older ones stopped speaking to me and you can see then thinking
'poor X' [nan] what did she do to deserveanother crim in the family. I don't
care what they think of me but at the same time I do care for my nan's sake.
(Male, 17 years, ISSP)

interviews with practitioners supported the view that community 'intolerance' towards the
further
to
embed the criminal activities and identity of some of their
served
people
young
in
in
to
discussions
This
particularly
was
relation
apparent
with
practitioners
clients.
individual clients who were subject to an ISSP order. For example:

Thereis an expectationwithin the communityof what he will do and how lie
will behaveand peoplejust box him off
doesn'tgive a shit anymore

And he has changedand lie

His behaviouris extremeandthere's lots of

aggressiongoing on there and that is so damagingto how the community
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(ISSP
Worker
just
he
'I'll
but
him,
thinks
them
they
expect.
give
what
view
regardingMale client, 17 years)

Thecommunityin which he lives hatehim andI think on the wholewould be
morethanhappyto seehim put away.SoX in turn doesn'tgive a damnabout
them. [ ... I To be truthful when we do victim sessionswith him it means
nothing - he just doesn't care and to be truthful he just doesn't see past
himself. X is not an unpleasantor unlikeablechild but he just doesn't care.
I'd sayhejust hasn't got a relationshipwith his communityand eventhough
it would be to his own advantageto recognisethat his behaviourmight be
damagingto his victims andthe communitymoregenerallybut he refusesto
takethat on board.[ ... ] He just doesn'trate them [the community]and so is
dismissiveof their views, especiallynow that they've appliedfor an ASBO
brothers.
him
his
So the communityare probably going to get
and
against
their desirethat he'll be locked up (YOT worker regardingMale client, 13
years).

However,practitionersalsoobservedthat the communities'intoleranceof their clientswas
to someextentmediatedby age and gender.It was assertedthat youngeroffenderswere
likely to be perceivedaslessresponsiblefor their actionsthantheir oldercounterparts,
and
their problematicandoffendingbehaviourattributedto deficits in parentalsupervisionand
discipline.However,a few practitionersalso acknowledgedthat age considerationswere
becominglesssignificant.This was explainedin relationto political and mediaconcerns
behaviour
anti-social
which wereperceivedto amplify public concernsand fears
regarding
in
turn, underminecommunities'tolerancein relation to a whole
to
and,
crime
relating
behaviours.
nuisance
of
range
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In relation to gender, practitioners viewed young men's relationship to their communities
as particularly problematic, largely due to their being perceived as presenting a greater
threat than'their female counterparts.It was thought that to some extent this threat related
to the fact that young men were more likely to be congregating in certain areaswithin the
community and thus more visible. While practitioners acknowledged tendencies to both
'chivalrous' attitudes and 'double damnation' were discernable in community reactions to
their involvement in criminal and anti-social behaviour, it was asserted that tile
relationship to their community was generally more positive. This gender differential with
respectto communities' tolerance was not only attributed to the fact that girls, and their
behaviour,
but
likely
be
less
to
the
to
anti-social
and
were
visible
criminal
community,
fact
that young women tend to prioritise relationships which facilitate their
the
to
also
integration and inclusion within the community and community life.

With respect to providing effective responses to young people's offending behaviour,
these findings suggestthat punitive and exclusionary community responsesare unlikely to
engenderpositive outcomes. The fact that more holistic and inclusive responsesmay be
more promising in encouragingyoung people's desistancewas emphasisedwith respectto
respondents' views regarding communities' reactions to their engagement in offending
behaviour. In keeping with the findings of a study undertaken in Scotland (Jamiesonel al,
1999) for the majority of the young people interviewed, not only had community
disapproval and censure proved unwelcome, it was not credited with having any
significant deterrent effects on their likelihood of reoffending.

For some respondents, especially those subject to lower tariff orders, a disregard of
community views or reactions was informed by the young person's recognition that they
were personally responsible for their offending and desistancefrom offending. For other
respondents,particularly those subject to higher tariff orders, this outcome was attributed
to the fact that they did not respect the community's opinion. Indeed, as one male
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interviewee's response suggested, the source and perceived credibility of community
factors
in
important
terms of whether such censure would prove
proved
responses

effective:

It dependson who it is and how it sounds. So sometimesit makes me think
it
doesn't.
if
Like
it's my step-dad, he's telling me the same
and sometimes
into
'don't
trouble, you'll only get caught, you'll never
time:
the
get
story all
in
job'.
best,
Sometimes
that
the
and
good
you'll
never
get
a
sinks
get
he's
it
doesn't.
But
this
my
neighbour,
older
an ex-offender
guy,
sometimes
but
it
he
I
from
him.
It sounds right cos
the
take
tells
same
stuff
me
can
and
he has beenthere himself. (Male, 14 years, ISSP)

Overall, these findings suggestthat that punitive and censorious community attitudes and
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with
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and criminal
right
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to
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either the community or the young offender,
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if
latter
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not view the community's demandsas legitimate.
particularly

Conclusion

Addressing youth justice is a complex undertaking. The 'community as a moral claimant'
discourse emphasisesthe importance of punitive imperatives in the administration of
youth justice policy and prioritises interventions premised on signalling society's
disapproval and intolerance of criminal behaviour. In examining young offenders' and
practitioners' views and experiences of the operation of the youth justice system this
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chapter-hasdeveloped and-consolidated the analysis with respect to the researchquestion
of what constructionsof community underlie youth justice interventions.
N

The findings suggestthat the prioritisation of punitive and authoritarian imperatives within
New Labour's construction of the 'community as a moral claimant' undermine the
potential for practitioners to exploit the resourcesthe community may bring to addressing
youth crime. Notwithstanding the relative merits of 'evidence-based' practice, both tile
young people and the practitioners emphasisedthose elements of supervision which are
more keeping with the view of the community as a resource as important and essential
features of effective practice. Indeed, while 'threat' and censure are likely to have some
deterrent effects it appearsthat engaging with offenders in relation to their personal and
social circumstancesover and above those issues identified with respectto 'criminogenic'
need will enhancethe likelihood of young people's desistancefrom offending. Not least
becauseas Shover and Henderson(1995: 243) observe:

[current repressive crime control polices] ignore entirely the theoretically
obvious: Offenders' behaviour can be changed not only by increasing threat
but also by increasing legitimate opportunities. It is important to make this
point if for no other reason than the fact that increasedopportunities extend
choicesto offenders.

Overall, the punitive emphasis which underlies the government's construction of the
ccommunity as a moral claimant' is likely to restrict the contours of youth justice practice.
Furthermore, Cross et al. (2002) argue it is also likely to limit the ability of youth workers
to respond to their clients as children, with diverse and complex needs, as opposed to
offenders.
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The analysis-presented in this chapter-also provides- a less positive perspective, than
presentedin chapter five, on the researchquestion with regard to the nature of the relation
betweenthe young people interviewed and the communities to which they belong. In turn,
the young people's reticence and resignation regarding their 'offender status' being known
is
indicative
the
community
of the extent to which New Labour's
within
about
commitment to the 'community as moral claimant' discourse is likely to unden-ninethe
rehabilitation and social inclusion of these young people. Notwithstanding the damaging
repercussionsyoung people's engagement in offending behaviour can have for their
victims and the community more generally, the empirical findings presentedwith respect
to the community's views and responsesto young offenders illustrate the potential for
destructive consequencesarising from the government's commitment to the 'community
as a moral claimant' discourse.

It appears that crime control strategies, which capitalise on public fears, not only
exacerbatealready established concerns with respect to young people, but also promote
intolerance with respect to young offenders. Indeed, the empirical findings presented in
this chapter emphasisethat the community' intolerance of youth crime and anti-social
behaviour can promote punitive community responses,which in turn may promote and
exacerbateyoung offenders' exclusion from the community and their involvement in antisocial and criminal activities. Hudson (2003: 213) argues that as well as being victims of
crime with claims to protection and redress, the community and the state may also be
implicated in the causes of crime, and, as such, may have responsibilities towards the
offender. However, Hughes, (1998) observesthat the extent to which such responsibilities
are likely to be realised in the face of both authoritarian penal populism and the
fragmentation of community is open to question. As such the objectives of offender
reintegration and social inclusion appear problematic within the current youth justice
context.
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In the conclusion I will reflect- on the analysis and finding presentedto reflect- on the
centralresearchquestionsposedat the beginning of this study regardingthe appeal,nature
anddesirability of community within youth justice policy and practice.
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Chapter Seven

Conclusion: In Search of Community

Introduction

At the heart of my politics has always beenthe value of community, the belief
that we are not merely individuals struggling in isolation from each other, but
membersof a community who dependon each other, who benefit from each
other's help, who owe obligations to each other. From that everything stems:
solidarity,

social justice,

equality,

freedom. (Tony

Blair,

2005,

http://ww. number-I O.gov.uk/ output/ Pa"7375. asp).

This final chapter opens,as did the introduction, with an excerpt from a speechmade by
the Prime Minister asserting the value of community and communal life to society. No
doubt, the enduring appeal and significance of community reflects the elusive and
malleablenature of this concept (Crawford, 1997,1998a; Hughes, 1998,2002), which, as
Crawford (1997: 300) observes,is assuredby its ability to represent a term of social
organisation' meaningful not only to public and policy discourses,but also to ordinary
people's lives, and to their social existence'. Rcflccting on the analysis and findings
presented,this concluding chapterwill addressthe central researchquestionsposedat the
outset of this study regarding the appeal, nature and desirability of community within
youthjustice policy and practice.
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What constructions or, and assumptions about, community underlie criminological
theories of crime, and its prevention and control?

As chaptertwo outlines, the movement from 'penal welfare' to a 'culture of control' has
witnesseddramatic rcconfigurations in views regardingcrime and how it can be addressed.
In the former social deprivation comprisedthe central explanation for deviant and criminal
behaviour and the state accepted responsibility for the reform, assimilation and
reintegration of those citizens who engaged in such activities. By contrast, in Garland's
narrative of the 'culture of control' crime is increasingly attributed to individual
responsibilityand the stoic hassought to repudiateits earlier commitmentsto interventions
on the basis of offenders' 'welfare' needs through the prioritisation of evidcnce-bascd
punishments,and incarceration.

In accordwith thesetransformations, the community's role with respectto preventing and
addressingcrime has shiftcd from that of a peripheral actor, within an overarching social
democraticproject, to that of a central and essentialactor, within the 'adaptive', 'denial'
and 'acting out' criminal justice strategies evident in the conditions of late modcrnity.
liOwcvcr, tile centrality of the community's role within contemporaryvisions of criminal
justice bclics tile faith placed in its
abilities to prevent or combat crime. While cfforts to
mobilisc communities' abilities to inculcate appropriate moral values and standardsof
behaviourcontinuewithin the contemporary
splicre, the reality of the community's role in
crime preventionand control lics in its abilities to provide for its own protection and/or to
demandthat the stateintervenesto
punish or exclude 'offenders'. In turn, the constructions
of community promotcd within the 'culture of control' are defensive, divisive and
exclusionary(Worrall, 1997;Crawford, 1997,1998; Young, 1999;Garland,2001).

Given the centrality of Garland's thesis to the
is
it
in
this
study
analysis presented

importantto note that w1jile his
narrative of the 'culture of control' is recognisedas a key
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contribution to debatesregarding the punitive turn in late modernity, the over-genemlised
his
has
been subject to critique (Young, 2002a; Zcdner, 2002;
conclusions
of
nature
Braithwaite, 2003; Tonry, 2003; Walklate, 2005). Specifically in terms of method, his
focus on punishment, as opposedto regulation (Braithwaite, 2003), and on similarities, as
opposed to the exceptional differences, between the US and the UK (Young, 2002) has
promoted concerns regarding the accuracy of his thesis and its neglect of structural
inequalities. Furthermore, Garland's emphasis on control theory and 'administrative'
criminology is also perceived as problematic as it overlooks more critical contributions to
the criminological endeavour, most notably those of feminism and critical criminology
(ibid. ). Ultimately, Young (2002) is dissatisfied that Garland fails to recognisc the
necessity of making fundamental structural changes in order to address the pressing
problems of crime and punishment characteristic within late modernity.

Why has community proved so appealing to New Labour's youth justice strategy?

Chapters two and three argue that community has proved irresistible to New Labour's
ideology
political
of the 'Third Way' which has sought to emphasise 'that rights come
with responsibilities' (Hudson, 2003: 78). In parý the appeal of community reflects the
government's commitment to a wider 'responsibilisation' strategy which seeks to shift
responsibility for crime control from formal institutions to individuals, parents and
communities. It also reflects New Labour's pursuit of a 'remoralisation' agenda within
youth justice which draws heavily on Etzioni's (1985) communitarianisn in emphasising
and reinforcing the young offender's responsibilities and obligations to his/her
community. Of course, a range of coercive penalties and sanctions underpin the
community's role within crime prevention and control and the offender's responsibilities
to his/her community. Thus New Labour's continuing commitment to 'community' may
also be understood in reference to its potential to reinforce and advance an overall
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law-abiding
to
the
responsible, constructive and
governancestrategy which seeks construct
citizen.

What constructions of, and assumptions, about community underlie current youth
justice policies and practices?

Just as the shift from 'penal welfare' to a 'culture of control'
defensive constructions of community
punitive

youth justice

has elicited increasingly

it has also promoted a reliance on ever more

strategies, and it is within

this context that the resonance of

The
been
has
j
New
Labour's
to
considered.
youth usticc policies and practices
community
justice
in
literature
that
three
policy and
youth
within
presented
chapter
suggests
review of
has
the
constructed community
government
practice
rmoral claimant.

In the former role, it is assumed that communities

capacities in preventing and controlling
community's

as both a 'moral resource' and a
have inherent

latter
the
role prioritises the
while
youth crime,

right to demand the punishment and exclusion of those young people who

fail to live up to their communal responsibilities.

Within youth justice, a reliance on the community's 'moral resources' is apparent in
facilitate
justice
involvement
in
the young
to
to
and
restorative
elicit community
efforts
his/her
for,
for,
to
to
reparation
accept
attempts
make
and
responsibility
offender's
in
in
is
'help
It
to
the
order to
and
parents
apparent
support'
provided
also
offending.
address their child's 'anti-social' or criminal behaviours. However, serious reservations
have been raised regarding the relative priority accorded to this construction of
6communityas a moral resource' within youth justice strategies,particularly in relation to
by
These
the
supported
reservations are
more persistent and serious young offenders.
findings presented in chapter six. While recognising the importance of the community
context of young people's lives within the supervisory process and with regard to
encouraging young people's desistance from offending, practitioners asserted that such
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issuesgained little recognition within the guidance relating to or funding of youth justice
interventions. Furthermore, they asserted that the various punitive and managerial
demandswhich structure the YOTs' provision of youth justice services often conspire to
undermine the extent to which such considerationscan be taken into account.

By contrast,there appearslittle doubt regarding New Labour's commitment to the
constructionof community as a 'moral claimant'. The prioritisation of this particular
constructionof communityis obviousin the arrayof pre-emptiveandzero-tolerance
crime
preventionstrategies;ever more stringent community punishments,and the continued
relianceon the secureestate.Quintessentiallycharacteristicof a 'culture of control', the
punitive emphasiswithin such responsesto youth crime and 'anti-social' behaviour
provides an appealingmeansby which to demonstratesocieties' intoleranceof such
behavioursandto reassurethe public that authoritativemeasuresare in placeto dealwith
offenders.Such measuresmay well provide communitieswith some respite from the
troublesomeand criminal activities of young people,and in somecasesmay even deter
young peoples'involvementin suchactivities.However,the legitimacy,justification and
desirabilityof this particularpolicy drift is questionable.

Ultimately New Labour forward a narrow and conservative vision of community, which
testifies to its willingness to define, legislate and sanction in relation to those
responsibilities it considers essential to the membership rights of the 'law-abiding'
community. As such, youth justice policy serves to emphasise young peoples'
responsibilities to the community rather than the community's

or the state's

responsibilities to the young person.
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Is community an appropriate focus for youth justice strategies?

The empirical work for this study has sought to explore the resonanceof community to the
lives of young offenders in order to critically reflect on the appropriateness of New
Labour's particular constructions of community within youth justice policy and practice.
The findings presentedin chapter five reveal that community is resonant within the lives
and experiencesof young offenders, with both the young people and the youth justice
practitioners interviewed describing their understanding of community in the customary
terms of 'locality', 'relationships' and 'belonging'. However, this analysis also highlights
that young offenders' experiences of community are likely to prove complex, variable,
ambiguous and transitory.

In support of New Labour's discourse of 'community

as a moral resource' interviewces

recognized that community

serve to encourage and induce

desistance from

offending

experiences may well
in
difficult
even
-

material and domestic circumstances.

However, this was more likely to prove the case for female respondents and, to a lesser
extent respondents subject to lower tariff orders. These respondents were more likely to
be cognisant of and influenced by the disapproval and censure elicited by their offending
from family and non offending peers and to be most concerned by the damaging impacts
offending might have on their standing, relationships

and involvement

in community

institutions and activities.

However, practitioners also emphasisedthe potential for poverty, disadvantage,alienation,
fractured family-life, criminality, disrupted education, unemployment, low aspirations,
drug and alcohol use and apathy to undermine communities' capacities to prevent or
control crime. Notwithstanding the disapproval, censure and damaging impacts of their
offending behaviour, male respondents,and particularly those undertaking an ISSP, were
most likely to view offending as a necessary and inevitable aspect of their lives. To
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varying degreesthis outcome was facilitated by associating with offending peers and a
community context in which crime was an everyday occurrence.

Overall, such findings suggestthat the 'community as a moral resource' fails to adequately
account for the complexities of young offenders' likely experiencesof communal life. At
one and the same time this discourse over- and under- estimates the capacities of
communities to encourage and induce young people's desistance from offending. More
fundamentally it fails to take any account of, or responsibility, for the long term,
intergenerational and embeddedproblems associatedwith poverty and inequality which
are often characteristic of the lives of young offenders and the communities within which
they reside.

The findings presentedin chapter six, with regard to the 'community as a moral claimant',
raise further concerns regarding the appropriatenessof a focus on community in youth
justice policies and practices. While youth justice practitioners recognised the punitive
focus of contemporaryyouth justice policies, the prioritisation of punishment and offender
responsibility was not viewed as the only, nor indeed necessarilythe best, meansby which
to address youth crime. Rather, the positive and inclusive features associated with
community-based interventions and the relational aspectsof supervision were recognised,
by both the practitioners and young people interviewed, as constituting valuable and
essential elementsof effective practice. For example, the community base of interventions
allowed young people to access and maintain those relationships, commitments and
activities which are viewed as essential in encouraging and consolidating personal
motivations to stop offending, and which facilitate offender's reintegration into the 'law
abiding' community. Likewise, the supervisory relationship was considered important not
only in terms of providing young offenders with a pro-social adult role model but also in
supporting and assisting young people to pursue constructive opportunities and lifestyles.
However, the punitive imperatives which characteriseyouth justice rhetoric and policy is
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likely to undermine practitioners' opportunities for and commitment to engaging with the
diversity of young offenders' needs.

In view of the ambivalent attitudes of adult society to young people in general punitive
youth justice rhetoric, policy and practice are also likely to exacerbate and amplify
communities' intolerance and condemnation of youth crime and 'anti-social' behaviour.
Recognition of the disapproval that involvement in offending behaviour was likely to elicit
meant that many of the female respondents, and the young men subject to lower tariff
disposals, were at pains to prevent their offending, or their involvement with the youth
justice system,becoming known about within their communities. Such concernsseemwell
founded given the disapproval and hostility exhibited towards those male respondents,
particularly those undertaking an ISSP, whose offending was known about more generally
within the community. The enmity apparent in these community responsesto these young
people had quite powerful exclusionary potential, which appearedto contribute to their
acceptanceof an offender identity.

Overall, youth crime is a complex phenomenonwhich defies simplistic explanations.New
Labour's commitment to 'myriad of agendasof governance' (Muncie and Hughes, 2002:7)
is the latest of an array of strategieswhich contribute to the constant searchfor a solution
to youth crime. However, the complexity and variance of respondent's experiences of
community, youth justice and 'offender' status illustrate the limitations of both New
Labour's youth justice project and Garland's (200 1) governancethesis, which assumethe
individual's acceptanceof their community/societal responsibilities and their recognition
and adherenceto disciplinary discourses. Overall, he analysis and findings presented in
this study suggestthat the particular constructions of communities and of young offenders
evident in New Labour's adoption and commitment to communitarianism are unlikely to
engender tolerant and inclusive responses to crime and offenders. Rather the
authoritarianism which characterisescurrent youth justice policy may serve to compound
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Proposals for future research

As I make the final revisions to this manuscript New Labour's continuing faith in
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It is not criminal acts that are bad in themselves,although of course they are,
it is what they cumulatively mean, which is a disrespectfor other people, for
their rights, for the community. Communities can only work- by rules of civil
conduct that everyone is prepared to accept, by give as well as take, and
crucially by respect for other people ... New laws can't do it all, in the end
they only deal with consequences,but they can signal a new approach and a
new determination on the part of the majority that it is time to reassert
ourselves.(Blair, 2005a, www. number-IO.gov.uk/ouiput/Page 8123 asp).

The Home Secretary,Charles Clarke, has also reiterated the government's commitment to
in
in
his
New
Respect
Task
Force,
the
which
principles
announcement
communitarian
of
he observes:

We all have a right to live our lives free from harassment.But with those
rights come responsibilities and we all need to play a part in tackling
disrespect and unacceptable behaviour. (Clarke, 2005, www. gov.uk/nsto!y.
asp?item id =1356).
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This ongoing preoccupationwith the popular punitivism inherent in the construction of the
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their experienceswill provide valuable insights for the formulation, implementation and
delivery of 'effective' youth justice policy.

Furthermore,the diversity of young people's experienceswith regard to crime, youth
justice and communalexperiencesraises doubts with regard to the 'one size fits all'
based
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of
evidence
government'scommitment
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in
grounded a recognition of their particular circumstancesand needs and that the
uncritical applicationof methodsof interventionthat have been developedfor use with
importance
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Research
the
to
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the
context
should
avoided.
probation
men
within
of the nature of the supervisoryrelationship in motivating and reinforcing clicnfs
desistancefrom offending. Researchactivity in this latter area has prompteda nascent
revitalisation of interest in casework,as opposedto case management(Burnett and
McNeill, 2005),demonstrating
the potentialvalueof suchappliedresearch.

I think the challenge facing researchers working within the youth justice arcna is to
is
research
which
not only critical of the New Labour's preference for penal
undertake
populism, but is also able to engage with and contribute to debates regarding effective
practice. The potential for damaging outcomes - for offenders, at 'risk groups', their
families and the communities within which they live - arising from the continued
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prioritisation of punitive youth justice demandsthat such endeavoursare approached
skilfully andwith someurgency,
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PhD Research Study
'An Exploration of Community and Crimefor Young Offenders'

Interview Schedule for Young People

CASE INFORMATION

Young Person'sUnique Identifier

2.

Young person's court order

YOT worker supervising this order?

A:

ABOUT YOU

1. What is your current situation with respectto education/traininglemployment?
(Prompts: still attending school, stopped attending/truanting regularly, excluded,
)
long
has
been
how
this
the
type
training/employment
case?
special provision,

2. Is/was getting an education important to you? Pleaseexplain.

3. How muchsparetime do you haveeachday?What do you do in your sparetime?

4. Have you any particular hobbies/interests?Pleaseexplain

5. Canyou briefly tell me abouta typical day for you?
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B:

ABOUT YOUR NEIGHBOURROOD

6. Wheredo you live? Hasthis alwaysbeenthe case?

7. What do you like about living in this neighbourhood?

8. Whatdo you dislike aboutliving in this neighbourhood?

9. Whatresourcesareavailablefor youngpeoplein your neighbourhood?

10. What do you use?How often? Has this always been the case?

11. Do you go outside the neighbourhood to accessresources/services?

12. What do you use?How often? Has this always been the case?

13. Generallyhow muchtime do you spendin your neighbourhood?

14. How do you 'get on' with the people who live in your neighbourhood?(Prompts:

this)
what helps/hinders

15. If you werein chargewould you do to improveyour neighbourhood?

16. If you were in charge what would you do to improve things for young people in
your neighbourhood?
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C:

YOUR CURRENT LMNG

ARRANGEMENTS

17. What are your current living arrangements? (Prompts: parent/s, step parents/
siblings/ foster care/looked after by local authority, living independently

)

18. Has this always been the case?

19. If you live with adults do any of them have ajob? Pleaseexplain. (Prompts: If yes:
who, what, how long etc, If no: how long out of work, seeking work)

20. Are there things in your current family/accommodation circumstances that you
like/find helpful? Pleaseexplain.

21. Are there things in your current family/accommodation circumstances that you
dislike/find unhelpftil? Pleaseexplain.

22. If you could change anything about your family/accommodation circumstances

what (if anything)would you change?

D:

YOUR RELATIONSHEPS WITH FAMILY

AND FRIEENDS

23. Can you tell me a little about your upbringing? (Prompts: what was good/bad

it,
about weretheredifficulties for you growingup?)

24. Do you 'get on' with your parents?Pleaseexplain. (Prompts: regularity of contact,

has this alwaysbeenthe case,anything they do/don't do that you particularly
like/dislike)
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25. If applicable, do you 'get on' with your brothers/sisters?Pleaseexplain. (Prompts:
has
been
the case,
this
this,
always
s
of
e.
g.
particular
regularity of contact,

like/dislike)
do/don't
do
that
they
particularly
you
anything

26. Are their other relatives who are part of your life? Please explain. (Prompts: who,

how hasthis changedovertime?)

27. If applicable, do you get on with these other relatives? Please explain. (Prompts:
do
do/don't
been
has
that
they
the
this
case,anything
always
regularity of contact,
you particularly like/dislike)

28. Is your relationship with your family important to you? Please explain? (Prompts:

how do relationshipswith
in what ways is the relationshipimportant/unimportant,
differentfamily memberscompare)

29. Is your relationship with your friends important to you? Please explain. (Prompts:

how do relationshipswith
in what ways is the relationshipimportant/unimportant,
differentfriends/groupsof friendscompare)

30. How does your relationship with your family compare to your relationship with
is
it
have
how
do
friends?
(Prompts:
you
similar/different,
what
expectations
your

doldon't
bave
family)
friends
that
you
of
your
of your

E:

YOU AND OFFENDING

31. Canyou tell meaboutyour involvementin offending?(Prompts:type andfrequency
of offending,what are the usual circumstancesin which you offend, have there
been any changesin your offending over time)
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32. What arethe reasonsfor your offending? (Prompts: has this changedover time)

33. How likely is thatyou will continueto offend?Pleaseexplain.(Prompts:what lielps
/hinders your stopping offending)

F:

OTHERS AND YOUR OFFENDING

34. Of the adultswho are involvedin your life which relationshipsdo you considerof
most importanceto you? Pleaseexplain. (Prompts: parents/carers, grandparents,

)
family
fiiends,
YOT
teachers,
other
socialworkers,
workers,
aunts,uncles,

Canwestartwith

35. Whatdotheythink aboutyour offending?

36. How dotheyreactto your offending?
37. Hasthismadeanydifferenceto your offending?Pleaseexplain.

38. Is there anythingthey could do which would help to stop you offending?Please
explain.

39. Of the relationships
you havewith friendsor youngpeopleof a similaragewhich do
importance
to you? Pleaseexplain. (Prompts: siblings, friends,
of
you consider most
I
girlfriend/boyfriends, other )

Canwestart with

40. What do theythink aboutyour offending?
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4 1. How do they reactto your offending?

42. Has this madeany differenceto your offending? Pleaseexplain.

43. Is there anythingthey could do which would help to stop you offending?Please
explain.

44. What do you considerthe important responsibilitiesor activities in your life? Please
explain. (Prompts: family commitments, caring responsibilities, school, college,

training,employment,leisure/socialactivities,hobbiesetc )

Canwestartwith

45. Do you think your involvement or participation in these responsibilities/activities
helpsto keepyou out of trouble. Pleaseexplain.

46. Does your offending affect your involvement or participation in these
Pleaseexplain.
responsibilities/activities?

47. Doesthis makeanydifferenceto your offending?Pleaseexplain.

G:

COMMUNITY

Yhereis an ideathat i(people havecloselinks to their communitytheyare lesslikely to get
involvedin offending.

48. What do you seeas your community?Pleaseexplain.(Prompts:locality, social
socialattachments)
relationships/networks,
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49. Do you think there is a general view in your community about offending? Please
explain.

50. isyour offending known about in the community?

5 1. If yes, what hasbeenthe community reactionto your offending?

52. Has this madeany differenceto your offending? Pleaseexplain.

53. Is thereanythingthat couldbe donewithin or by your communitythat would help
you to stop offending?Pleaseexplain.

H:

YOU AND SUPERVISION

You arecurrentlysubjectto ...........................................................................

54. How would you describethe ideasbehindthis order?

55. What if anythinghaveyou found helpful aboutthis order?

56. Whatif anythinghaveyou foundunhelpfulabouthis order?

57. Hasbeingsubjectto this ordermadeany differenceto your offending?

58. In your opinion has being able to stay in the community been a helpful or
unhelpfulelementof this order?Pleaseexplain.
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59. Have you ever spenttime in custody?Pleaseexplain. (Prompts: remand or sentence,
how many times, length of stay)

If Yes go to questions61 -62

If No go to question 63

60. How wouldyou describetheideasbehindcustody?

61. Did your experience of custody make any difference to your offending? Please
explain.

62. Do you think beingremovedfrom your communityis a helpful or unhelpfulway of
dealingwith your offending.Pleaseexplain.

1:

YOU, YOUR ASPIRATIONS AND YOUR FUTURE

63. So far, what do you think hasbeenthe 'high poineor oneof the besttimes of Your
life? Pleaseexplain.

64. Sofar, what do you think hasbeenthe'low point' or oneof the worst timesof your
life? Pleaseexplain.

65. Do you think much aboutthe future and what you will be doing in time to come?
Pleaseexplain.

66. If/when you think about the future do you have any particular worries?Please
explain.
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67. Do you have any ambitions for your future? Pleaseexplain.

68. Are you doing anything aboutachievingyour ambitions?Pleaseexplain.

69. Are therethingsthatpreventyou from achievingyour ambitions?Pleaseexplain.

70. Thatwasthelastquestion.Is thereanythingelseyou would like to add?
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PhD Research Study:
An Exploration of Community, Youth Justice and Young Offenders

Interview Schedule for Practitioners

A. Interviewee Background Information

Current position

Previous positions

Time in post

Gender

B. Community, offenders and supervision

1. How do you understandthe term 'community'? (Personally/professionally)

2. How would you describethe 'community' within which you work?

3. Do you think there is a generalview within this/thesecommunity/sregarding
youth offendingandanti-socialbehaviour?

4. How, if at all, is this viewpointdemonstrated?
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5. How would you describe the relationship between the children/young people with

whomyou work andthe community/s?

6. Does this relationship differ according to age and/or gender?

7. Do you think 'community' is an important considerationwhen working with
in
people
relation to offending? Pleaseexplain.
children/young

8. How, if at all, doesa considerationof 'community' inform your work/thework of
the YOT? (Whatfacilitatesor underminesthis?)

9. In what ways, if any, does the neighbourhoodcontext help or hinder the
preventionof offendingfor children/youngpeople?

help or hinder the
10. In what ways, if any, do family background/relationships
preventionof offendingfor children/youngpeople?

11. In what ways, if any, do peer relationshipshelp or hinder the preventionof
offendingfor children/youngpeople?

12. In what ways, if any, does participationin leisure activities help or hinder the
preventionof offendingfor childrenlyoungpeople?

13. What couldbe donewithin or by the communityto help children/youngpeopleto
stopoffending?
I
14. To what extentdo you think juvenile offending or anti-socialbehaviourthreatens
'community'? Pleaseexplain.
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15. Do you think the work of the YOT contributes to the maintenance of
'community'? Pleaseexplain.

16. Do you think court orders which allow young people to stay in the community are
more or less effective than sendingthem to custody? Pleaseexplain.

17. In what ways, if any, is removal from the community to penal or secure settings
I
helpful or unhelpful in addressingoffending for children/young people?

C: Perspectiveson Individual Clients

Young person's unique identifier:

In respect ofX

18. In your opinion what were the main reasons for your client's involvement in
offending?

19. Whatdid/doyou view asthe main areasof work in this case?

20. In this casedid you think 'community' was an importantconsiderationin working
with your client?

21. How would you describethis youngperson'srelationshipto 'community'?

22. In this casehow, if at all, did a considerationof 'community' inforrn the work you
undertookwith your client?
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23. How did the young person respond to the intervention? (what did they find

most/leasthelpful?)

24. In what ways, if any, has the neighbourhoodcontext helped or hindered the
for
this young person?
of
offending
prevention

25. In what ways, if any, have family backgrounds/relationships helped or hindered
the prevention of offending for this young person?

26. In what ways,if any,havepeerrelationshipshelpedor hinderedthe preventionof
offending for this young person?

27. In what ways, if any, has education/training/employrnent helped or hindered the
prevention of offending for this young person?

28. In what ways, if any, has participation in leisure activities helped or hindered the

preventionof offendingfor this youngperson?

29. How likely do you think it is your client will continueto offend?Pleaseexplain.

30. In your opinion to what extent was your intervention successful in ternis of
preventing offending? Pleaseexplain.

31. To what extent, if any, is this outcome linked to the young person's relationship

to/interactionswith their 'community/s'?

32. What could be done within or by the community to help your client to stop
offending?
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I June2001

Dear [YOT Manager],

I am writing to request research access for a PhD study, which seeks to investigate
6community' and it's relationship to the control and prevention of offending among young
full
in
have
for
information
but
I
I
attached
research
a
proposal
your
particular
people.
seekyour agreementto undertakeresearchthat involves:

Access to undertakeinterviews with young people currently supervisedby Youth
Offending Teams.

In total I would like to talk to 60 young people - 30 male and 30 female - and at this stage
I am approaching three Youth Offending Teams in Merseyside in order to achieve this
sample.

The interviews with young people will be relatively unstructured and will explore young
people's experiencesof offending and supervision, the meanings and interpretations they
'community'
to
and the relative importance of 'community' to supervision and the
attach
control or prevention of their offending.

Access to extract descriptive data from young people's case files. The case file data for
each young person interviewed will provide descriptive and contextual data that will
complement and inform the qualitative analysis of the young person's understanding of
community and the extent to which they do or do not feel part of a 'community'.

Accessto undertakeinterviewswith youthjustice professionals.I would like to undertake
interviews
20
to
of
maximum
with youth justice professionals and within this I would
a
up
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like to include 12 YOT workers responsible for the supervision of young people
interviewed for the study. Again access is being sought in three Merseyside Youth
Offending Teams.

These interviews will be semi-structured and should take no longer than an hour to an
hour and a half to complete. The interviews will explore respondent's perceptions and
'community'
with respect to the supervision of young offenders, the
of
experiences
interpretations
'community'
they
to
attach
and the relative importance of
and
meanings
'community' to supervision and the control or prevention of offending among young
people.

ProfessorGill McIvor and Dr. Ian McIntosh at the Department of Applied Social Science,
University of Stirling will supervise the proposed research,which I am undertaking on a
basis
Research
Fellow
Youth
Justice
Research
the
while
employed
as
a
within
part-time
Unit at the University of Liverpool.

if you require any further information pleasedo not hesitateto get in touch. I look
forward to hearing from you.

Yours sincerely

JanetJamieson
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An Exploration of Community and Crime
For Young Offenders

A PhD Research Study Proposal
To Merseyside Youth Offending Team

Janet Jamieson

Department of Applied Social Science,
University of Stirling,
Stirling, Scotland

June 2001
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Introduction

'Communityis a beguiling and seductiveterm becauseit readily evokes
images of neighbourliness, mutual aid and a positive sense of belonging'
(Smith, 1995,93).

'Community' is thought to offer an attractive means of (re)creating cohesion across a
fragmented society and thus is often linked to a positive relationship with crime such that
more community is believed to result in less crime (Crawford, 1997). However, in reality
the 'communities' which are particularly vulnerable to crime and victimisation are often
far from cohesive, but fragmented along lines of age, race, gender, economic activity and
criminal involvement (Smith, 1995).

Discourses
of communityhavebeenprominentin theconception,designandlegitimisationof
socialpolicy in (at least)the last30 yearsandin criminaljusticepolicy hasbeeninvokedfor
for) & 'therapeutic'(meansof curing)purposes(Laceyand
both 'diagnostic'(explanations
Zedner,1995).The currentyouthjustice systemprovidesan interestingcasestudy of the
current policy orientationin respectof 'community' wherein right realist priorities of
retributivejustice and exclusionhave been conjoinedwith left realist priorities of social
justice andinclusion(Muncie,2000).Thus,the 1998CrimeandDisorderAct hasexpanded
the secureestatewhile simultaneouslyintroducinga rangeof pre-emptiveand preventative
forms of rehabilitation(Pitts,2001).The necessityof punishmentandthe protectionof the
public will thereforeresult in the exclusionof somechildren and young peoplefrom the
communitiesin whichtheylive while for othersrehabilitationinto thesecommunitieswill be
attempted through interventions which empbasisethe importance of multi-agency
the primacyof the family, the principalsof restorativejustice andcommunitypartnerships,
baseddisposals.
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The literatureand empirical work in relation to community and crime has largely focussedon
community safety issues(Hope, 1995, Loader et al, 1998) or the experiencesof adult male
in
importance
'community'
(Foster,
1990).
Yet
the
of
and
particular a community
offenders
basefor effective interventionsand the rehabilitation of offendershas been emphasisedin die
'what works' literature(e.g. McGuire and Priestley, 1995).The proposedresearchstudy aims
to developand contribute to this body of work through an investigation of 'community' and
its relationship to the control and prevention of crime among young male and female
offenders.

Theobjectivesof this studywill beto:

v

to explore how young offenders' understandingand experience 'community';

m to explore the nature of the relationship, if any, between young offenders and their

communities;
w to explore the resonanceof 'community' to youth justice interventions with young

offenders;
x

to exploreif and how 'community' contributesto the control and preventionof
offendingfrom the perspectiveof young offendersand youthjustice practitioners;
and

m to explore if and how 'community' contributesto the rehabilitationand social
inclusion of offenders from the perspective of young offenders and youth justice
practitioners.

The Sample

A sample of 60 young people - 30 male and 30 female who are currently subject to
-

Youth OffendingTeamsupervisionwill provide the basisfor data collection.Within the
sample priority will be given to young people subject to YOT supervision on the basis of
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it
is
However,
and/or
serious
offending.
recognised that the final sampling
persistent
framework will have to be flexible in order to maximise the numbers of girls and young
in
included
Thus,
definition
the
the
study.
of the sample will be made in
women
different
the
to
of
young
with
numbers
people
subject
orders within a specified
accordance
time period.

Methods

A rangeof researchmethodswill be adoptedin the pursuit of theseobjectivesand will
involvethecollectionof bothqualitativeandquantitativedata.

Collection of Informationfrom CaseFiles

In respect of each young person interviewed for the study it is proposed that a range of
descriptive and contextual information be extracted from YOT case files. This data will
complement and inform, the qualitative analysis of the young person's understanding of
community and the extent to which they do or do not feel 'part' of a 'community'. This
data will include:

0

The young person's previous involvement in the youth justice system (previous

convictionsandsentences);
Ile offencewhichresultedin their currentsupervision;
The length of order and details of any additional conditions imposed;
Reasonsfor offending identified in ASSET;
Objectivesof supervision;
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Interviews with YoungPeople

Semi-structuredinterviews will be undertaken with young people to allow them to talk in
their own 'frames of reference' allowing the meanings and interpretations they attributeto
events,relationshipsand issuesto be understood (May, 1993: 94).

These interviews will explore a range of issuesincluding:

"

the young person's current living, educational or employment status;

"

their views on the localities in which they live;

"

the nature and extent of their use of resourcesand facilities within this locality;

"

their views on the nature of their relationships with family and friends;

"

the nature and extent of their offending behaviour;

"

the extent to which the adult and peer relationships and the responsibilities and
activities they identify as important aspects of their lives impact on their
offending.

Interviewswith YouthJusticeProfessionals

Up to a maximumof 20 semi-structuredinterviewswill be conductedon an individual
basiswith youthjustice professionals.This will include 12 interviewswith YOT workers
responsiblefor supervisingyoung people includedin the study- six each in respectof
young men and young women. The remainderof interviews will be conductedwith
managersandwhererelevantotherkey stakeholders.

Theseinterviewswill address:

9

the meaningsand interpretations practitioners attachto 'community';
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a

their views in respect of the likely nature of the relationship between their clients
differs
this
with respect to the gender or age of the
and
whether
and community
young offender;

v

the relevanceof 'community' in the supervision of young men and young women;

2

the value of and relevance of 'community' in the successor failure of community
baseddisposals;

v

the rehabilitation and social inclusion of young offenders and the factors which
contribute positively or negatively to this outcome;

Data Analysis

All interviews will, subject to the agreement of respondents,be tape recorded and fully
transcribed for analysis. All transcript records and quantitative data will be anonymised
from
identified
in
be
the research.
any
publications
arising
one
will
and no

Ethics

Participationin the studywill be voluntaryandpremisedon informedconsentin accordance
Association
Sociological
Society
Criminology
British
British
the
the
ethical
of
and
with
guidelines.The researcheris experiencedin conductingresearchon young peopleand
been
by
has
Merseyside
Police
the
andsatisfactorilycleared.
checked
and
offending

Dissemination

The primary output from this study will be a PhD thesis to be submitted to the University
of Stirling.
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Janet Jamieson
Youth Justice ResearchUnit,
Department of Sociology, Social Policy

Studies,
Work
Social
and
University of Liverpool,
Liverpool
Tel: 0151794 2984

Study Exploring Community and Crime for Young People

I am a researcherbasedat the University of Liverpool and I am currently involved in a
studyon youngpeople,communityand crime. Onepart of this study involvestalking to
lives
their
themselves,
and their views and experiencesin relationto
about
young people
offending.

I have askedthe Workers at 'X' YOT to help me find young people who might be willing
to talk to me for this study. The interview for this research will only take about 3045
minutes of your time and can take place at your home, the YOT offices or somewhereelse
feel
would
comfortable.
you

If you agreeto be interviewed you can be guaranteedthat your views are very important to

the research.Also anythingyou say is treatedwith the strictestconfidence,for example,
in
be
any report of this research.
named
you will not

After the interview I would also like to accessinformation from your YOT case records

about what types of offences you have committed and what sentencesyou have
information
If
this
you
agree
will alsobe treatedwith the strictestconfidence.
undertaken.

-lq6

it will be anonymised and securely stored at the university and when the study is
destroyed.
be
information
the
careftilly
will
completed

The study is being undertakenas part of a university degree(PhD) and a report of findings

will be written andassessed.

If you have any questionsor want more information about the study you can contact me on
0151794 2984.

Yours sincerely,

JanetJamieson
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JanetJamieson,
Youth Justice ResearchUnit,
Department of Sociology, Social Policy
Studies,
Work
Social
and
University of Liverpool,
Liverpool
Tel: 0 151794 2984

Study Exploring Community and Crime for Young People

I am a researcherbasedat the University of Liverpool and I am currently involved in a
study on youngpeople,communityand crime. One part of this study involvestalking to
youngpeopleaboutthemselves,their lives and their views and experiencesin relationto
offending.

I have askedthe Workers at 'X' YOT to help me find young people who might be willing
to talk to me. He/She has suggested that your son/daughter would be willing to be
interviewed but as they are under 16 years of age I'm writing to you in the first instanceto
see if you agreethat they can participate. If you object to your child being interviewed can
you sign the attached form and return it to me in the prepaid envelop. Alternatively you
can contact 'X' at 'Y' YOT on 'telephone number'.

Your child's views are very importantto the researchand anythinghe/shesayswill be
treated with the strictest confidence, for example, they will not be named in any report of

this research.

After the interviewI would alsolike to accessinformationfrom child's YOT caserecords
about what types of offences he/she has committed and what sentences he/she has
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information
be
If
treated with the strictest confidence.
this
also
agree
will
undertaken. you
it will be anonymised and securely stored at the university and when the study is
be
information
destroyed.
the
carefully
will
completed

The study is being undertakenas part of a university degree(PhD) and a report of findings

will be written andassessed.

If you have any questionsor want more information about the study you can contact me on
0151794 2984.

Yours sincerely,

JanetJamieson
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Tahh-. 1! Revnnntlents'

living

situation

Living situation
With parents
'Looked after' by Local Authority
Supportedaccommodation
Total

at time of interview

Female Respondents
9

Male Respondents
16
3
I
20

I
10

Table 2: Educational status of respondents of school age
Male Respondents
Educational Status
3
Full-time Mainstream Education
3
Pupil Referral Unit
3
Excluded
3
Home or YOT tutor
,
12
Total

Table 3: Occunational

Female Respondents
5
5

status of resiDondents over school a2e

Occupation I Status
Unemployed
Training scheme
Full time employment
Total

Male Respondents
6
2
8

Table 4: Number of previous court orders bv the respondents'

No of previous court orders

Female Respondents
3
1
I
5

gender

Male Respondents
5
3
1
2
1

Female Respondents
9

Zero
1
1
2
3
4
5
7
2
8
9
10
22
19*
10
Total
*There was no information available for one male respondentwho had recently moved from a
different area.
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Table 5: Number of previous court orders by the respondents' current court order
No of previous court orders
so
AFO
CPRO
ISSP
4
8
Zero
2
I
I
2
2
2
3
1
4

DTO

1
7
2
8
9
10
22
11
1 7*
10
10
Total
*There was no information available for one male respondentwho had recently moved from a
different area.

Table 6: Number of Drevious court orders bv the rest)ondents' aae
12
13
14
15
16
17
No of previous court
years
years
years
years
years
years
orders
5
4
Zero
3
2
1
I
I
2
3
4
5
1
7
8
2
1
9
10
1
22
11
1 8*
2
Total
1
7
6
5
*There was no information available for one male respondentwho had recently moved from a
different area

Table 7: Offence resultina in YOT supervision bv gender
Offence
Common Assault
Assault occasioning actual bodily harin
Possessionof a classB drug
Being carried
Theft of a Motor Vehicle
Aggravated vehicle taking
Unauthorisedvehicle taking
Burglary of a dwelling
Burglary of a non dwelling
Theft
Robbery
Public Order: causingharassment,alarm,
distressby threatening words or behaviour
(racially aggravated)
Total

Male
Respondents
5
4
I

Female
Respondents
_
6

I
I
2
I
I
1
2
I

I

20

-

I
2
10
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Tahle 8: Youth Justice Board offence seriousness score bv resvondents' eender
Female Respondents
Male Respondents
SeriousnessScore
8
7
3
6
1
1
5
8
4
6
9
3
2
2
I
20
10
Total
4
3
Average score

Table 9: YJB's offence seriousnessscore by
ISSP
SeriousnessScore
8
7
3
6
1
5
2
4
1
3
2
I
8
Total
4.5
Average score

respondents' court order
so
APO

CPRO

DTO

1

-

4

3

1
4
4

I
1
8

10
3.4

10
3.2

Table 10: Youth Justice Board offence seriousnessscore bv resnondents' aec
12 years
13 years
14 years
15 years
16 years
Seriousness
Score
8
7
1
6
2
5
4
1
2
2
4
4
3
2
2
Total
Average score

1
2

2
4

7
4

6
3.3

5
3.8

17 years

3
4

9
3.9
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